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Kurzzusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Dissertation stellt einen Ansatz zur Generierung von Konversationsgesten
fur animierte Agenten aus annotatiertem Textinput vor. Zentrale Idee ist es, die Gestik
menschlicher Individuen zu imitieren. Als empirisches Material dient eine Fernsehsendung,
aus der Schlusselparameter zur Generierung naturlicher und individuellerGesten extrahiert
werden. Die Generierungsaufgabe wurde in drei Schritten mit eigens entwickelter Soft-
ware gelost. Das generische ANVIL-Annotationswerkzeug ermoglicht die Transkription
von Gestik und Sprache in den empirischen Daten. Das NOVALIS-Modul berechnet aus
den Annotationen individuelle Gestenprole mit Hilfe statistischer Verfahren. Der NOVA-
Generator erzeugt Gesten anhand dieser Prole und allgemeiner Heuristiken und gibt
diese in Skriptform aus. Die Arbeit stellt somit einen vollstandigen Arbeitspfad von em-
pirischer Datenerhebung bis zum abspielfertigen Skript vor und liefert die entsprechenden
Software-Werkzeuge dazu.
Abstract
This dissertation shows how to generate conversational gestures for an animated agent
based on annotated text input. The central idea is to imitate the gestural behavior of
human individuals. Using TV show recordings as empirical data, gestural key parameters
are extracted for the generation of natural and individual gestures. For each of the three
tasks in the generation pipeline a software was developed. The generic ANVIL annotation
tool allows to transcribe gesture and speech in the empirical data. The NOVALIS module
uses the annotations to compute individual gesture proles with statistical methods. The
NOVA generator creates gestures based on these proles and heuristic rules, and outputs
them in a linear script. In all, this work presents a complete work pipeline from collecting
empirical data to obtaining an executable script and provides the necessary software, too.

Ausfuhrliche Zusammenfassung
Menschliche Kommunikation funktioniert nicht allein uber die Stimme, sondern auch uber
das Gesicht und den Korper im Allgemeinen, sie umfasst also verschiedene Modalitaten.
Die Forschung versucht dies zu nutzen, indem sie multimodale Schnittstellen baut, wo mit
Korpern ausgestattete Agenten mit dem Benutzer kommunizieren. Ein Korper eronet
einerseits neue Wege der Kommunikation, bringt aber auch neue Probleme mit sich. So
mussen Agenten mit Korpern sehr glaubwurdig sein, denn Menschen akzeptieren sie schnell
als Lebewesen und ahnden dann umso schneller und strikter jedes unnaturliche Verhalten.
In einem Team von Agenten muss zudem jeder Einzelne individuell wirken, um nicht den
Eindruck einer geklonten Einheitsmasse zu vermitteln.
Ziel dieser Arbeit ist die Generierung von Konversationsgesten fur ein Team von
korperhaften Agenten. Die produzierten Gesten sollen einen breiten \Verhaltensteppich"
bilden, der sowohl glaubwurdig als auch individuell ist, und durch andere Generierungs-
ansatze erweitert werden kann. Die Generierungsaufgabe wird durch den Versuch der
Imitation eines spezischen menschlichen Sprechers, der Erfahrung hat im oentlichen
Sprechen und Agieren, angegangen. Dabei wird in drei Phasen vorgegangen: Observa-
tion, Modellierung und Generierung.
In der Observationsphase werden Videoclips von zwei zu imitierenden Fernseh-Person-
lichkeiten ausgewahlt. Diese Auswahl wird von eigens entwickelten Selektionskriterien
gesteuert. Diese Kriterien schatzen, wie gut die Fernsehshow zur Zielapplikation passt, ob
die zu imitierenden Phanomene in ausreichender Zahl und Qualitat vorkommen, ob die
richtigen Kommunikationssituationen gezeigt werden und ob technische Voraussetzungen
wie Sprecher-Sichtbarkeit erfullt sind. Ein digitales Videokorpus, das LQ-Korpus, wird
aus 23 Clips aus drei Sendungen der Fernsehshow \Das Literarische Quartett" zusam-
mengestellt, was eine Gesamtdauer von 46:18 Minuten an Material ergibt. Zur Transkrip-
tion von Gestik und Sprache werden Annotationsschemata und -werkzeuge begutachtet.
Ein kategoriales Schema wird als zweckgema ausgewahlt, komplementiert durch die struk-
turelle Bewegungstransskription in Phasen und das Konzept der lexical aÆliates. Der
Schematauberblick diktiert gewisse Anforderungen an ein Software-Tool zur Datenannota-
tion. Zehn existierende Tools werden anhand dieser Anforderungen gestestet: HIAT-DOS,
CLAN, Akira, MacSHAPA, MediaTagger, The Observer, SignStream, syncWRITER,
TASX-annotator und Elan. Jedes dieser Programme lasst wichtige Eigenschaften ver-
missen, so dass das Video-Annotationstool ANVIL entwickelt werden muss. Es handelt
sich um ein Platform-unabhangiges, erweiterbares, allgemeines Annotationswerkzeug, das
mit benutzerdenierten Annotationsschemata arbeitet und uber eine intuitive grasche Be-
nutzeroberache verfugt. Mithilfe von ANVIL und den begutachteten Annotationsschemata
wird das NOVACO-Schema zur systematischen Transkription von Gestik und Sprache ent-
wickelt. Das Schema enthalt sowohl linguistische als auch gestische Informationen wie
Worter, Informationsstruktur, Gestenphasen und lexikalische AÆliation. Vier Timing-
Muster werden entworfen, um die zeitliche Beziehung zwischen Geste und lexical aÆliate
zu erfassen. Zur Transkription in gestischen Kategorien wird ein Gestenlexikon aus den
LQ-Daten unter Einbeziehung veroentlichter Gesteninventare erschlossen. Es umfasst 68
Lemmata. Mit ANVIL und dem NOVACO-Schema wird das gesammte LQ-Korpus transkri-
biert: insgesamt 1065 Gesten und 2518 Gestenphasen werden annotiert.
In der Modellierungsphase wird das annotierte LQ-Korpus analysiert und Gestenprole
fur jeden individuellen Sprecher extrahiert. Zur

Uberprufung der Konsistenz des NOVACO-
Schemas wird die Reliabilitat der Annotation an zwei unabhangigen Annotierern gemessen,
die eine

Ubereinstimmung von 79.4% (recall) erreichen, was einem Kappa-Wert von 0.78
entspricht. Das Gestenlexikon wird mithilfe eines Frequenzkriteriums auf 26-28 Lemmata
reduziert, die dennoch uber 85% der Originaldaten abdecken. 15 dieser Lemmata sind bei-
den Sprecher gemein. Es wird angenommen, dass die Restgesten mitverantwortlich sind fur
die individuellen Unterschiede der beiden Sprecher. Als weitere Faktoren fur Individualitat
werden Handigkeit, Timing und Funktion angenommen. Diese Faktoren werden genutzt,
um die individuellen Gestenprole zu denieren. Das NOVALIS-Modul wird entwickelt,
um das Gestenprol jedes Sprechers aus dem annotierten LQ-Korpus mithilfe statisti-
scher Modelle zu extrahieren. Jedes Prol enthalt ein probabilistisches Konzept-Gesten-
Mapping, Gestenfrequenz und Wahrscheinlichkeitsschatzungen fur Handigkeit, Timing
und Diskursrelationen.
Fur die Generierungsphase wird das NOVA-System entwickelt. Sein Generierungsalgo-
rithmus arbeitet in vier Phasen mit einem

Ubergenerierungs-und-Filter-Ansatz, aufbauend
auf einer graphenbasierten Reprasentation. Die Eingabe besteht aus annotiertem Text,
wobei die Annotation Wortart, Segmentierung, Thema/Rhema/Focus-Markierung und
Diskursrelationen enthalt. In Phase eins reichert der Algorithmus die Eingabe mit seman-
tischen Marken an. In Phase zwei werden anhand der Gestenprole und Platzierungs-
heuristiken aus der Literatur Gesten generiert. In Phase drei werden aufgrund lokaler
und globaler Kriterien in einem Maximum-Liklihood-Ansatz Gesten selektiert, wieder an-
hand des Gestenprols. In der vierten und letzten Phase werden gestische Parameter wie
Handigkeit berechnet. Der resultierende Gestengraph wird in die Animationssoftware-
unabhangige, XML-basierte Aktionssprache CAML ubersetzt. Die Ausgabeskripte konnen
verwendet werden, um Animationssoftware wie MS Agent Technology oder CharActor
anzusteuern.
Extended Abstract
Human communication involves not only the voice but also face and body, i.e. dier-
ent modalities. Researchers are striving to exploit this by building multimodal human-
computer interfaces that communicate through embodied agents. Using a body oers new
communication possibilities but at the same time lets researchers face new challenges.
Embodied agents must be believable because they look like living beings and are therefore
expected to behave naturally. In a team of agents, each member must behave individually
because otherwise they would look like clones.
The aim of this work is to generate conversational gestures for a team of embodied
agents. The produced gestures should provide a broad base behavior that is both believable
and individual. This generation task is approached by imitating specic human speakers
who are experienced in performing in public. The generation-by-imitation approach is
pursued in three phases with particular subtasks. These phases are called observation,
modeling and generation.
In the observation phase, video clips of two TV speakers to be imitated are selected. For
the selection process, suitability criteria are developed. These criteria are then applied to
estimate how close the TV show matches the targeted application, whether the phenomena
to be imitated occur in suÆcient quantity and quality, whether the right conversational
situations are displayed and whether technical requirements like speaker visibility are
fullled. A digital video corpus, the LQ corpus, is collected by digitizing 23 clips from
three recorded sessions of the TV show The Literary Quartet. This results in a total of
46:18 minutes of material. For the transcription of gesture and speech, annotation schemes
and tools are surveyed. A categorial transcription scheme is found to be best suited for the
generation task, complemented by the structural transcription of movements in phases and
the concept of lexical aÆliation. The survey of schemes results in a number of requirements
for a video annotation software tool. Ten existing tools are tested and checked against
these requirements: HIAT-DOS, CLAN, Akira, MacSHAPA, MediaTagger, The Observer,
SignStream, syncWRITER, TASX-annotator, and Elan. Each of the tools is found to lack
essential features. Therefore, the video annotation tool ANVIL must be developed. It is a
platform-independent, extensible, general annotation tool that allows user-dened coding
schemes and has an intuitive graphical user interface. Using ANVIL and the surveyed
coding schemes, the NOVACO scheme is created for the systematic transcription of gesture
and speech. The scheme comprises linguistic as well as gestural information like words,
information structure, gesture phases, and lexical aÆliates. Four timing patterns are
devised to capture the temporal relationship between gesture and lexical aÆliate. For the
transcription in gestural categories, the LQ gesture lexicon has to be created from the
LQ data, cross-checking it with published gesture inventories. The lexicon comprises 68
gesture lemmas. Using the ANVIL tool and the NOVACO scheme, the complete LQ corpus is
transcribed, resulting in a total of 1,056 transcribed gestures and 2,518 movement phases.
In the modeling phase, the annotated LQ corpus is analyzed and gesture proles for
each individual speaker are extracted. To assess the consistency of the NOVACO gesture
transcription scheme, coding reliability is tested with two independent coders who achieve
an agreement of 79.4% (recall) which translates to a kappa value of 0.78. The gesture
lexicon is reduced in size, using a frequency criterium, down to 26{28 lemmas that still
cover over 85% of the original data. Of these lemmas, 15 are shared by both speakers. It
is hypothesized that the remaining gestures account for the individual dierence between
the speakers. Other factors for individuality are reasoned to be handedness, timing and
function. These factors are used to dene speaker-individual gesture proles. The NOVALIS
module is developed to automatically extract each speaker's prole from the annotated
LQ data using statistical models. Each gesture prole contains a probabilistic concept-to-
gesture mapping, gesture rate and probability estimations for gesture handedness, timing
and discourse relations.
For the generation phase, the NOVA gesture generation system is developed. Its gener-
ation algorithm works in four stages in an overgenerate-and-lter approach using a graph-
based representation. The input is annotated text where the annotation consists of parts-
of-speech, segment and theme/rheme/focus mark-up as well as discourse relations. In the
rst stage, the algorithm enriches the input with semantic tags. In the second stage, ges-
tures are generated using the empirically deduced gesture prole and placement heuristics
taken from the literature. In the third stage, gestures are selected according to local and
global criteria in a maximum likelihood approach, again based on the gesture prole. In
the forth and nal stage, gestural parameters like handedness are determined. The re-
sulting gesture graph is translated to the player-independent, XML-based action language
CAML. The output scripts can be used to generate instructions for players like MS Agent
Technology or CharActor.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
For some presumptuous reason, man feels the need to create something of his
own that appears to be living, that has inner strength, a vitality, a separate
identity { something that speaks out with authority { a creation that gives the
illusion of life.
| Thomas and Johnston (1981: 13)
1.1 Computer Animated Characters
A new star has stepped onto the computer screen: the human body. Computer animated
characters have always populated computer games before establishing themselves rmly in
the movie industry in 1995 with Toy Story, the rst completely computer animated feature
lm. Progress in computer graphics and character animation
1
refueled the ideas of early
Articial Intelligence (AI) to create articial humans. However, not as physically present
robots but as virtual beings living in a computer-generated graphical environment. While
traditional AI research focused on the thought processes of human beings, now that virtual
bodies are possible another issue is coming to the foreground: communication. In terms
of communication, the human body has much more to oer than text or spoken language.
The research area of human-computer interaction (HCI) is concerned with applying AI
methods to make the complex software and hardware systems of today more accessible to
human users by oering interfaces that go beyond the customary keyboard/mouse input
and windows/text output
2
. The human body is considered a potentially powerful interface
where the hidden and overt channels of everyday human-human communication can be
exploited, such as gestures, facial expression, gaze, posture and posture change. Such an
interface consists of one or many human faces or bodies that interact with the human
user. These computer animated characters are called anthropomorphic agents, embodied
agents or life-like characters (Prendinger and Ishizuka, 2003, Cassell et al., 2000b). The
term avatar refers to a special kind of embodied agents. An avatar is a puppet that is
fully or partially controlled by the human user. It is meant to represent the user in a
virtual space. Notwithstanding this specic meaning, the notion of avatar is sometimes
used synonymously with embodied agent (Lindner 2003).
1.1.1 Embodied Agents Systems
Embodied agents are the focus of several research projects. The famous simulations of
Marilyn Monroe and Humphrey Bogart in the short lm Rendez-vous in Montreal by
1
cf. Witkin and Kass (1988), Badler et al. (1993) and Magnenat-Thalmann and Moccozet (1998)
2
The traditional computer interface is sometimes referred to as WIMP: windows, icons, mouse, and
pointer.
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MIRALab in 1987 anticipated the task-oriented systems of today. Monroe was later put
into an application for virtual tennis matches as a referee and to announce game results
(Molet et al. 1999). This kind of task, information presentation, appears to be a natural
application for embodied agents. For instance, in the PPP
3
system an anthropomorphic
agent called Persona uses speech and gesture to explain technical devices (Andre et al.
1996). Pointing gestures are used to disambiguate references in speech and to focus user
attention (see Figure 1.1). The Persona agent is animated by keyframe-based animation
(Muller 2000). It relies on a library of animations in the form of keyframe sequences.
The keyframes can be concatenated or merged to a single frame to give the illusion of
continuous movement. The more sophisticated approach, called model-based animation,
is based on an internal 3D bone model that is used to compute the animation's frames
at runtime. Gestures are produced with the help of a library of pre-fabricated motion
patterns that is accessed at runtime to animate the 3D model. An internal 3D model oers
much more exibility in animation. Pointing gestures and manipulative actions can be
adapted to arbitrary situations, i.e. varying locations, shapes, dimensions of objects, people
and places. Movements can be modied along various dimensions such as abruptness,
smoothness, force etc. (Chi et al. 2000). Also, parallel motions can be merged in a
single motion (e.g., a smile and a gesture) and sequential motions can be connected by
smooth transitions (Perlin and Goldberg 1996). The Virtual Human Presenter (Noma
and Badler 1997) is such a model-based system based on the Jack engine, a 3D character
animation software that is controlled by a script of text and commands. Beyond libraries
of predened gestures, the feature-based animation approach aims at creating each new
gesture on the y from single form or motion features (Kopp and Wachsmuth 2000).
Presentation agents like Jack and PPP Persona can be used in arbitrary information
systems, for instance to read the news, present tourist information or report book reviews.
They can also be used in e-commerce applications to advertise and sell products, or in e-
learning environments to teach and supervise. Cassell et al. (2000a) developed REA
4
, a 3D
agent who presents houses to potential buyers. The agent coordinates gesture and speech
with respect to both semantics and pragmatics. For instance, REAmakes a circular gesture
to semantically express \surrounding", and in terms of pragmatics she places gestures on
new items in the speech stream. For another pragmatic function, signalling beginning and
end of discourse segments, REA has been extended to utilize posture shifts (Cassell et al.
2001a).
Figure 1.1: Two applications of the PPP Persona system which automatically generates
presentations, coordinating gesture and speech. On the left, Persona explains technical de-
tails of a modem. To the right, Persona acts as a city guide using a map of Portsmouth.
Pointing gestures are used for focusing user attention on regions and for referencing con-
crete objects. (Taken from Muller, 2000.)
3
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While most presentation systems consists of a single embodied agent, Andre and Rist
(2000) argued for a team of presentation agents to exploit the benets of dialogue (see
also Rist et al., 2003). Dialogue is livelier and easier to follow than monologue. Dierent
agents can represent dierent viewpoints or degrees of expertise. This can even be used
to manipulate the opinion of the listener. Andre et al. (2000) implemented this vision in
a scenario called the Inhabited Marketplace where embodied customer and sales agents
engage in an automatically generated dialogue about a product. The viewer is thus in-
formed about the product's various properties. Selectable agent proles of personality
and interest guide the dialogue generation. Gaze behavior is used to focus the viewer's
attention on the current speaker. The CrossTalk project is based on the same paradigm of
team presentation (Gebhard et al. 2003). It is a self-explaining interactive system where a
separate agent welcomes the user, explains the system and starts the actual presentation:
a car sales dialogue. The agents use conversational gestures to make their interactions
more life-like. Even if no user actively interacts with the systems the agents give the
impression of \living on" by engaging in smalltalk amongst themselves. This is to show
that the system is permanently on stand-by, never to be turned o, never \freezing" or
becoming inactive as electronic devices usually do. In the nonverbal behavior of the agents
this is reected in idle-time actions like scratching the forehead or blinking and breath-
ing (Muller 2000). A similar idea is followed in the PEACH
5
project where continuous
assistence is to be guaranteed in the form of a museum guide that jumps to dierent end
devices, e.g., from a projected painting to a mobile palm top (Kruppa et al. 2003). The
illusion of a continuous life is central to these systems and must be backed by believable
nonverbal behavior by the agents.
Figure 1.2: The Steve agent describing an indicator light (gure taken from Rickel and
Johnson, 1999). His pointing gestures help to resolve speech references to the currently
explained object. Steve uses gaze behavior for pointing (looking at objects) and regulating
the interaction with the user (looking at the user when expecting input).
Besides the presentation of facts and products, agents can be employed in educational
and training systems to convey knowledge and skills. Examples are Cosmo, who teaches
how the Internet works (Lester et al. 1997c), and Herman the Bug, a system to explain
5
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plants (Lester et al. 1999). The Steve
6
system was developed to accompany a human
trainee in his/her hands-on experience of operating complex machinery in a virtual reality
environment (Rickel and Johnson 1999). It interacts with the user by answering questions
and demonstrating procedures. Steve uses pointing gestures to indicate the explained ob-
ject and gaze behavior to show that Steve is listening to the user (Figure 1.2). Based on
the Steve agent technology (Rickel et al. 2002), the Mission Rehearsal Exercise (MRE)
project creates training simulations for a whole team of soldiers in a virtual reality theater
with projections of 3D life-size embodied agents on a large curved screen with a 150 degree
eld of view (Swartout et al. 2001). MRE is supposed to prepare soldiers for critical situa-
tions on peacekeeping missions. For instance, faced with a wounded local inhabitant lying
in the street next to his crying mother and with an urgent mission waiting somewhere else
what decision must the platoon leader take? The system allows to realistically act out
possible alternatives. Appropriate nonverbal behavior must be generated to recreate the
social factors that lead to the above described stress situation. In a similarly immersive
3D environment, the VirtualHuman
7
project provides both a virtual teacher and a virtual
student to give astronomy lessons to a human user (Figure 1.3). The teacher follows dier-
ent paedagogical paradigms and behaves according to parametrized personality settings.
The co-student extends the usual one-to-one (computer-human) setting to a classroom sit-
uation where students can help each other and compete with each other. Conversational
gestures and facial expressions must be generated to make the experience as authentic as
possible.
Figure 1.3: Screenshot detail of the 3D VirtualHuman system. The virtual student (left)
listens to the virtual teacher (right). The teacher formulates a question that must be
answered by virtual student or human user in direct competition.
Complex applications like MRE and VirtualHuman demonstrate that embodied agents
can inspire wholly new forms of interaction. Gottlieb (2002), co-creator of the highly
popular computer game You don't know Jack, sees the potential of embodied agents in
acting as guides, thus oering a new interaction style. It lies between a navigation-style
communication (web-browser, newspaper) and a continually running show (TV, movie,
lecture). The user can set his/her own pacing but the system controls the structure of the
information which is important in educational scenarios. Pacing can be inuenced by the
6
Steve is an acronym for Soar Training Expert for Virtual Environments. Soar is a general cognitive
architecture for developing systems that exhibit intelligent behavior (Laird et al. 1987) and has been in
use since 1983. For further information visit http://www.eecs.umich.edu/~soar/main.html
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agent's nonverbal behavior, for instance by yawning or tapping with one foot when the
user pauses for too long.
To support the development of embodied agents applications, toolkits have been cre-
ated that provide high-level scripting languages to control the agents. Examples are: Jack
(Badler et al. 1993), IMPROV (Perlin and Goldberg 1996), Microsoft Agents and CharAc-
tor
8
. All tools are based on pre-fabricated motion patterns, some oering motion blending
and online motion modications with respect to form and tempo.
In summary, embodied agents are being developed for many application areas, includ-
ing presentation/information, sales, assistance, education, training, and entertainment.
They make possible new forms of interaction by bringing a new realism and social factors
into computer applications.
1.1.2 Why Use a Body?
Using a body opens up new possibilities: broader and more eÆcient communication,
expression of personality and emotion and the motivation resulting from the social presence
of a life-like entity.
In terms of communication, hand and arm gestures play a major role in the body's
communicative capabilities. Gestures can be used for pointing in order to resolve references
to world objects, e.g. when asking \what's that?" while pointing to an expresso machine.
The listener can resolve the anaphor \that" by following the pointing gesture. Gestures
can also visually illustrate aspects of the message that are diÆcult to express verbally,
e.g. by drawing the shape of an object into the air, by demonstrating a manual action
or by recreating complex spatial arrangements with hands, ngers, arms. Consider the
complex arrangements one would have to describe when retelling scenes from a Sylvester &
Tweetie animation movie (see Figure 1.4 for examples from McNeill, 1992). With gestures
both dynamic (speed, trajectory) and static (direction, distance, size) aspects can be
expressed in a way that is simple to perform and quick to comprehend. In contrast to
these highly context-dependent gestures that must be invented anew for each new situation
there are gestures with standardized form and conventionalized meaning like the thumbs-
up gesture, meaning \OK" or \good!", that can be used instead of speech where speaking
is restricted by noise (construction site), convention (library) or taboo. Gesture can also
be used to regulate a conversation, i.e. to assign, yield or claim the speaking turn using e.g.
pointing or conventionalized signs like waving (Duncan and Fiske 1977). This is especially
important since embodied agents systems strive to become more interactive and thus
need to implement behavior that regulates agent-user as well as agent-agent dialogues.
On the discourse level, gestures are used to segment the speech stream, to \highlight"
parts of particular interest and to signify rhetorical relations (McNeill 1992). Politicians
exploit such gestural devices to increase the intelligibility of their public speeches and
even to control audience reactions like applause and laughter (Atkinson 1984). A major
advantage of communication by gesture is that the signals are well-known to human users
from everyday usage so that, when used in a computer interface, users do not have to
learn new signs and behaviors.
Embodied agents have advantages beyond communication issues. With their social
presence they can act as a guide, giving orientation, or as a trainer, demonstrating physical
actions, but most importantly, they can motivate human users (Lester et al. 1997a). This
motivation may stem from pure curiosity in the virtual \personality" or from the lowered
technological barrier since human-agent interaction requires less expertise than interaction
with traditional WIMP interfaces (McBreen 2001). For pedagogical applications, Lester
et al. (1997a) conducted a formal empirical study suggesting that embodied agents can be
8
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Figure 1.4: Gestures of subjects retelling scenes from a Sylvester and Tweetie animation
movie (drawings taken from McNeill, 1992). In (A) the speaker says: \he steps on the part
where the street car's connecting". The gesture complements this by expressing aspects of
direction and trajectory (lower hand) and shape (upper hand). In (B) the speaker says: \he
swallows it". The gesture expresses relative locations, direction of movement and aspects
of shape.
pedagogically eective. Lester et al. (1997b) found that the students perceived the agent
as being helpful, credible, and entertaining. McBreen (2001) and van Mulken et al. (1998)
both found that an embodied agent makes an application more enjoyable and engaging but
that user trust in the system is not necessarily enhanced. Reeves and Nass (1996) show
how easily human users take technical equipment as living beings with a personality. They
conducted two series of social-psychological experiments on social interaction, one with
a human partner and one where this partner was substituted with a computer. Various
aspects of human interaction were paralleled in human-computer interaction. For example,
humans behaved politely when interacting with computers, they liked to be attered by
computers, and they judged computers that praised themselves lower than computers
that praised other computers. Systems that aim at producing personality thus reinforce
a natural tendency. However, while human users easily ascribe a personality to technical
gadgets, they are at the same time highly sensitive to inconsistencies and mistakes in the
agent's behavior (Nass et al., 2000, Paiva et al., 1999). A human body must always display
a consistent picture of human behavior. The resulting challenge is to create believability.
1.1.3 Believability
Letting agents create an \illusion of life", making them believable and like-life, is a major
goal of embodied agents research. Since DePaulo (1992: 234) found that it is impossible
to regulate nonverbal behavior in such a way that no impression at all is conveyed, the
agents' behavior must be carefully controlled to convey the intended impression. Speakers
who actively suppress movement are perceived as being unexpressive, inhibited, withdrawn
and uptight (DePaulo and Kirkendol 1989). Schaumburg (2001) found that designing an
interface that takes advantage of the social bias of the user is diÆcult because users are
easily annoyed by unsocial conduct.
Personality and emotions have been found to be key concepts to make an agent be-
lievable and can be used to guide speech and gesture generation. In speech, emotion was
shown to correlate with intonation, tempo, intensity and voice quality (Schroder et al.
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2001), and also personality has been shown to be marked in speech (Scherer 1979). As
far as the body is concerned, Ekman and Friesen (1975) claim that emotion is mainly
expressed by the face
9
. However, other researchers found that gestures as well as postures
say something about the speaker's emotional state, about his or her personality and status
(Collier, 1985, Scheen, 1964, Scherer et al., 1979). A number of popular science books
exploit these insights to advise people on how to interpret and control \body language"
(Fast, 1970, Molcho, 1983). As concerns posture, McGinley et al. (1975) showed that a
speaker can achieve a higher degree of opinion change in his/her addressee when assum-
ing an open posture as opposed to a closed one. In terms of status and liking, Mehrabian
(1972) found evidence for two correlations: a more relaxed posture is perceived as low sta-
tus, and a more immediate posture (forward lean, eye contact, body orientation) increases
liking. In contrast to posture ndings, the relation between gestures and emotion is still
quite unexplored.
Figure 1.5: Three instances of metaphoric gestures that frequently occur in normal
conversation (drawings taken from McNeill, 1992). In (A) the speaker says: \it was a
Sylvester and Tweety cartoon". The gesture indicates a substance held between the hands.
The substance is taken as a metaphor for \cartoon". In (B) a circular gesture metaphor-
ically illustrates a process or transition while the speaker says: \and now we get into the
story proper". In (C) the speaker a variant of the gesture in (A). A virtual substance is
presented on the open palm as a metaphor for something also expressed in speech.
Most scenarios of embodied agents systems involve normal conversation with the user.
Conversational gestures must not necessarily have an explicit function. McNeill (1992)
explored a class of gestures he called metaphorics that illustrate the spoken content only
via a metaphor as shown in Figure 1.5. According to Webb (1997), such gestures dominate
most conversations, so automatically generating conversational gestures should become a
research focus to let embodied agents act more life-like. Cassell and Thorisson (1999)
show that users are more likely to consider agents life-like when they display appropriate
nonverbal behavior. A small number of such gestures were integrated in a system by Cassell
et al. (1994), using a functional approach (Figure 1.6). However, since these gestures'
function is diÆcult to unearth and their benets in terms of communication unclear, there
should be an eort to implement a broad spectrum of conversational gestures in a shallow
approach. Then, the generated gestures can not only be used to make a single agent
believable but also, to make each agent acting in a team stand out as a distinct individual.
Making embodied agents believable still needs much interdisciplinary research (cf.
9
In fact, the correlation between emotions and facial expression is so strong that it works in both
directions, that is not only does emotion aect the face but changing the facial expression aects the
emotions, a phenomenon called facial feedback (Tomkins, 1962, Izard, 1990).
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Figure 1.6: In a functional approach the Animated Conversation system annotates utter-
ances with how the content can be expressed in gesture, in this case: metaphorically. The
agent says: \Will you help me get fty dollars?". The open palms illustrate the readiness
to receive a substance. This substance acts as a metaphor for the answer. (Figure taken
from Cassell et al., 1994.)
Gratch et al., 2002). The research by Lee et al. (2002) shows how specialized yet im-
portant research topics for embodied agents have become. The authors implemented the
simulation of saccadic eye movement based on empirical measurement with human sub-
jects. An evaluation study showed that this added movement made the face look more
natural, friendly and outgoing. In contrast, switching o eye movement led to attri-
butions of lifelessness while random movement led to attributions of unstability. This
demonstrates the task complexity of simulating humans: the blink of an eye may count
as much as moving the whole body.
1.1.4 Multimodal Interfaces
In the past, research in HCI has primarily been concerned with understanding input from
dierent modalities like keyboard, mouse, speech, gesture, touch or facial expression. Ges-
tures were seen as a powerful modality to complement speech input for a more eÆcient
human-computer communication. The Put-That-There system was one of the rst sys-
tems that understood both speech and (pointing) gestures (Bolt 1980). The system used
speech recognition and a 3D space sensing device to let the user manipulate virtual ob-
jects on a wall-sized display. The XTRA
10
system, designed as an interface to expert
systems, allowed input by gesture and speech using empirical results from experiments
on the functions of deixis (Wahlster 1991). The projects ICONIC (Koons et al. 1993),
SGIM
11
(Latoschik et al. 1998) and IFP-GS
12
(Hofmann et al. 1998) added data gloves
to recognize gestures. SignRec (Hienz et al. 1999), like IFP-GS a system for sign language
recognition, relies on a video-based approach: subjects are tted with colored marks that
can be reliably located in image processing. Most of these approaches to gesture recog-
10
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Interdisziplinares Forschungsprojekt \Gebardenerkennung mit Sensorhandschuhen", German for: in-
terdisciplinary research project \gestural sign recognition with sensory gloves"
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nition
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consist of three steps. First, the gesture must be segmented, i.e. it must be
established where a single gesture starts and where it ends. Second, the gesture must be
classied, i.e. in a list of predened classes the current gesture must be assigned to one
class. Third, the recognized gesture must be understood in conjunction with co-occurring
speech input.
Whereas early multimodality research focused on understanding only, current research
is pushing toward symmetric multimodality (Wahlster 2003). This means that not only in-
put should be multimodal but that also output should be generated in multiple modalities
(text, sound, diagrams, gesture, posture, facial expression). As part of the multimodal out-
put, embodied conversational agents (ECA) are integrated in multimodality projects like
SmartKom (Wahlster 2003). SmartKom is a mixed-initiative multimodal dialogue system
with three applications as a communication, infotainment and mobile travel companion.
The integrated embodied agent Smartakus uses speech, facial expression and gestures co-
ordinated with graphical output to communicate with the user. How to coordinate speech
and gesture thus becomes part of the more general question of how to coordinate dierent
modalities. Since fully symmetric multimodal applications must process input as well as
output representations, research strives for a single working representation that contains
complex multimodal content as well as information about segmentation, synchronization
and other processing data. In SmartKom this is called M3L
14
and can be thought of an
interlingua for semantic and pragmatic aspects of a message.
A major and often neglected prerequisite for symmetric multimodal interfaces are
empirical studies based on annotated corpora (Bunt et al. 2003). However, much is
lacking in terms of software to aquire and manage the data as well as exchange of existing
corpora. For the systematic study of nonverbal communication, body movements (arms,
face, posture) must be recorded in actual communicative situations. While Efron (1941)
had to rely on sketches and photographs, researchers have moved to VCRs and now, to
digital video for their analysis (Loehr and Harper 2003). However, the move to digital
video and computerized transcriptions is still in progress. Generic tools and standards of
transcription are a matter of current research.
When human coders transcribe observed movements from video, they necessarily re-
duce the primary information in an interpretative process. For certain purposes more
objective and exact methods are required. Therefore, some researchers work on the auto-
mated capturing of movement using image processing. Quek and McNeill (2000) developed
a tool that computes hand position and head orientation from video frames. Grammer et
al. (1997) point out the neglect of motion quality (speed, acceleration, spatial extension
etc.) in behavior research and ascribe this decit to the methods used. They developed a
system of automatic movie analysis (AMA) where digitized video is analyzed using image
lters. The motion energy detection (MED) works by computing the dierence of a gray-
scale video frame from the previous frame pixel by pixel. Alternatively, one could obtain
exact data by using data gloves or other methods from motion capturing and gesture
recognition.
1.2 Research Aims
The previous sections introduced embodied agents as a potentially benecial interface
between human and computer. However, to make these agents work the human user must
perceive them as living beings without being distracted by unnatural gestural behavior.
When a team of agents works together an additional requirement arises: that the agents
13
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display individual dierences. Otherwise, the human user would face a number of clones
that all display exactly the same gestural behavior. This is potentially distracting even if
each single agent has believable behavior.
1.2.1 Generation by Imitation
This dissertation deals with the problem of generating gestures for a team of computer-
animated agents. The gestures must be believable, entertaining and individual. To gen-
erate gestures means to simulate an aspect of human behavior. The Oxford English
Dictionary (OED) denes to simulate in the narrow sense as to \produce a computer
model of (a process)" (Brown 1993). In Cognitive Science, simulations refer to functional
simulations of cognitive processes that are created to test hypotheses on the original hu-
man processes. Other simulations recreate, according to the OED, \the conditions of (a
situation or process), esp. for the purpose of training". For the gesture generation ap-
proach of this dissertation this denition of simulation appears to be too broad. Neither
is the creation of a functional model of human gesture production nor that of a training
environment simulation intended. Therefore, the more specic notion of imitation will be
used here. The Chambers Science and Technology Dictionary gives the following denition
(Walker 1991):
imitate (Behav.). Learning through the observation of another individual
(model) which is accomplished without practice or direct experience.
This denition contains some important concepts. It emphasizes that imitation usually
refers to human individuals. One imitates a specic person, whereas one simulates more
generally a human being. For three reasons it makes sense to take a single, especially
selected individual as the basis for modeling as opposed to relying on a population of
subjects. First, in a team of agents each agent must display individual behavior to avoid
creating behavioral clones which degrades the believability of the team. Second, for the
target applications of presentation, sales, education etc. the agents should be more re-
garded like actors on a stage instead of simulated humans (Andre and Rist 2000), actors
who perform for an audience: the user(s). Consequently, the agents should display a cer-
tain prociency with gestures or, in other words, they must not display monotonous or
distracting gestures. Such a prociency can be ascertained by selecting experienced public
performers. Third, instead of focusing on a few specimen that are functionally modeled,
the aim is to arrive at a broad range of output gestures. The focus lies on creating a rich
gestural base behavior that can be complemented by functionally modeled gestures where
necessary.
The dictionary description of imitation also states that the method of imitation is pure
observation without \direct experience". Technically, this can be translated to a corpus-
based approach to generation in three phases. First, the behavior of the target must be
observed. The observed behavior is strongly context-dependent and has many degrees of
freedom. Therefore, in the second phase, the observed behavior must be generalized from
its specic context and those parameters must be selected that are most signicant for the
behavior. The result of the second phase is a model of behavior, represented in individual
gesture proles. Finally, in order to reproduce the observed behavior the model must be
applied in a generation algorithm to compute new behavior for a given text input. To sum
up, the three phases of imitation are: observation, modeling and generation.
The natural nal phase would be gesture rendering which is not realized in this work.
Instead, rendering by concatenating pre-fabricated motion patterns is assumed as the tar-
geted output. This means that the hypothetical rendering device would concatenate either
prerecorded video clips or prefabricated model-based movement patterns. For model-based
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movement patterns that are rendered with a real-time player, some smoothing and con-
textual adaptations like motion blending can be performed. This approach is comparable
to the unit selection approach in speech synthesis where pre-recorded speech segments are
concatenated to generate utterances (Campbell 1996). Such systems currently dominate
the speech synthesis market and the same can be said about gesture synthesis. Many
agent systems, like the Jack agent (Noma and Badler 1997) or REA (Cassell 2000), rely
on this approach. Such approaches make sense as gesture researchers have found conver-
sational gestures, which are the gestures of primary interest here, to comply to standards
of form (Webb, 1997). Other contexts generate more idiosyncratic gestures that can only
be generated by triggering certain features that are synthesized online to form a gestural
movement. Therefore, there are researchers specically concerned with making gesture
synthesis parametrizable, generating gesture from abstractly dened form features (Kopp
and Wachsmuth 2000).
This work is primarily concerned with providing a work pipeline through the three
phases. For each step in the pipeline one approach had to be found, not necessarily the
optimal one, but one that oers plausible solutions for this particular step. Because of
the many interdisciplinary inuences in this research area, often only a shallow approach
could be taken in order not to get stuck halfway through the pipeline. Finding optimal
solutions for each step of the pipeline is an issue for future research.
1.2.2 Limitations
To dene the objectives of one's work one also has to say what it is not about. The
work stops short at the end of the gesture generation pipeline. It provides an output
script but leaves open the graphical realization where new technical problems arise in
the eld of computer graphics and animation, e.g. the problem of modulation or co-
articulation. Modulation relates to shortening or stretching movement phases in order to
make them comply to synchronization constraints. Co-articulation refers to the problem
of how to blend subsequent or overlapping gestures while preserving human movement
characteristics. Model-based approaches have solved part of these problems already (Perlin
and Goldberg, 1996, Badler et al., 1993).
Moreover, this work excludes emotions and movement qualities. Considering emotions
would open up a whole new research eld. The corpus-based approach would require
decoding emotions from video using the time-consuming
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annotation. This work
focuses on how to identify and implement determinants that drive gesture generation.
Emotions are taken to be orthogonal to most problems in this eld and can be added later
on. For the same reason, motion qualities are left aside. Since they appear to be closely
related with emotions they should be studied in close connection with them. Also, this
dissertation does not examine the cognitive processes underlying human gesturing, it does
not provide a functional simulation of gesture production. Finally, although the results of
the empirical investigation may turn out to be useful for gesture recognition, it is neither
intended for this purpose nor does the resulting annotated corpus make any claim to be
suitable for training automatic classiers or other recognition devices.
1.2.3 Applications
The targeted application is a team of presentation agents that interact with each other and
with a human user. This approach should ensure that gestures are automatically generated
that are both natural and individual. While many systems have implemented gestures,
15
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they are usually generated to fulll a function (pointing, illustration etc.). The conversa-
tional gestures used in this work are less intended to fulll communicative functions but
rather, to give the agent the rich gestural base behavior of the imitated human speaker.
This could be used to complement existing systems that focus on functions to provide a
certain gestural default behavior that is overridden for cases when actual communication
must be performed by gesture. The large gesture lexicon assembled in this research has
already been used in the projects CrossTalk and VirtualHuman. The European NECA
17
project is also relying on a subset of this repertoire.
Another area that has already proted from this work is video-based empirical be-
havior analysis and video corpus annotation. The video annotation tool ANVIL has been
developed for gesture annotation and will be presented in Chapter 6. Its distribution as
freeware has started in the year 2000 and it is used at research institutes around the world,
in research elds of Computer Science, Linguistics, Gesture Research, Ethology, HCI, Psy-
cholinguistics etc. Especially in the eld of multimodal HCI much empirical groundwork
remains to be done and standard corpora must be created. Applications like video brows-
ing
18
will oer summarization, browsing and retrieval of information for a large corpus
of videos. Such systems need training material to detect interesting regions in the video,
e.g. hot spots where participants are highly involved in the discussion. Nonverbal cues like
gestures and posture shifts can indicate the beginning or end of such regions of interest.
Certain gestures used to emphasize words could be used for a guided search on the speech
stream.
As mentioned in the previous section, gesture recognition is not a target application
of this work. However, gesture recognition may benet from the empirical research con-
ducted here. The developed gesture annotation scheme and the annotated corpus may
help in recognizing gestures on a high level, using this as a top-down input for segmen-
tation, for instance. Vice versa, video-based gesture recognition could be integrated in
the ANVIL video annotation tool to bootstrap manual annotation. Bootstrapping means
that manually annotated data is used to train a recognizer which then automatically an-
notates another portion of the corpus. The automatically annotated part is corrected and
then used to train the recognizer again and let it annotate yet another part of the corpus
that must be corrected and so forth. ANVIL oers a plug-in interface that allows external
developers to integrate bootstrapping modules.
Another area that might prot from this work is Robotics. The virtual realities where
embodied agents reside may act as a testbed for the move back into the real world. Robots
have gained new popularity with consumer electronics products like Sony's Aibo, a four-
legged robot dog, and, more recently, with Honda's Asimo
19
, a 1.20 meter sized humanoid
machine that can walk on two legs. The robot Kismet, developed at MIT, was built
to mimic the facial expressions of humans (Breazeal and Scassellati 1999) showing that
Robotics has entered the arena of multimodal communication already. The Aibo robot
dog is programmed to assume postures and perform gestures that express emotions like joy
and sadness. For producing coordinated articulation through speech and gesture in robots,
the results on gesture generation found for virtual agents will prove a useful resource.
To sum up, the research of this dissertation aims at providing agents with a rich gestural
base behavior taken from an imitated human subject. The resulting generation system
should be usable in many applications including other (functional) gesture generation
systems that could complement this system. The empirical research tool ANVIL can be
17
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of use for empirical sciences studying behavior by video. The annotation scheme and
annotated corpus could be interesting for theoretical and applied behavioral sciences as
well as multimodality HCI studies including gesture recognition. The gesture repertoire
collected from analyzing the corpus has already been used in various projects.
1.3 Research Questions
In the following sections, for each of the three research phases of observation, modeling
and generation the major research questions will be asked and appropriate methods will
be proposed. Since each phase must be implemented the implementational issues have
been generalized and are treated in a separate section.
1.3.1 Observation
When observing gestures one needs categories and methods to classify and transcribe
nonverbal behavior. These methods must be collected from the literature. Then, in an
approach to generate gestures by imitation it is vital to decide on who to imitate. This
means nding suitable primary material to begin with. This will be tackled by devising a
number of selection criteria and measuring them against potential data. For nding and
testing these criteria methods from conversation analysis (CA) are borrowed (Weinrich
1992). Once the primary data is selected it must be transformed to digital video. Then,
the next research objective is to transcribe speech and gesture. This actually translates to
three subtasks. First, a suitable transcription software must either be found or developed
if no such tool exists. Second, a coding scheme for speech and gesture must be devised and
technically specied for the annotation tool. Finally, the video data must be transcribed
according to the scheme. To assess the quality of the scheme as well as the transcription
coding, coding reliability tests have to be made.
The transcription will be based on a lexicon of gestural lemmas which is part of the
coding scheme. The creation of this lexicon must be supported by the research literature,
i.e. existing gesture inventories and classications. In summary, the following research
questions must be answered:
 What primary data is suitable for the task of generating gestures by imitation?
 What transcription methods exist in the eld of gesture research?
 Does a video annotation tool suitable for this project exist? If not, how must a tool
be designed to satisfy the requirements of this project?
 How must speech, gesture and posture shifts be transcribed to create an annotated
corpus?
 Which gesture lemmas can be identied to build a gesture lexicon?
1.3.2 Modeling
A measure for the suitability of the lexicon from the previous phase is again a coding
reliability test. To make the lexicon usable for a rendering using pre-fabricated motion
patterns, the size has to be controlled. This can be done by selecting only the lemmas
most frequently occurring in the original data. However, a coverage test must ensure that
the selected lemmas still cover a suÆciently large part of the original data.
Based on the analysis results, individual models of nonverbal behavior, called gesture
proles, must be created that reect the speaker's individual style. The methods used
are the statistical linguistic methods of n-grams and maximum likelihood (Jelinek, 1990,
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Reithinger and Klesen, 1997). Similar concepts have been developed in Ethology under
the name of sequential analysis (Bakeman and Gottman, 1986, Gottman and Roy, 1990).
Moreover, transition matrices known from Psychology are used (van Hoo 1982). To sum
up, the following research questions must be dealt with:
 Is there an upper bound to the size of the gesture lexicon?
 Which aspects of the transcribed information can be used to model individual ges-
tural behavior?
 Which methods are appropriate for modeling individual gesture proles?
 How does the nal gesture prole look like?
1.3.3 Generation
First of all, existing gesture generation systems must be surveyed to extract current ap-
proaches to gesture generation. Then, an algorithm must be devised that generates ges-
tures from annotated speech input. The algorithm must decide where to place which
gesture and must x parameters like handedness. It must do so using the data contained
in the gesture proles in conjunction with heuristic knowledge taken from the research
literature. It should recreate the key parameters of the models, i.e. frequencies and proba-
bilities. Finally, output must be produced that is readable by an agent animation engine,
also called a player. In short, the following questions must be treated:
 What are the principal approaches to gesture generation in existing systems?
 What input structures are required for the generation process?
 Which gesture(s) can be selected for a given word or semantic concept?
 During which parts of the utterance can a gesture occur?
 How are parameters determined (e.g., handedness)?
 How are all aspects of the gesture prole considered (transition probabilities, fre-
quencies), both local and global factors?
 How must the output be translated to a player-independent script?
1.3.4 Implementation
The main implementation objective is to build a single software platform that meets all
annotation requirements, allows the computation of gesture models and implements the
generation algorithm.
The central method is the layered-architecture approach from database technology
which distinguishes the physical, logical and application levels of a system (Bird and
Liberman 2001). Together with the object-oriented programming paradigm, these con-
cepts make the system modular, thus reusable and extensible. The implementation lan-
guage used should be Java to make the software platform-independent. To allow seamless
integration of external programs a plug-in interface must be oered. For external repre-
sentation of data XML should be used to make the system transparent and the stored
data accessible to existing XML tools, e.g. for converting it to other formats.
To sum up, the research questions that guide the implementation are the following
four:
 How can the architecture be organized in physical, logical and application layers?
 How can multi-layered annotations be visualized and accessed in an intuitive and
eective graphical interface?
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 How can the software guarantee extensibility?
 Which data exchange format should be used?
The evaluation of the software must rst assess whether all tasks can successfully be
performed with the tool: annotation, modeling (including analysis) and generation. The
task of annotation is of general interest in the research community. Here a comparison
with existing tools is a rst step towards an evaluation. Also, standardization of data
representation must be considered. Finally, the most essential aspect of annotation is the
genericness of the tool. It guarantees that the tool can be used with various annotation
schemes.
1.4 Dissertation Structure
The dissertation is organized in three parts. The rst part, consisting of the next three
chapters, establishes the necessary background knowledge for gesture generation. Chap-
ter 2 starts with explaining fundamental gesture concepts and brings together relevant
results from the gesture research literature. This is complemented by a chapter on meth-
ods, Chapter 3, where approaches to gesture transcription are investigated and appropriate
software tools for video annotation are surveyed. Having thus covered the empirical side,
Chapter 4 shifts to implemented embodied agents systems. Existing gesture generation
approaches are analyzed and their underlying principles are presented.
The second part of the dissertation deals with the empirical phase of this work. It
starts with Chapter 5, describing the criteria for selection the primary video material and
how to technically prepare it for later annotation and analysis. The selected TV show
The Literary Quartet (LQ) is introduced together with the two selected speakers Marcel
Reich-Ranicki (MRR) and Hellmuth Karasek (HK). What follows is a treatment on the
development of the ANVIL20 system in Chapter 6. ANVIL is a generic video annotation tool,
allowing the empirical investigation of video-recorded nonverbal behavior with an intuitive
graphical interface. It also functions as an extensible research platform that integrates
annotation, analysis and generation of gestures in a single software. The next chapter,
Chapter 7, denes the rst part of the task-specic coding scheme NOVACO21, dealing with
the annotation of speech. This scheme consists of words, parts-of-speech, theme/rheme
and three discourse relations. The second part of the NOVACO scheme, dealing with how
gestures are transcribed for the purpose of generation, is dened in Chapter 8. This part
of the transcription is organized in terms of gesture structure (movement phases), classes,
lemmas and the gestures' relation to speech. The application of the speech and gesture
annotation schemes to transcribe the LQ corpus is described in Chapter 9. The annotated
corpus is analyzed to reduce the number of gestures for generation and to nd suitable
concepts for the extraction of gesture proles.
The third part of this work is concerned with generation. Chapter 10 shows how the
NOVALIS22 module extracts individual gesture proles, one for each speaker, from the
annotated corpus. These proles contain a concept-to-gesture mapping and statistical
models for timing, handedness, transitions and frequencies of gestures. The application of
these proles in the NOVA23 generator, an implemented generation-by-imitation system, is
then presented in Chapter 11. Input and working representations are described as well as
the output action script CAML. Finally, the approach is compared with other generation
systems.
20
Annotation of Video and Spoken Language
21
Nonverbal and Verbal Action Coding Scheme
22
Nonverbal Action Analysis
23
Nonverbal Action Generator
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The concluding Chapter 12 summarizes the major achievements of this work, reports
on the impact of the ndings and tools presented here and points to both open issues and
future directions.
Chapter 2
Conversational Gestures
The previous chapter introduced the motivation, aims and structure of this work, the
major objective being the generation of conversational gestures. In preparation of this
task, this chapter rst claries the notion of gesture, relying on existing work in gesture
research, before focusing on gestures in a conversational context. Various results from the
research literature are reviewed and their implications for gesture generation examined.
Gesture research is a wide and multidisciplinary area so the material presented here
follows a strict selection. The research eld can be dierentiated by research aim (ana-
lysis, recognition, generation), method (linguistic, psychological, engineering), examined
conversational domain (storytelling, psychotherapy, talk-show) and observational condi-
tions (laboratory, eld data, TV recordings). The relevance of research results must be
measured against these four aspects. In this work, the research aim is generation, the do-
main is conversation, the conditions are those of a recorded TV show, the methods come
from multiple disciplines. All of the following treatments, apart from the most fundamen-
tal ideas presented in the rst section, will have a close relation to this work in one of the
four respects.
2.1 Kinds of Gesture
Although the term gesture can be used to refer to any kind of bodily movement, many
researchers take it to denote non-manipulative hand/arm movements that occur during
speech ( McNeill, 1992: 1, Tuite, 1993: 84, Kendon, 1983: 13). This denition will be the
one used throughout this work unless otherwise signied. Gestures are closely linked with
the accompanying speech in terms of timing, meaning and communicative function. They
can be grouped into six major categories or classes based on their principal functions. This
classication is a useful tool when investigating gestures.
2.1.1 Gesture Classes
Gesture classications have been proposed by various researchers. The six gesture classes
used in this work go back to work by Efron (1941), Ekman and Friesen (1969), and McNeill
(1992: 12{18, 75{77). The classes are: adaptors, emblems, deictics, iconics, metaphorics,
and beats. In the following sections each class is described in detail. Figure 2.1 gives a
concise overview of all six classes.
Adaptors
Adaptors are non-communicative self- and object touches, like scratching one's ear lobe or
ddling with a pen, that are usually not considered part of the communication (Figure 2.2).
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beat
adaptor communicative
non-communicative
self- and object-
touch
gesture with
conventionalized
form and meaning
pointing gesture
to indicate a
concrete or
abstract object,
location, direction
gesture depicting
aspects of what
is being said
gesture depicting
an object that
stands for what
is being said
shapeless gesture
that only rhythmically
relates to the
co-occurring speech
emblem deictic iconic metaphoric
hand/arm movement
Figure 2.1: The six gesture classes and their dening properties.
The introduction of adaptors goes back to Ekman and Friesen (1969) who believe that
these movements \were rst learned as part of adaptive eorts to satisfy self or bodily
needs [. . . ] or to develop or maintain prototypic interpersonal contacts". Then, during
adulthood \only a fragment of the original adaptive behavior is seen" and only \reductions
of previously learned adaptive acts are maintained by habit".
Figure 2.2: A self-adaptor performed by the virtual student Ritchie in the VirtualHuman
system. It expresses the need to concentrate while trying to nd an answer to the teacher's
question.
Adaptors are usually not considered gestures. Kendon (1983: 13), McNeill (1992: 78),
Duncan (1983: 151) and Webb (1997: 17) exclude them from their denition of gestures
1
.
They do this because the relation to speech is very loose and they are not intentionally
communicative. However, adaptors can be considered signs that give away information
about the speaker's state, like being nervous, uncomfortable, bored. For instance, Freed-
man (1977) claims that self-touches signal the speaker's need to focus and concentrate.
According to Freedman and Homan (1967), they occur most frequently during pauses in
the speech stream. With this theory in mind, adaptors become an important means to
characterize an individual in his/her need to concentrate. Moreover, adaptors help recip-
1
McNeill and Webb do not use the term adaptors but speak of self-touching and object manipulations
that they both declare non-gestures.
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ients segmenting the speech stream by providing segment boundary signals. Therefore,
adaptors are considered gestures in this work.
Emblems
Emblems are gestures with conventionalized form and meaning that can be used inde-
pendent of speech. The gesture's meaning can be directly translated to words that are
sometimes uttered in conjunction with the emblem. One example is the thumbs-up gesture
where the thumb sticks out from an otherwise closed hand, pointing up (Figure 2.3 A).
The gesture's meaning can be expressed by utterances like \yes", \good" or \great". Since
they can be used in the absence of speech they are often employed when the verbal chan-
nel is somehow restricted, by noise, by distance, by library rules, by an interlocutor being
busy on the phone etc. Many emblems are culture-specic (Efron, 1941, Axtell, 1998).
Figure 2.3: Three emblems called (A) the thumbs-up gesture, (B) the nger-ring, and
(C) the purse hand (drawings taken from Morris, 1994).
Emblems were introduced by Efron (1941) and taken up by Ekman and Friesen (1969: 63.)
and Johnson et al. (1975). For the creation/emergence of emblems see Posner (1993) and
Calbris (1990: 198 .). Kendon (1983) calls them autonomous gestures and quotables in
later work, Barakat (1973) semiotic gestures, Bitti and Poggi (1991) symbolic gestures.
Emblems used in conversation are often not called emblems at all for two reasons:
either because they do not function as signs for conventionalized content or because the
variation in form is higher than usual. So Bitti and Poggi (1991) insist that emblems must
have an autonomous meaning, replacing either a whole sentence (holophrastic use) or a
phrase/word (articulated use). They reject conversational gestures' emblematic status
even if they resemble emblems in form. Webb (1997: 70) rejects many conversational
gestures their emblematic status, classifying them as metaphorics instead \since they have
more variation in their forms than typically expected of emblems" but adds that there is no
sharp boundary between emblems and metaphorics. However, emblems like the nger-ring
(Figure 2.3 B) or the purse hand (Figure 2.3 C) do occur in normal conversation but may
serve a function dierent from conveying a conventionalized semantic content. Kendon
(1995) analyzed videotaped conversations of Southern Italians who used four gesture types
widely understood to be emblems. He found that these gestures had pragmatic functions:
indicating speech act type and aspects of discourse structure. It can be concluded that
emblem-like gestures are used in conversations but possibly serve pragmatic functions
apart from the semantic function they have by denition. Gestures with emblematic form
used in conversations will retain their classication as emblems in this work, although they
may be otherwise classied by other researchers.
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Deictics
Deictic gestures are pointing movements whose function is to indicate a concrete person,
object, location, direction but also to point to unseen, abstract or imaginary things (Krauss
et al. 2000). Deictic gestures occur in most treatments on gestures (cf. McNeill, 1992: 18)
and belong to the best examined gestures, especially in a human-computer interaction
context (cf. Schmauks, 1991). Wahlster (1991) found that deictics can also be used to
shift focus
2
and that focus can be used to disambiguate gestures. If, for instance, a
lecturer moves to another part of the blackboard she can shift the focus by pointing with
one hand to a region on the blackboard while using the other hand to point to an exact
word or line.
Sometimes deictics are subsumed under emblems because the meaning is conventional-
ized (Johnson et al., 1975, Saitz and Cervenka, 1972, Morris, 1994), Webb (1997) classies
them as metaphorics. Ekman and Friesen (1969: 68) take them to be illustrators because
they are directly tied to speech and serve to illustrate what is being said. For similar
reasons, Scheglo (1984: 282), who calls them locationals, places a subset of them in the
category of iconic gestures.
Since deictics are easy to tell apart from other gesture classes there is no reason to
merge them with one of them. So deictics will remain a class here.
Iconics
Iconics are gestures that illustrate what is being said by depicting some property of the
speech referent (McNeill, 1992: 12-14). For instance, when talking about a gallery picture
and drawing a rectangle in the air the gesture iconically illustrates the rectangularity of the
picture and is therefore an iconic (see Figure 1.4 on p. 28 for two other examples). McNeill's
denition that is used here goes back to Ekman and Friesen (1969: 68.) who introduced
the class of illustrators, subdividing it into six sub-categories: batons, ideographs, deictics,
spatial movements, kinetographs and pictographs. Iconics can be seen as the union of the
last three categories. These categories are described as follows: spatial movements depict
a spatial relationship, kinetographs depict a bodily action and pictographs draw a picture
of their referent.
Iconics usually do not comply to standards of form, they are often made up on the y.
The most arbitrary iconics are probably spatial movements, for instance when describing
the spatial constellation of a car accident. Kinetographs, e.g. depicting sleeping, sawing,
shooting, are relatively standardized as well as pictographs (the gallery picture example
of above) which are the most frequent iconics in the data of this work.
Metaphorics
Metaphoric gestures are similar to iconics in that they illustrate the speech content. How-
ever, a metaphoric does not illustrate the content directly but via a third element that
acts as a metaphor. The gesture illustrates this third element which in turn refers to the
speech content. For instance, a speaker says \this is a good story" while holding some
imaginary object with her two hands. The imaginary object acts as a metaphor for the
concept \story" (see Figure 1.5 on p. 29). McNeill (1992: 146) calls the gesture a sign, the
imaginary object the base and the concept of \story" the referent.
Metaphorics were introduced by McNeill (1985: 356) as gestures that exhibit images
of abstract concepts by depicting the vehicles of metaphors. The class of metaphorics is
also used by Calbris (1990: 194-196, 198) and Webb (1997). The latter nds them to be
the \most frequent gestures produced in everyday speech" (p. 15). The boundary between
2
Focus is used in the sense of discourse focus as used, for instance, by Grosz (1981).
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metaphorics and iconics, both called illustrators by McNeill, cannot sharply be drawn.
Krauss et al. (2000) attack the concept of metaphorics on the grounds that according
to their observations \iconicity (or apparent iconicity) is a matter of degree rather than
kind" so that \it makes more sense to think of gestures as being more or less iconic rather
than either iconic or metaphoric (or non-iconic)". McNeill (1992: 145) concedes that there
is a \continuum between iconic and metaphoric gestures".
Two gestural categories dened by Ekman and Friesen (1969) can be considered meta-
phorics. First, ideographs were dened as \movements which sketch a path or direction
of thought" (p. 68). Second, alter-adaptors are hypothesized to be learned in early in-
terpersonal contacts (pp. 88{90). They include movements for giving/taking, for attack-
ing/protecting, for establishing aection/intimacy or withdrawal/ight, for establishing
sexual contact (invitation, irtation, courtship) and a sexual relationship.
In this work, metaphorics will be used non-withstanding the critique by Krauss and
colleagues because many of the metaphorics described by McNeill (1992) and Webb (1997)
will be shown to be contained in the LQ corpus (Appendix B).
Beats
Beats are rhythmic movements that accompany speech but where the hand shape bears
no relation to the speech content.
Beats are also called batons by Efron (1941) and Ekman and Friesen (1972). Krauss et
al. (2000) calls them motor gestures and describes them as \simple, repetitive, rhythmic
movements that bear no obvious relation to the semantic content of the accompanying
speech. Typically the gesturer's hand shape remains xed, and the movement may be
repeated several times." Webb (1997: 5) agrees on beats having no semantics, that they
are non-referential and that their forms do not correspond to a meaning.
2.1.2 Why These Classes?
The selection of classes was governed by three criteria. First, the classes had to be well-
documented and recognizable. Second, the classes had to be a disjoint decomposition of
all possible gestures. Third, the classes should cover all possible gestures.
The rst criterium is fullled by the extensive research literature
3
. Recognizability is
trivially fullled for adaptors and deictics. For emblems there are a number of dictionaries,
they are easy to recognize by denition since otherwise they would not be emblems. Meta-
phorics are harder to detect but are clearly documented by the works of McNeill (1992)
and Webb (1997). Lastly, iconics act as a rest class for idiosyncratic complex gestures.
They demarcate the line where the approach taken in this work must fail since many truly
iconic gestures must be generated on the y according to various features of the underlying
mental representation. So this class is good as a detector for gestures that are hard to
integrate.
The second criterium, that the classes disjointly decompose the set of all gestures, is
not fullled without an auxiliary construct. Since the criteria for classifying a gesture a
member of a class lie on dierent dimensions for each class the gesture classes actually
overlap. For instance, a gesture is classied an emblem according to its degree of conven-
tionalization, whereas an iconic is found by examining the illustrative relation between
gesture form and speech content. These two criteria do not exclude each other so an
emblem can be an iconic and vice versa. Consequently, the classes do not disjointly de-
compose the set of all gestures. However, this can be xed by imposing priorities on the
3
The six categories used here have been criticized, remolded and renamed by various researchers, for
instance, by Weinrich (1992), Bitti and Poggi (1991), Muller (1998), and Rime and Schiaratura (1991).
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classes. If emblems are given a higher priority then in a case of doubt between emblem
and iconic, a gesture is classied an emblem.
Finally, the last criterium, that the classes should cover all possible gestures is fullled.
A gesture is either communicative or not. In the latter case it is an adaptor. In the former
case the communication is either transported by form or not. If it is transported by form,
the gesture is either an emblem, a deictic, a metaphoric or an iconic. Iconics act as a
rest class in this sub-category. If form is not of importance the gesture is a beat. In this
decision tree-like view all possible gestures are covered since there is a rest class in each
branch (see also Figure 8.1 on p. 125).
2.1.3 Conversational Gestures
In this work a special subset of gestures is considered. Two gesture sets are excluded.
These are sign language gestures and true emblems. The notion true emblems refers to
emblems made in the absence of speech. The reason is that these gesture types rarely occur
at all in conversations between hearing people. Kendon (1983) suggested a classication of
all gestures according to their degree of lexicalization. This classication was not discrete
but on a continuum where fully lexicalized gestures (emblems and sign-language) were
located on the one extreme and gestures without meaning (adaptors) were located on the
other extreme. Krauss et al. (1996) localize conversational gestures between the extremes
and attribute three properties to them: (1) they do not occur in the absence of speech,
(2) they are temporally coordinated with speech and (3) they seem related in form to the
semantic content of the speech they accompany. In this work, a similar stance is assumed
although adaptors are included simply because they often occur during conversations,
whereas sign language and true emblems rarely occur.
According to Webb (1997), metaphorics are expected to be the predominate class
in the data. Conversely, it can be assumed that iconics will occur only rarely. These
two properties of conversational gesture make a generation approach with pre-fabricated
motion patterns attractive because a reasonable degree of standardization in form can be
assumed (see Section 2.2.4 below for more discussion on this).
2.2 Results from Gesture Research
2.2.1 Gesture Function
That gesture is strongly related to speech can be made plausible by the observation that
only speakers perform gestures, excluding adaptors, whereas listeners only gesture un-
der certain circumstances, for instance, if they want to claim the next turn (Scheglo,
1984: 273). However, how important the function of gesture in speech is remains unclear.
Cassell (1998) argues that hand gestures serve a communicative function in face-to-face
communication basing her view on various results from the research literature. So there is
proof that when speech is ambiguous or when there is noise that listeners rely on gestural
cues. Also, people exposed to gesture and speech where each expresses a slightly dierent
information treat gestural information equally to that of speech (Cassell et al. 1999).
Finally, gestures co-occur with semantically parallel linguistic units (McNeill 1992). All
seems to indicate that gesture performs some communicative function in speech. Kendon
(1996) lists the dierent communicative functions gestures can serve. In the absense of
speech, the conventionalized emblem gestures have a lexicalized meaning that can be
decoded using a dictionary. Iconic gestures depict some semantic content: a path of
movement, a mode of action, relations in space between objects and entities. Pointing
gestures can serve the function of referent resolution but, according to Wahlster (1991),
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can also serve to shift focus as explained in Section 2.1.1. Another important function
is discourse related: The information-theoretic status, topic vs. comment, of parts of
utterances seems to be related to where a gesture is placed (Kendon 1996). Also, certain
gestures appear to function as speech act markers that signify an utterance to be appeal
or a question (Kendon 1995). Finally, gestures are used to regulate an interaction, i.e.
managing the turn-taking in a dyadic or group discussion.
Krauss et al. (1991) investigated the communicative value of spontaneous conver-
sational hand gestures in ve experiments. The rst two experiments dealt with the
recognition of lexical aÆliates (Section 8.4.2) which are words that correspond in mean-
ing to the gesture. Recognition was better than chance. In experiments three and four
recall tasks were performed where dierent modality combinations were used (speech-
only, gesture-and-speech, gesture-only). Recognition results for speech-only were equal
to the gesture-and-speech results. In the last experiment it was shown that judgement
of a gesture's semantic category is determined principally by the accompanying speech.
The authors conclude that although gestures can convey some information, they are not
richly informative and the information they convey is largely redundant with speech. In a
similar vein, Krauss et al. (1995) conducted three experiments where subjects described
a stimulus to a partner who then tried to select it from a set of similar stimuli. The
experiments diered in the type of stimulus described: abstract graphic designs, novel
synthesized sounds and samples of tea. In none of the experiments was accuracy enhanced
by allowing the listener to see the speaker's gestures. The authors conclude that semantic
information is not the primary function of conversational hand gestures.
Rime and Schiaratura (1991: 240) agree that the function of gesture must be other
than communicative on the grounds that human speakers use nonverbal behavior to an
equal degree when not seeing each other. However, they reject the theory that it is the
increase of a speaker's general arousal level that causes nonverbal behavior. They let
subjects hold conversations with dierent heart rates induced by physical exercise but
found no signicant correlation between arousal and and speech-accompanying nonverbal
behavior. However, nonverbal behavior does seem to have an eect on speech production
because Rime and Schiaratura (1991) found that restricting subjects in their gesticulation
caused a signicant decrease in the vividness of imagery in the speech channel.
These results, although partly contradicting, are relevant to gesture generation inso-
far as they call into question deep or functional approaches to gesture generation where
semantic content and communicative function are logically modeled and translated to ges-
tural correlates. Most research results seem to indicate that in terms of semantics in the
linguistic sense, gestures contribute little in conversations. So does Calbris (1990: 171) who
says that \nonverbal expression is probabilistic and secondary with respect to the linguis-
tic textual information". Therefore, in generation one can hardly make any \mistakes",
that is, one can hardly create misunderstandings or even handicap the conversation by
producing the \wrong" gestures. This may seem counterintuitive when considering spoken
language where the choice of a single word can make a big dierence. Research indicates
that gestures are rather a tool for the speaker, be it for thinking, for planning speech or
for lexical retrieval. The listener, however, perceives gestures less as a communicative de-
vice that is indispensable for understanding what the other says but rather as part of the
speaker's personality. With regard to gesture generation, this calls for a shallow approach
where one tries to recreate surface patterns of a speaker's gestural behavior instead of
trying to gure out the exact communicative functions. Interesting surface patterns could
be gesture frequency, types of gestures used, timing patterns, and handedness.
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2.2.2 Models of Gesture Production
Gesture production can be explained in three ways. Gestures are either a by-product of
speech, i.e. gesture is secondary to speech. Or speech is a manifestation of imaginistic
concepts that are more immediately expressed by gesture, i.e. speech is secondary to
gesture. Finally, gesture and speech could be two manifestations of the same underlying
concept. Most researchers tend toward the last hypothesis.
In Psycholinguistics, McNeill (1992) explains gestures as the manifestation of an under-
lying idea unit that also causes speech production. McNeill and Duncan (2000) describe
the so-called growth point
4
(GP) as such an idea unit. A GP is neither word nor image
but \thinking in global imagery and linguistic categories simultaneously". The GP causes
speech as well as gesture production and can be indirectly inferred by the speech-gesture
synchronization. Apart from the conviction that gesture and speech originate from the
same underlying idea unit, McNeill and Duncan (2000) claim that gestures are external-
ized means of the thinking process itself. That means that gestures, like words, do not
only express thinking but are are thought, i.e. cognitive being, themselves.
McNeill's work is centered around proving his contention that gesture and speech
originate from a single underlying concept. However, he has not put forward a concrete
model of how such an underlying concept could be represented and how gesture and
speech could be generated from it. Krauss et al. (1996) devised such a model of gesture
production, based on the speech production model by Levelt (1989). Like McNeill they
assume a common underlying concept called the source concept that is multiply encoded
in propositional and non-propositional form. While the propositional form is used for
speech production, parts of the non-propositional form (spatial and dynamic aspects) are
selected by a module called feature selector for gesture generation. The module outputs
specications that are translated by a motor planner to a motor program that provides
the motor system with a set of instructions for executing the lexical movement. The motor
planner receives input from the phonological encoder, a module in the speech production
pipeline, to translate the cadence of stressed syllables in terms of the periodicity of strokes
of the gesture, and the loudness of the stressed syllables in terms of the gesture's amplitude.
In a shallow approach to gesture generation both models prove useful in the way they
predict surface behavior. McNeill's model predicts that speech and gesture cohere since
they originate from the same idea unit. The units in speech where this cohesion becomes
manifest are called lexical aÆliates (this concept will be elaborated in Section 8.4.2).
Scheglo (1984) calls the outer temporal limits of speech and gesture signs that belong to
the same underlying idea unit projection space. The model by Krauss et al. gives a more
concrete picture of the generation process but only for iconic gestures. On the surface,
however, their model also comes down to a lexical aÆliation relationship between gesture
and speech. The McNeill model has the additional benet of not only explaining speech-
gesture but also gesture-gesture relationships through the notion of catchments that will be
explained in Section 2.2.6 below. Note that for a deep generation approach a modality-free
representation language would become necessary where abstract messages and functions
are encoded that have not yet been assigned a modality or surface form. The \short-cut"
of the shallow approach is exactly to omit this modality-free representation.
2.2.3 Gesture-Speech Synchronization
Gesture and speech are two parallel output streams that are semantically interrelated,
no matter which gesture production model one assumes. How gesture and speech are
temporally coordinated is still a matter of research. There seem to be two levels of interest
4
The notion of growth points was rst introduced by McNeill (1992: 219.).
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concerning the \granularity" of investigation. On the more abstract level, looking at a
whole (speech) utterance, one may ask on which speech segments to place the gesture,
i.e. one is concerned with gesture placement. On the more ne-grained level, looking at
syllables, one may ask how the single movement phases of the gesture are synchronized
with syllables, i.e. one is concerned with gesture-speech synchronization.
In this work, only gesture placement is considered because it is more primary in the
process of gesture generation, it is an earlier task in the generation pipeline. Fine-grained
synchronization would be more relevant for actual gesture rendering, the last step in the
pipeline, which will not be treated here (cf. McClave, 1994, for an investigation of gesture-
speech synchronization on the phase/syllable level). For the rest of this dissertation, the
term gesture placement will used synonymously with the notions timing, coordination and
synchronization.
Most researchers agree that a gesture occurs at around the same time as its co-
expressive speech correlate. Scheglo (1984: 285) points out that specic distances in
terms of time cannot be predicted but only \a weak ordering principle of acme/thrust"
can be given. This ordering principle is: the stroke of the gesture (called acme by Sche-
glo) must precede or co-occur with the corresponding speech segment (see also McNeill,
1992: 25{29). Although Krauss et al. (1996) agree on the ordering principle they found
that gesture can precede the co-expressive speech segment by considerable length. In one
experiment they measured temporal distances from zero seconds, i.e. co-occurring with
speech, up to 3.75 seconds. Moreover, van Meel (1984) found diering ways of gesture-
speech coordination at dierent developmental stages. He observed four- to six-year old
children making gestures before the beginning of their verbal answer. Eight- to ten-year-
olds tended to gesture at the beginning of their speech and continue it throughout their
utterance. Finally, twelf- to fourteen-year-olds displayed their gestures in temporal cor-
respondence with the part of the sentence comprising the symbolized element. Although
the latter coordination pattern seems to predominate in adults it remains unclear whether
the other two patterns vanish in adulthood.
It can be concluded that the question of how to place a gesture within a speech ut-
terance cannot be resolved by consulting the literature alone. Although most researchers
agree that the gesture must precede the corresponding speech segment, this statement
leaves open the exact place of the gesture and gives no prediction about its duration.
2.2.4 Standards of Form
An important question in gesture generation is: How many dierent gestures exist? Are
there recurring patterns across speakers, i.e. standards of form that would make all ges-
tures elements of a nite repertoire? Or are gestures individual creations of the moment,
independent of other people's behavior, making the amount of dierent gestures innite?
Only in the rst case, assembling a lexicon of gestures would be possible where each
entry has a number of meanings and a relatively stable form. The question of stable form
can only be answered with regard to the type of gesture. So emblematic gestures have
stable forms together with associated meanings by denition (Section 2.1.1). A number
of emblem lexicons and inventories have already been assembled, form and meaning being
culture-specic, for Colombian/US gestures (Saitz and Cervenka 1972), for Arabic gestures
(Barakat 1973), for Israel emblems (Broide 1977), for American emblems (Efron, 1972, and
Johnson et al., 1975) and many more.
While most researchers agree on the form/meaning stability of emblems, opinions
are divided over other gesture types. For iconic and metaphoric gestures the content of
the conversation seems to play an important role in this question. So Kendon (1996)
presumed that \the more abstract and metaphorical the content the gesture pertains
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to, the more likely we are to observe consistencies in the gestural forms employed". For
metaphoric gestures, Webb (1997) presents evidence for the existence of a nite repertoire.
By investigating the gestural repertoire of three speakers she presents evidence for the
existence of \a single community lexicon, with each speaker producing only a subset of all
the lexical items, as well as having some idiosyncratic variations on some of the forms"
(Webb, 1997: 52). Investigating conversational gestures used in Southern Italy, Kendon
(1995: 248) also comes to the conclusion that \speakers frequently make use of gestural
patterns taken from a repertoire that is widely shared".
This view is supported by a combination of work by McNeill (1992) and Webb (1997).
McNeill hypothesized that more abstract talk fosters the use of metaphoric gestures. Webb
found evidence that metaphoric gestures are characterized by relatively stable forms that
correspond to certain meanings. Taken together one can conclude that abstract talk
produces gestures of stable form.
In contrast, Calbris (1990: 196) claims that \many [metaphorical] expressions are per-
sonal creations". This can be countered by making these \personal creations" be subsumed
under the notion of individual variation of a lexicon entry as suggested by Webb (1997).
Deictic gestures are sometimes considered emblems Johnson et al. (1975), sometimes
creative gestures, i.e. gestures created on the spot (Poggi and Magno Caldognetto 1999).
The latter view stems from the impression that deictic gestures are adapted on demand
in terms of angle and hand shape. However, the same can be said for regular emblems
that have to be adapted to guarantee visibility (in angle but also in size and duration).
So, although the variation of deictics is indeed high, since a speaker can point with such
dierent means as chin, gaze, elbow, various objects in his/her hand, one can safely assume
for this work a number of stable gestural forms that are recognizable as deictics.
However, standards of form seem to disappear the more one moves towards iconic
gestures. McNeill (1992: 41) claims that gestures inherently have no standards of form.
However, in his research there is a strong focus on iconics and in the same book he
describes various recurring forms of metaphoric gestures (pp. 147{163). Also, his remark
seems rather to refer to the fact that individual speakers utilize dierent gestures in the
same context instead of gestures being arbitrary in form. Saitz and Cervenka (1972: 8)
exclude \heavily iconic gestures (a child's imitation of driving a car, a nger rubbing teeth
to denote brushing teeth, ngers closing to depict a scissors, etc.)" from their gesture
lexicon because they are too arbitrary. Their talking of \heavily iconic gestures", however,
indicates that there is \less heavy" iconicity. There seems to be a fuzzy boundary between
some iconic gestures and emblems which was also found by Webb (1997)
5
. Indeed, Kendon
(1981: 151{156) hypothesized emblems to origin from iconics.
To conclude, all but iconic gestures comply to standards of form. Even for iconics,
some can be seen to be similar to emblems, thus having standards of form, too. Most
researchers agree that more abstract topics lead to more consistency in form. Since the
LQ data, book reviews, is of an abstract nature one can expect that only a little percentage
of occurring gestures in the LQ data are of the idiosyncratic iconic type.
Having established that many researchers found standards of form for gestures in con-
versation the question arises how gestures interact with one another. Do they syntactically
and semantically build up hierarchical structures where the parts combine to a composed
meaning like spoken language does? The next section treats this question of composition-
ality.
5
Webb (1997: 70) found it \diÆcult to determine whether certain gesture types should be classied as
metaphorics or as emblems". Since she has a very wide denition of metaphoric this statement can be
generalized to metaphorics and iconics that are both diÆcult to sharply separate from emblems.
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2.2.5 Compositionality and Componentiality
Are gestures compositional? Compositionality means that the meaning of a composite
expression is built up from the meanings of its basic expressions. In short: the whole is
the sum of its parts. McNeill (1992: 41) characterizes gestures as being global and synthetic,
i.e. the meanings of the parts of gestures are determined by the meaning of the whole,
so that the meaning determination is whole-to-part. McNeill and Duncan (2000) see this
property in direct opposition to the compositional property of speech where the semiotic
direction is part-to-whole. Moreover, McNeill (1992: 41) calls gestures non-combinatoric,
i.e. they do not combine with one another in a hierarchical fashion, the way words do,
to produce gestural phrases or sentences. However, there are examples of gestures that
defy these claims. For instance, if a person makes a gesture for \mad" by circling his
forenger somewhere near his temple while pointing at another person at the same time,
the two meanings of the two gestures combine to the meaning \this person is mad", a
simple predicative relationship. This is clearly a compositional construct. Kendon (1995)
gives another example with two pointing gestures. Nevertheless, the claims by McNeill
and colleagues may be interpreted in the sense that gestures only rarely combine in a
compositional fashion.
While Webb (1997: 71) agrees withMcNeill that metaphoric gestures are non-combina-
toric, she presents evidence that metaphoric gestures are componential. She shows that
gestural form features have a meaning independent of the whole gesture and that these
features, comparable to morphemes, are themselves members of a lexicon. Thus, they
can be combined in a single gesture to express two meanings at the same time. This is in
accord withMcNeill's denition of synthetic, meaning that \dierent meaning segments are
synthesized into a single gesture" (McNeill, 1992: 41). Similar results on componentiality
have been reported by Kendon (1995) and Calbris (1990) for Italian and French gestures.
However, Webb (1997: 61) found that most of the gestures, 88%, contained only a single
feature component so that componentiality does exist but seems to be rarely exploited in
single gestures.
It can be concluded that gestures are both compositional and componential. Compo-
sitionality seems to occur only rarely and is possibly restricted to certain gesture classes,
so it seems to be negligible for generation purposes. Componentiality means that gestures
are built from certain basic components that can be compared to morphemes. However,
Webb (1997) found that 88% of her examined gestures contained only one single com-
ponent, using empirical material similar to the one in this work. Therefore, neglecting
componentiality and identifying only gestures with a single component seems to be toler-
able. Moreover, gestures being componential does not mean that arbitrary combinations
of components can make up new and valid gestures. In fact, Webb's few examples sug-
gest that only very particular combinations are possible. Since these combinations can be
treated as gestures themselves they can modeled with pre-fabricated motion patterns as
well. \Factoring out" these combinations seems to be possible without running the risk of
exponential growth.
2.2.6 Gestures and Discourse
The relationship between gesture and discourse has been investigated by various re-
searchers. From the point of view of gesture generation, two results seem of special
relevance because of their practical application value.
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Lists and Contrastive Pairs
In his treatment of nonverbal actions in political speeches Atkinson (1984) presents a
number of devices to catch applause from the audience, so-called clap traps. To make
these clap traps work the speaker must generate attention and facilitate audience reactions,
usually applause.
The list of three device, an enumeration of three items, is a frequently used rhetorical
device. The author observed that enumerations often have exactly three items which
seems to be a strong bias when generating such lists. In fact, the bias is so strong that in
cases where speakers only have two items, llers like \and so forth" or \things like that"
etc. are used to make the list of three complete. The bias toward three items helps the
audience anticipate the completion point of the enumeration, thus facilitating applauding.
The recognition of the completion is often supported by gesture. If, for instance, the rst
two items are accompanied by the same gesture each while the third item is accompanied
by a dierent gesture, the change of gesture signals the approaching completion point.
Atkinson calls the list of three an applause-eliciting sequence.
Another clap trap device are contrastive pairs, also called antithesis, where two con-
trastive concepts, words or phrases, are juxtaposed. Atkinson argues that the rst item
generates attention for the second item. The second item is marked as the completion
point and thus, facilitates applauding. Again, gestures can help recognize the completion
point simply by emphasizing the contrastive items. This is achieved by either accompa-
nying both items with gestures or by accompanying only the rst and leaving the second
without gesture, together with a more relaxed intonation. The third possibility is to only
accompany the second item by a gesture and thus marking the completion point.
Atkinson takes these two devices as general mechanisms that are used to make dis-
course successful, also used in commercials and newspaper writing. In his work, these
phenomena are taken to be tools intentionally used by speakers to catch attention and
provoke reactions. Gestures are used to make discourse items cohere or to set them apart.
Catchments, the topic of the next section, mark similar phenomena but are, in contrast,
not interpreted as a consciously used tool but rather as an emergent eect of the underlying
representations of the discourse items.
Catchments
The term catchment denotes the phenomenon of one or more gesture features recurring
in at least two (not necessarily consecutive) gestures (McNeill et al. 2001). Catchments
are a means to infer textual cohesion in speech by looking at a speaker's gesture stream.
The idea is that the recurrence of an image of the speaker's thinking generates recurrent
gesture features.
McNeill et al. (2001) present a detailed analysis of 32 seconds of discourse where a
speaker describes a house. They observed that when talking about the back of the house
the speaker used right hand gestures (RH) only whereas she shifted to two-handed gestures
(2H) when moving thematically to the front of the house. The right handedness of the
gestures are recognized as a catchment caused by the imagery of the back of the house.
Catchments can be manifest in handedness, in the gesture itself or more componential
aspects of the gesture. Apart from the last point this can be modeled in generation with
pre-fabricated motion patterns.
2.2.7 Individuality
The claim that people dier in the way they use gestures needs no proof, one can ob-
serve it every day. But in what respect does their gesturing dier? One obvious factor
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is frequency: some people gesture all the time, some almost never. Krauss et al. (1996)
found substantial individual dierences in gesture rate in all of their studies, in one exper-
iment it ranged from 1.0 to 28.1 gestures per minute. Other obvious factors are movement
parameters like expansiveness, abruptness, force etc., also called movement qualities (Sec-
tion 4.2.3). If gestures are taken as entries in one large, shared lexicon of gestures one
may wonder whether all people use the same gestures or only a subset of this lexicon.
Webb (1997: 49+) found indeed that her four examined subjects used dierent subsets of
a single, shared lexicon of metaphoric gestures with stable form-meaning pairs. McNeill
(1992: 41) claims that dierent speakers display the same meaning in idiosyncratic ways,
even when it occurs in the same context. This means that some gestures can be used
synonymously. On the other hand, Bitti (1992) proved for two manual gestures that each
can express at least two dierent meanings, revealed only by diering facial expressions.
So that the lexicon must also incorporate polysemy. Polysemy can be modeled in two
ways. Either the lexicon contains multiple meaning entries for a polysemous gesture or
the meanings are factored out so that a gesture with N meanings occurs with N lexicon
entries. Only in the latter case it suÆces to say that individuals dier with respect to
their gesture subset. In the former case, individuals must be said to dier in the way they
use a single gesture's meaning or function.
According to McNeill et al. (2001: 10), individuality also shows up in the occurrence
of catchments (Section 2.2.6) since \individuals dier in how they link up the world into
related and unrelated components". Since catchments become manifest most prominently
in handedness, it implies that handedness contributes to individuality. One remaining
factor is gesture timing. Do dierent speakers prefer dierent patterns of timing? The
literature usually relies on the simple proposition that gesture and speech segments with
equal meanings co-occur (Section 2.2.3). The data that will be used in this work draws a
more detailed picture of timing possibilities, discussed in Section 8.4.3. Without advancing
on the subject it is a hypothesis that people dier in the way they time gestures with co-
expressive speech. This is somewhat supported by data by Krauss et al. (1996) who
found in their studies considerable dierences in the temporal distance between gesture
and corresponding speech segment (0 to 3.75 seconds) as well as in gesture duration (0.54
to 7.71 seconds).
To sum up, individuality is potentially achieved by individual gesture frequency, move-
ment qualities, subset of the shared gesture lexicon, gesture function usage, handedness,
and timing patterns.
2.3 Summary
Gestures are dened to be non-manipulative hand and arm movements that occur during
speech. They can be classied into six functional classes: adaptors, emblems, deictics, icon-
ics, metaphorics, and beats. Adaptors are pseudo-manipulative movements like scratching
one's cheek or tapping with a nger on the table. Emblems are gesture with a convention-
alized meaning (within a limited community), like the \thumbs-up" gesture that means
\OK!" or \good!". Deictics are pointing gestures to indicate locations, directions and
concrete objects but also abstract concepts and absent objects. Iconics are gestures that
relate in shape or movement to the object or process being talked about, e.g. drawing a
round shape in the air when talking about a ball. Metaphorics are gestures that model
a concrete shape, e.g. a box, and where this shape metaphorically refers to the concept
being talked about. The modeled shape can refer to a bank account, the contents of the
last sentence or an abstract concept like \freedom" or \luck". Finally, beats are small,
rhythmic, shapeless motions.
Psycholinguistic research indicates that gestures emerge in parallel to speech from a
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single underlying concept called an idea unit. Those speech units that correspond to the
gestural movement are called lexical aÆliates, a notion usually applied to iconic gestures
only. Since most research focused on the question what function gesture has, conversa-
tional gestures are relatively unexplored. Webb (1997) considers almost all gestures in
conversations metaphorics, whereas Kendon (1995) showed that some emblems occur in
conversations as well.
While many researchers nd gestures to not possess linguistic properties, some degree
of compositionality as well as componentiality seems to exist. However, both properties
seem to come to eect only in a negligible amount of cases. Many researchers assembled
lexicons of meaning-form pairs, mainly for emblems but also for other gesture classes. This
justies an approach to generation based on a lexicon of gesture prototypes.
Gestures can be used to support discourse relations. Atkinson (1984) analyzed the list
of three and antithesis in-depth, nding important correlations with gesture. McNeill et
al. (2001) postulate the existence of catchments, a device where recurring gestural features
correlate with recurring aspects in the speech stream.
Individuality is hypothesized to be achievable using gestures, to be precise: using
individual gesture frequency, movement qualities, gesture function usage, handedness,
timing patterns, and an individual subset of the shared gesture lexicon.
Chapter 3
Transcription Approaches
After the previous chapter has dened the subject of this work to be conversational ges-
tures, this chapter presents existing methods of analyzing them. First, methods for gesture
transcription will be described. Second, software tools to support the transcription process
will be surveyed.
Although gesture research has been conducted in a wide variety of disciplines, mainly
Psychology, Anthropology, Linguistics, Conversation Analysis (CA) and Ethology, the
methods used in each eld for the transcription of gestures are similar. A gesture can
be captured with respect to its structure in time, its structure in space, and its function.
The analysis of the temporal structure has resulted in the concept of movement phases
that is centered around the stroke as the most energetic and meaning-carrying phase of the
gesture. For the transcription of a gesture's structure in space, i.e. its form, various degrees
of descriptive exactness have been applied, from more Gestalt-oriented approaches to the
reductionist approach of specifying all possible degrees of freedom. The transcription of
function involves interpretative processes of the coder on the premise that all coders are
competent members of their respective communicative community. Interpretative coding
is widely applied in Linguistics and used for gesture transcription by researchers inuenced
by Linguistics, most notably by conversation analysts.
Given that many researchers from dierent disciplines examine gestures, one would ex-
pect many existing tools that make use of modern technology to analyze video recordings.
Surprisingly, only few such programs existed in the year 2000 when this research began.
Since then, three factors have caused rising interest in video annotation tools that led to
the initiation of new projects like NITE
1
, ATLAS
2
and EUDICO
3
. First, a recent surge
of interest in multimodality for human-computer interfaces, including both gestural input
and output, created a need for empirical research material for domain explorations and
systems development. Second, research in embodied conversational agents has reached a
point where more empirical research is needed to make the agents' behaviour more believ-
able. Third, researchers from various disciplines concerned with the analysis of nonverbal
behaviour have started to communicate over sharing data and tools which will also foster
the development of standards for transcription, data formats and tools engineering.
This chapter presents a survey of existing annotation tools, focusing on advantages,
disadvantages and lessons to be learned for designing such a tool. The chapter concludes
that no suitable tool for the task of this work exists and that therefore, a new tool had to
be created.
1
Natural Interactivity Tools Engineering, http://nite.nis.sdu.dk
2
Architecture and Tools for Linguistic Analysis Systems,
http://www.nist.gov/speech/atlas
3
European Distributed Corpora Project,
http://www.mpi.nl/world/tg/lapp/eudico/eudico.html
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3.1 Transcription of Nonverbal Behavior
This section shows how researchers approached the problem of bringing the complex shapes
and meanings of nonverbal behavior to paper, or rather: into a data le, for further
analysis, be it qualitative or quantitative. The process of recording certain aspects of
nonverbal behavior using letters and symbols is called transcription.
3.1.1 Structural Transcription
When trying to transcribe gestures a number of questions arise. First of all, one needs
to distinguish movements that are gestures from movements that are not gestures. Once
this is claried, one must identify the exact beginning and end of a gesture. Finally, one
may ask if there is a segment of the gesture that is more important or signicant than the
rest. Kendon (1978) found that people seem to know very well what movements to classify
as \signicant gestures" and which not. Moreover, in his experiments all subjects agreed
that there were certain segments which they regarded as standing out as being the \main
point" of the gesture. Driven by such questions and insights various researchers arrived
at the idea to decompose movements into phases. Efron (1941) introduced the classical
partition of a gesture into three phases: preparation, stroke and retraction. This was
extended and operationalized by McNeill (1992). Based on his system, Kita et al. (1998)
developed criteria for movement segmentation and phase identication using objective,
non-interpretative measures only. For the transcription of movement structure it is widely
used and can be regarded as a quasi-standard. Therefore, it will also be used in this work
and described in detail in this section (see also Figure 3.1).
preparation stroke retraction
emblem.dismiss
stroke
emblem.wipe
preparation
Figure 3.1: A sample transcription of movement phases and gestures performed by
speaker MRR. Each frame represents a movement phase. A sequence of movement phases
constitutes a gesture as also encoded in this sample.
A gestural excursion begins with the hands' departing from a resting position and ends
with the hands' arriving at a resting position. The resting position is part of the body
or furniture where the hands can be supported. The gestural excursion can be a single
gesture or a sequence of several gestures. The next step is to identify phase boundaries
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and then, to classify these phases. A phase boundary is a time point where two conditions
hold:
1. abrupt change of direction in the hand movement
2. discontinuity in velocity before or after the direction change
If only the rst condition holds there is no boundary. Instead, the whole unit is a so-
called multi-segment phase. If the same movement is repeated without holds the entire
movement is a single repetitive phase.
Having segmented a gesture into phases the phases are classied. Figure 3.1 shows the
dierent phases of two gestures performed by speaker MRR. Each gesture develops in time
from left to right, the rst consisting of two, the second of three phases. The stroke phase
is a phase where more force is exerted than in neighboring phases. Also, multi-segment
and repetitive phases are always stroke phases. McNeill (1992: 82-84) dened the stroke
as the \most energetic" or \meaning-carrying" part (cf. Kendon, 1983: 19). Other names
for this concept are apex (Efron 1941) or acme (Scheglo, 1984: 294). The hold phase is
a phase where the hand is held still. If the gesture does not contain a stroke phase the
hold is termed an independent hold. A non-stroke phase that departs from the resting
position is a preparation, one that arrives at a resting position is a retraction. A single
phase between two strokes is also a preparation. After a stroke, if the hand approaches a
resting position but shifts to a preparation before reaching it, the interrupted retraction
phase is called a partial retraction.
This approach subsumes the concepts from Conversational Analysis as dened by
Scheglo (1984: 294). In his transcription method he makes use of phases like acme
(corresponding to stroke), cocked position (corresponding to hold) and retraction.
3.1.2 Descriptive Transcription
One approach to gesture transcription is to describe its form. Form can be encoded by
specifying the positions of all joints at a time point and proceeding thus for regular time
intervals. In the Berne system (Frey and Pool 1976) joint positions are encoded for all
relevant body parts such as head, face, shoulder, torso, upper arm, lower arm etc. (see
also Frey et al., 1983). Each body part has a number of dimensions reecting the degrees
of freedom in the respective joints. The head, for instance, has three dimensions: sagittal,
rotational, lateral { where each dimension is a continuum of possible positions, e.g. the
rotational dimension of the head is a continuum from "head rotated to far right side" to
"head rotated to far left side". The authors discretize this continuum into ve steps (1
= far right, 5 = far left) so that, combining all possible values in each dimension for the
head, one can discriminate between 5 x 5 x 5 = 125 dierent head positions. In total,
excluding facial expression, the Berne System considers 8 body parts and 55 dimensions.
A recent successor to this purely descriptive approach is the FORM gesture annotation
scheme (Martell 2002). In FORM, however, descriptions are not encoded at regular time
points but for time spans. First of all, gestural excursions are identied and within these
excursions, static and dynamic phases are encoded using degrees of freedom like in the
Berne system. Static phases are encoded with a single description, dynamic phases with
a start and end position description.
Both approaches share the advantage to be methodically uncritical since no subjective
judgements have to be made. Problems arise in the capability of the human coder to
precisely detect movement boundaries and to work on the prescribed \resolution" of the
discretized continuum of positions in a particular joint. Moreover, such purely descriptive
approaches are only useful for particular research aims because the analytic interpretation
of such large amounts of reductionist data is diÆcult (Weinrich, 1992: 18{21). Global
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properties get lost in a heap of position data. Even simple pointing gestures are hard
to reconstruct in analysis from the highly resolved data. Frey (1999) used such data
to animate a synthetic computer agent in a process called re-animation and conducted
experiments that observed gesture perception by changing the re-animation along certain
degrees of freedom. On this low level of abstraction, purely descriptive methods yield
good and solid results. However, if one considers gestures to be discrete and categorizable
elements in conversations that can be recreated using prefabricated movement patterns
these approaches are too reductionistic to be useful.
The Berne system and FORM are two extreme examples of descriptive transcription.
The following section which deals with functional transcriptions will also introduce some
less detailed descriptive methods from Psycholinguistics that are the basis for a functional
transcription.
3.1.3 Functional Transcription
As soon as a researcher ascribes meaning or function to gestures in a transcription, one
speaks of a functional transcription. Meaning and function can be inferred by carefully
observing the gestures and their accompanying speech. Such an approach can be called
interpretative or hermeneutic (Krauss et al. 1996).
Weinrich (1992) calls her investigation of nonverbal communication in TV shows eth-
nomethodological conversation analysis. According to Bergmann (1994) ethnomethodol-
ogists assume that every utterance is a solution to an interactional problem. They rst
strive to nd this problem before reconstructing the methods that the speaker used to
solve it and that became manifest in the verbal or nonverbal utterances. These so-called
ethnomethods are considered institutionalized solutions for the problems. Having analyzed
the singular case, one moves to collecting a corpus of cases where the identied object re-
curs with certain variations. The validity of the interpretation that builds on the analyst's
intuition and competence as a member of the language community can be made plausible
by three means:
1. nding co-occurring, functionally equivalent phenomena, assuming that an
interactant has a whole arsenal of means at his/her disposal for the solution of
structural problems in interaction
2. nding counter cases and proving their status as trespasses against conventions
3. analyzing the subsequent utterance(s) as reactions of a third party to the object
in question, using it as support for the own interpretation.
McNeill (1992) uses psycholinguistic methods to investigate gestures. In comparison with
Ethnomethodology and CA, Psycholinguistics focus on cognitive processes of a single
person and approach the problem of interpreting gestures from the producer's perspective.
In their transcription of gestures they therefore use a number of descriptive dimensions
before ascribing meaning that is inferred from these descriptive features in conjunction
with the accompanying speech. The gestures' description is done linguistically, i.e. with
discrete descriptive units and based on a classication similar to the one presented in
Section 2.1.1. The transcription is performed in the following steps (McNeill, 1992: 78{88,
375{387):
1. Identify gestures: All hand/arm movements except self- and object-adaptors.
2. Identify gesture phases: Using the procedure outlined in Section 3.1.1.
3. Code gesture type: Iconic, metaphoric, deictic, or beats (together with a condence
score from 1 to 5, a higher number reecting higher certainty). See Section 2.1.1 for
a description of these types.
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4. Code gesture form (if gesture is not a beat):
 handedness: right hand, left hand, two hands with same shape or two hands
with dierent shapes
 hand shape: specied with the American Sign Language (ASL) hand form
encoding system
 palm/nger orientation: pointing up, down, toward center, outward, inward
etc.
 location: specied as a section of gesture space
 movement trajectory: toward the body, away from the body, parallel to front
of body, parallel to side of body
 movement location: specied as sections of gesture space
 movement direction: unidirectional, bidirectional, both hands move in same
way, each hand moves in its own way
5. Code gesture meaning:
 hand meaning: which character or object does the hand represent?
 movement meaning: which action does the motion represent?
In this annotation scheme, gesture space refers to a decomposition of the space around a
seated person into sections, for instance \center", \upper periphery" or \extreme upper
periphery" (see Figure 3.2). The scheme is tailored to the investigated material that
consisted of retellings of TV cartoons. Most of the time the speakers talk about the two
protagonists acting and interacting so that encoding of the gesture's meaning in terms of
characters and character actions appears plausible and appropriate for the task. In the
examples McNeill presents in his book sometimes the lexical aÆliate is also encoded in the
meaning section, e.g. when the action represented by the gesture is also mentioned during
speech. This is an important piece of information for gesture generation that is meant
to be based on speech input because only thus can the relationship between gesture and
speech be established.
Functional transcriptions are well suited for empirical studies in the development of
multimodal natural interaction systems. The encoded functions can be used as training or
test material for automated processes in such systems. The SmartKom project relies on an
annotated video corpus of human users performing gestures (pointing, circling etc.) on a
at graphical tablet (Schiel et al. 2002). The 2D gestures are described in three functional
categories: interactive, supporting and other (Steininger et al. 2001). Interactive gestures
are task-oriented movements like pointing or encircling, supporting gestures are movements
that help the user reading (e.g. following words with a nger) or orienting him-/herself on
the screen. The third category is a rest category for all other gestures. For transcription,
the logged gesture coordinates from the tablet and two video views are utilized: one
showing the user's face, another showing user and graphical tablet from the side. Both
video views are necessary for the human coders to identify the gestures's function.
Krauss et al. (1996) criticize all interpretative approaches for the absence of inde-
pendent corroboration. In establishing a relation between a feature of the gesture to the
meaning of the speech it accompanies the investigator ignores all other features of the ges-
ture. The established relation could be merely a construction based on the accompanying
speech. Therefore, the authors regard such interpretations as a source of hypotheses to be
tested rather than usable data.
Although this argument is plausible, a system for gesture generation needs to learn
from the communicative competence of a coder. It can only do so if the coder applies
his/her interpretations in the coding. A compromise between a full-edged interpretation
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Figure 3.2: Division of the gesture space for McNeill's (1992: 378) gesture coding scheme.
(Taken from Pedelty, 1987.)
of nonverbal behavior and purely non-semantic transcriptions are limited interpretative
codings. Coding only lexical aÆliates while letting automatic routines infer quantitative
relationships between gestures and lexical entries would be such a limited interpretative
coding approach.
3.1.4 Categorial Transcription
Many researchers agree on a classication of gestures in a few major categories such as
the six classes described in Section 2.1.1. Categorial transcription means to assemble a
such a categorization, formalize the category descriptions and to systematically annotate
the corpus using these descriptions. A categorization can be done in the form of a gesture
lexicon obtained in a pre-analysis of video data. Weinrich (1992), in her exploration of
three TV conversations, devised a lexicon of 27 gestures that are described by form only.
Similarly, Webb (1997) identied three lexicons of metaphoric gestures with 29, 32 and
14 entries each in her investigation of three conversational settings, one of them a TV
talk show, also described by form only. For her formalization of lexicon entry description,
Webb (1997: 93{106) uses the following features:
 handedness: one hand (1H), two hands (2H)
 hand shape: all ngers extended, index nger extended etc.
 hand shape/exion: at, relaxed, curved, claw
 location: whole gesture space, head, chest, shoulder etc.
 orientation: away from body, toward body up, down etc.
 movement: no movement, lateral, up, down, etc.
 movement/manner: arc-shaped, linear, repeated etc.
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Lexicon entries are dened via formational features (see Table 3.1). A feature being
formational means that it is a necessary condition to identify the gesture. For instance,
the gesture precise has only one formational feature: a hand shape where thumb and
index nger form a ring. Along all other dimensions (handedness, location, movement
etc.) the gesture can vary and still realize the precise gesture. Thus, it is possible for
two gestures to be performed at the same time if the formational features are located on
dierent dimensions. Webb (1997: 56) treats an example where the two gestures precise
and mental are performed simultaneously. Table 3.1 shows the dierent formational
features of the two gestures, called lexemes by Webb, making clear their compatibility.
mental precise
hand | |
hand shape | ring
location head/ |
point to head
orientation | |
movement | |
Table 3.1: Specication of two lexemes from the lexicon of metaphoric gestures assembled
by Webb (1997).
Webb's descriptive dimensions are a subset of the ones introduced by McNeill (1992)
whose transcription system was described in Section 3.1.3 as being functional but not
categorial. However, for the gesture class of metaphorics he devised a number of sub-
categories that he identied as recurring patterns in conversations (McNeill, 1992: 147{
163). These sub-categories can be understood as lexicon entries in the sense of Webb
and Weinrich, and several of McNeill's metaphorics occur in the video corpus of this work
that will be introduced in Chapter 5 (see Appendix B for the gesture lexicon). Figure 3.1
shows how categorial transcription can be applied to empirical material on video with an
existing structural transcription layer (gesture phases).
Identifying lexicon entries goes well together with the generation approach pursued
here because they can be stored as prefabricated movement patterns which only need
slight variation when put into context. The approach of identifying formational features is
not only helpful in transcribing the gestures from empirical material but can also be used in
generation approaches that are more exible than an approach with xed motion patterns,
e.g. systems that can blend two motions (i.e. gestures) thus creating two superimposed
gestures.
3.1.5 Conclusions
This section presented a number of approaches to the transcription of nonverbal behavior.
The approaches were distinguished into structural, descriptive, functional and categorial.
Structural transcription deals with identifying boundaries and internal phases of a gesture,
the stroke being the central concept referring to the meaning-carrying phase of the gesture.
Descriptive transcription serves to transcribe gestures with objective, strictly non-semantic
means. In its most consequent form, all degrees of freedom of skeletal joints are specied
in regular time intervals. Functional transcription relies on the coder's communicative
competence to ascribe meaning to gestures. This is critical insofar as it is an act of
interpretation. Finding a gesture's lexical aÆliate is one such interpretative task. Finally,
in categorial transcription a lexicon of gestures is devised, each entry being described by
a number of descriptive and/or functional features. Transcription consists of assigning to
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each occurring gesture one lexicon entry.
These four principal approaches of structural, descriptive, functional and categorial
transcription are not mutually exclusive but, on the contrary, complement each other.
They can be seen as building blocks serving the single purpose of categorizing gestures
in a lexicon, i.e. categorial transcription. Categorial transcription appears best suited
for the purpose of generation, more specically the following methods appear to be most
appropriate. On the structural level, the transcription by Kita et al. (1998) oers a
quasi-standardized and reliable method. For devising a gesture lexicon the concept of
characterizing gestures with formational features seems most appropriate (Webb 1997).
The formational features which reect the descriptive level go back to concepts by Mc-
Neill (1992) who also devised some important categories for metaphoric gestures. On the
functional level, lexical aÆliates are a concept rather vaguely dened by Scheglo (1984)
but widely used in gesture research. This concept needs some further specication to be
useful in annotation. In research this relationship is often not coded at all. Instead, co-
occurrence of gesture and speech is taken as an indicator of this speech-gesture relation.
However, there are many cases where gesture and lexical aÆliate do not co-occur. For
instance, Krauss et al. (1996) found that there can be a distance of up to 3.75 seconds
between gesture and lexical aÆliate. Therefore, although human coders quickly identify
a gesture's corresponding lexical aÆliate, for automatic generation this relationship must
be explicitly coded.
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3.2 Transcription Software Tools
Gesture research usually relies on videotaped material as the primary data for analysis.
However, in some research areas like gesture recognition more sophisticated media are
explored as well, like data gloves where the exact spatio-temporal coordinates of extremi-
ties and joints are recorded while the action takes place. However, such special hardware
requires the human subjects to be \wired up" which has an impact on the naturalness
and spontaneity of their movements. Also, this purely descriptive data may be irrelevant
for the specic research aims. Exact descriptive data may also be retrieved using image
processing where hands and ngers are identied and automatically tracked using only the
video frames. So, while other media exist, video is still an important if not the predom-
inant medium for gesture analysis. The rst step in an analysis by a human researcher
is the transcription of the various speech and bodily events according to a coding scheme
like the ones described above in Section 3.1.
An obvious technology for transcribing such data is a software that allows the annota-
tion of digital video. Early systems of a time where digital video was not easily available
used the interaction's speech transcript instead of the video as the basis for further an-
notation. The following example shows a speaker's speech transcript in one line and his
gesture transcribed in the next line, the temporal duration being indicated with special
signs:
So here you see our new HIAT-DOS system
o------- pointing to screen -------o
In this approach, the detailed temporal information of the original speech stream is lost
and temporal relationships between speech and nonverbal behavior can only be described
on the word or syllable level. Therefore, modern systems use speech transcriptions where
words are anchored in time. Nonverbal behaviors are transcribed on other layers that
are also anchored in time so that the exact temporal relationship between speech and
behavior is preserved. This concept of multiple layers where each type of information
(speech, gesture, gaze etc.) is transcribed on a single layer is the basis of practically every
annotation tool. A strong visual metaphor for this layered approach is that of a musical
score. In a musical score each instrument has a track for its notes and all tracks run in
parallel from left to right in perfect time-alignment. Thus, a reader can easily and exactly
see the temporal relationships between the instruments' notes. Analogously, behavioral
events can be transcribed like notes on dierent tracks that model the layers, the only
dierence being that behaviors have a duration, usually indicated by denoting them as
bars or boxes where the length of the box reects the duration (see Figure 3.3).
This section will rst review early tools that had not yet integrated digital video but
introduced important concepts like multiple layers, the musical score metaphor and the
separation of annotation data from annotation scheme. It will then present modern tools
that seamlessly integrate digital video players.
3.2.1 Annotation on Multiple Layers
This section will present four early tools that have been used for transcription of speech
and behavioral data. The rst one, PRAAT, is of peripheral importance since it is a pure
audio tool created for phonetic analysis. However, it oers multiple layers and has a good
graphical user interface. Moreover, it can be used for speech transcription, thus producing
data that can be further processed by a video annotation tool.
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speech layer
non-verbal layer 1:
head
non-verbal layer 2:
shoulders
is that a good
time
or bad idea
shrug
head
nod
head
nod
Figure 3.3: Example for an annotation on three layers. The layers run from left to right
with time and contain information about words (top layer), head movement (middle layer)
and shoulder movement (bottom layer).
The other three tools are presented in chronological order of their creation. HIAT-
DOS is a classical tool used in CA and probably the oldest software using multiple layers.
The CLAN tool introduced a separation of annotation scheme and annotation data which
makes it both generic by opening it to arbitrary research elds and robust by introducing
a controlled vocabulary. Finally, the more recent BAS Partitur format, although not a
tool but only a le format, shows nicely how the layers can be interrelated and how these
relations must be reected in the denition of annotation schemes.
PRAAT
PRAAT
4
is a tool for speech analysis developed by Paul Boersma and David Weenik
(Boersma 2002). Apart from its powerful phonetic analysis features it can be used as a
multi-layered audio transcription tool. There are two types of layers: layers that contain
intervals and layers that contain time points. In interval layers each new element is
specied by marking a beginning and end, whereas in point layers a single time point is
specied. For both layer types, the annotation consists of free-form text can be attached
to the elements.
Speech transcription can be performed using a single interval layer by marking begin-
ning and end of each word and inserting the word's transcription (see Figure 3.4). Users
can create an arbitrary number of layers on the y and then add elements in the coding
process. The nished annotation is called a textgrid that can be written to an ASCII le.
PRAAT runs on Windows, Unix, Macintosh platforms and can be obtained for free by
mailing the author
5
.
HIAT-DOS
HIAT-DOS
6
is a multi-layer annotation tool that was developed for the HIAT
7
coding
scheme (cf. Ehlich, 1992, and Ehlich and Rehbein, 1976). HIAT is an early eort to tran-
scribe conversations on multiple layers and is widely used for conversation analysis (CA).
The scheme work with three layers, one for orthographic transcription, one intonation
and one for nonverbal communication. The corresponding coding tool HIAT-DOS models
these layers as lines in an ASCII le. The basis for the annotation is the orthographic
speech transcription that is input like in a word processor. Likewise, nonverbal events are
4
http://www.praat.org
5
Paul Boersma's e-mail address is paul.boersma@hum.uva.nl
6
http://www.daf.uni-muenchen.de/HIAT/HIAT.HTM
7
Halbinterpretative Arbeitstranskriptionen
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Figure 3.4: Screenshot of PRAAT's edit window. In this example, PRAAT is used to
transcribe words on a single layer below the audio waveform.
inserted, their temporal extension, beginning and end, are marked with special signs. The
lines of the transcript are regarded like tracks in a musical score so that events are seen
as being simultaneous if they are vertically aligned. So a word and a nonverbal event are
simultaneous if they begin in the same column in the transcript. HIAT-DOS allows the
parallel transcription of up to nine speakers.
HIAT-DOS, version 2.2, runs on MS-DOS and Windows platforms. The temporal
granularity of the tool is rather crude (word level). Hence, ne-grained temporal rela-
tionships cannot be explored. Moreover, it is tailored to the specic HIAT annotation
scheme.
CLAN
CLAN
8
is a tool for annotations in the CHAT coding scheme and statistical analysis. It
was developed as part of the CHILDES
9
project started in 1984 as an eort to standardize
transcription of verbal interactions (MacWhinney 1995). The CHAT
10
coding scheme and
le format uses multiple layers (called tiers), represented as lines in the le format, and
distinguishes between main and secondary layers. The main layer contains the transcrip-
tion of one speech utterance including special symbols for interjections, pauses, intonation,
stress etc. The secondary layers serve to specify linguistic information like morphosyntax
and speech acts or events like actions, facial expressions or gestures. Using the CLAN
tool, events can be added using codes, a sequence of colon-separated tags. For instance,
the code $MOT:POS:Que on the speech act tier stands for \mother:positive:question". Each
component is taken from user-dened tag sets that are specied in a separate le: the cod-
ing scheme. Events specied on a secondary layer temporally refer to the whole duration
of the respective main line but can also be marked to refer to a span of words in the main
8
Computerized Language Analysis, http://childes.psy.cmu.edu/clan
9
Child Language Data Exchange System, http://childes.psy.cmu.edu
10
Codes for the Human Analysis of Transcripts
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line. In a special movie layer the position of the utterances in the original video can be
specied using time-stamps.
CLAN's analysis facilities include reliability analyses where two annotations of the
same interaction can be checked for matches and mismatches.
BAS Partitur Format
The BAS
11
Partitur
12
Format (BPF) was inspired by the SAM Label Format and was used
to collect large speech corpora of segmental information like transliteration, pronunciation,
prosodic information and dialogue acts (Schiel et al. 1998). These dierent information
types are stored on dierent tracks. It has been used to collect data for the development
of the translation system VerbMobil (Wahlster 2000) and is currently being used for the
SmartKom project (Wahlster 2002) to represent multimodal video annotations of human-
computer interactions (Schiel et al., 2002, Steininger, 2001).
The BPF is used to represent dialogues. Each turn is contained in a single le and the
whole dialogue is represented by all turn les in a single directory. Within one turn le,
there is one reference track which all other tracks refer to, the so-called canonical track
which contains words in a phonological transcription. The elements of other tracks (lexical
entries, dialogue acts, part-of-speech etc.) can point to an arbitrary collection of elements
of the canonical track. Track can also point to non-canonical tracks enabling the user
to dene dependency hierarchies. For instance, in VerbMobil dialogue phases contained
multiple dialogue acts which contained multiple words. These relationships were modeled
using three BPF tracks where one track points to the next until the canonical track with
words is reached.
The description of an annotation element consists of arbitrary strings. There is no in-
built facility to dene a coding scheme. BPF is merely a le format, meant for centralized
data collection and distribution, there are no generic tools for coding. Instead, multiple
tools are used to perform annotations, the dierent output formats are transformed to
BPF using Perl scripts (Schiel et al. 2002).
3.2.2 Annotation of Digital Video
The tools of the previous section either had a strong linguistic/phonetic focus or were
rather old. In the transcription of gestures it is important to have close control of digital
video during coding. The following tools have all a digital video player as integral part of
their coding facilities.
Akira
The video annotation tool Akira
13
was created to support the analysis of movies. Apart
from a video player it provides a coding window with time-aligned tracks. The tracks can
be structured in hierarchies (sub-tracks) like le directories for organizational purposes.
Coding is performed by adding parts to a track. These parts are represented as rectangles
in the coding window and can contain a single label that is displayed in the rectangle.
Additionally, parts can be colored and lled with textual comment and symbols. Complete
annotations are stored as binaries but can also be exported MS Word les. Akira runs on
Windows platforms.
11
Bavarian Archive for Speech Signals,
http://www.phonetik.uni-muenchen.de/Bas/BasHomeeng.html
12
The word \Partitur" is German for \musical score", a standard metaphor for displaying events that
are parallel in time. As early as 1979, Scherer et al. (1979) speak of a \Verhaltenspartitur" (musical score
of behavior) when refering to their transcription method of nonverbal behavior.
13
http://www.split.uni-mannheim.de/R3/index.htm
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Akira lacks a denition of a coding scheme that is separate from the actual annotation.
Tracks are created on-the-y during coding and the coding elements (parts) contain labels
that are not pre-dened. This approach reects Akira's purpose as a tool for lm studies
where for each lm a separate coding scheme must be created to t the needs of the
specic lm. It is therefore more suited for exploratory research and less for the systematic
annotation with a pre-dened coding scheme.
MacSHAPA
MacSHAPA
14
is a multi-layered video annotation tool for the analysis of observational data
created by Penelope Sanderson (Sanderson et al. 1994). It supports coding with typed
elements and pre-dened vocabularies (tag sets), has both a time-aligned and spreadsheet
view on the data, and comes with search routines and statistical processing functions.
The basic metaphor for data storage is the spreadsheet. Thus, the coding takes place in
spreadsheet columns, also called variables, which can be regarded as what is usually called
layers. Within each column cells can be added, the elements of annotation. The annotation
elements must assume one of the following types: text, nominal, matrix, predicate, oat
or integer. Nominal, matrix and predicate data need further explanation. Nominal typed
data consists of a single label. Matrix data is a comma-separated list of labels. MacSHAPA
allows the user to pre-dene matrix templates that dictate what kind of data must be
inserted where like in the following template:
(<speaker>, <recipient>, <topic>, <tone>)
During annotation the user is guided through the structure letting him/her only insert
values from the pre-dened vocabularies. Predicate data is the most powerful data type
consisting of a main descriptive term, the predicate, followed by arguments specic to the
predicate. For instance,
GOAL (<who>, <variable>, <value>)
COMMAND (<from>, <to>, <topic>, <tone>)
The time-aligned view is a passive view, i.e. it is generated from the spreadsheet and
cannot be edited directly. The statistical functions include transition and lag sequential
analyses as well as reliability analyses. Annotated data can be exported to spreadsheets
or SPSS for further quantitative analyses.
MacSHAPA only runs on Macintosh platforms. More importantly, development and
support stopped in 1997.
MediaTagger
CAVA
15
is a project started in 1994 at the MPI for Psycholinguistics in Nijmegen dealing
with the linguistic analysis of multimedia data. CAVA's MediaTagger component allows
multi-layered annotation of digital videos. In MediaTagger, layers are called tiers and
come in three types: no dependency, temporal inclusion (all tags are included in one tag
of the parent tier), and simultaneity (all tags correspond to tags in the parent tier). A
tier can hold elements that are inserted by the coder. Elements can contain either a string
or a tag from a pre-dened vocabulary. For the latter case, during coding the interface
oers all possible values in a graphical menu. MediaTagger also provides string search
over annotated tags. Moreover, it oers multiple viewers for the same video.
14
http://www.aviation.uiuc.edu/institute/acadprog/epjp/macshapa.html
15
Computer Assisted Video Analysis, http://www.mpi.nl/world/tg/CAVA/CAVA.html
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MediaTagger runs on Macintosh platforms. It oers a dependency relationship between
layers (temporal inclusion) and two basic element types (string and tag set). The coding
scheme can be specied in a separate le. It does not provide a time-aligned view on the
annotation in the musical score metaphor.
The Observer
The Observer
16
is a commercial annotation, analysis and management tool for obser-
vational data. The system consists of four modules: Project Manager, Conguration
Designer, Event Recorder, and Data Analysis.
The Project Manager is used for conguration and for managing the annotation data
les. In the Conguration Designer module the user species the coding scheme in terms
of classes, behavioral elements and modiers. Classes are what is usually called a layer
and are used to store behavioral elements. These behavioral elements represent activities,
postures, movements, positions, facial expressions etc. They can be dened to be either
events without duration or states with start and end time. For specication of variable
features of a behavioral element, up to two modiers can be added to hold further infor-
mation. For a modier class, a range of values can be pre-dened in the coding scheme.
Elements can also be dened as being reciprocal. During coding, the user has to code
only one direction (Alpha plays with Beta) after which the program automatically inserts
the reciprocal event (Beta plays with Alpha). Multiple subjects can be analyzed with the
help of channels. A channel is the combination of one subject and one class. In the Event
Recorder module the actual coding takes place by adding elements and time-stamps. The
Checksheet view displays a chronological log of all events plus time-stamps, the Chan-
nels window indicates the current state of each channel, and a Notepad allows taking
time-stamped user notes.
In the Data Analysis module data can be searched, the results can be saved. Searching
can be based on independent variables (e.g. Sex=Male), time windows (e.g., from time=30
to event=\John looks"), co-occurrence (to extract events of dierent classes with AND/OR
operators) and search masks like \actor-behavior-modier1-modier2" where each compo-
nent can be wildcarded. The search results can be analyzed using three procedures. The
Reliability Analysis computes the agreement between pairs of observational data les. The
user can specify tolerance level (time window) and get percentage of agreement, an index of
concordance and a detailed report. The Elementary Statistics procedure computes simple
descriptive measures like frequency, duration, latency, proportion of time spent for single
events or combinations of concurrent events/states. Lag Sequential Analysis analyzes the
temporal relationships between preceding and following events. The program counts the
transitions between pairs of events, the separating interval is called lag.
The tool was conceived for psychological and anthropological work. It runs onWindows
platforms. It has no time-aligned view during annotation. The denition of behavioral
elements is restricted in various ways: only two modiers, no links/dependencies between
elements, restricted number of classes and elements. The system is neither platform-
independent nor XML-based. The statistical analysis capabilities include reliability, de-
scriptive statistics and lag sequential analysis. However, the data can also be exported for
external analysis. In comparison with other tools, The Observer sticks out by having a
project manager and allowing reciprocal behavior.
16
http://www.noldus.com
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SignStream
SignStream
17
is a multi-layer annotation tool for research in sign languages. Layers are
called elds. The tool provides a set of predened layers specically designed for repre-
senting sign language data but also allows the user to dene new layers and new layer
values. The so-called gloss window displays the annotated elements in time-alignment
during coding (Figure 3.5). The gloss window can be partitioned according to the num-
ber of transcribed subjects. For each subject the whole range of layers is replicated in a
separate pane.
Figure 3.5: SignStream's gloss window where the annotation takes place. It provides a
set of predened elds specically designed for representing sign language data. However,
the program also allows the user to dene new elds and new eld values.
SignStream allows the user to conduct sophisticated searches of SignStream databases.
A search query can be formulated by combining search operators with data specications.
In addition to standard Boolean combinatorial operations (AND, OR, and NOT), Sign-
Stream provides a number of operators that are relevant to the particular type of data
represented in the databases. For example, the WITH operator can be used to search
for combinations of data that are co-extensive, permitting a user to search for utterances
containing, e.g., an index sign co-occurring with eye gaze. Searches can be conducted in
a number of sequential stages, where subsequent stages search over the results found in a
previous stage. This allows the user to narrow in on the data of interest.
SignStream runs on Macintosh platforms. It oers a timeline view and powerful search
facilities. However, it includes potentially unnecessary layers specic to the domain of sign
languages. Also, it does not allow to dene tag sets separately in an annotation scheme.
Moreover, although it allows the transcription of multiple subjects it does not generalize
this concept to allow arbitrary groupings of layers. It also lacks the temporal inclusion
relationship between layers.
17
http://www.bu.edu/asllrp/SignStream
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syncWRITER
syncWRITER, version 2.0, is a commercial transcription tool for Macintosh platforms
in conjunction with Quicktime videos (Hanke and Prillwitz 1995). It allows video tran-
scription on multiple layers. Synchronicity is achieved by using special syncTabs that are
visualized as small rectangles in the header of the layer window. The transcription input
is text that can be aligned to any of the syncTabs. The input need not be pre-specied
nor conform to any scheme.
syncWRITER does not oer to dene an annotation scheme with pre-dened tag sets.
The annotation elements can only be synchronized with time points using syncTabs but
they do not have a duration.
TASX-annotator
The TASX
18
-annotator
19
tool allows video transcription on multiple layers (Milde 2002).
It oers three annotation views: the time-aligned view, the text view and the HTML view.
The time-aligned view implements the music score metaphor. The text view displays each
track on an editable page, each element taking up one line. The HTML view is a non-
editable view as a HTML page that can also be loaded to normal browsers.
The tool uses an internal text representation of the annotation data. For storing
and loading this data, XML style sheets (XSL) are used to transform the data to XML
documents. The advantage of this approach is the simple and quick integration of new
formats that can be done by writing two style sheets, one for writing, one for reading.
The TASX-annotator does not allow to dene an annotation scheme. Also, it oers no
facilities to establish temporal or other relationships across layers.
Elan
The EUDICO
20
project, started in 1997, is an eort to re-implement the CAVA system in
a Java-based environment where users can annotate corpora via the Internet in a client-
server scenario (Brugman et al. 2000). ELAN
21
is the corresponding video annotation
tool and the Java-based successor to the MediaTagger tool (Figure 3.6). It oers multi-
layered annotation and search options. There are two types of layers: independent and
referring. In independent layers elements are anchored in time, having a beginning and
end. In referring layers each element points to an element of the respective parent layer.
The relation between an element E in a referring layer and an element P in the parent
layer can be of the following types: time subdivision, symbolic subdivision and symbolic
association. Time subdivision means that E decomposes P into smaller time intervals.
For instance, if P denes a sentence, E could decompose P into words specifying internal
temporal boundaries while inheriting beginning and end times. Symbolic subdivision is
similar in that E decomposes P into smaller units but diers in that there are no temporal
boundaries are specied. For instance, a word can be decomposed into morphemes that
have no temporal boundaries. Finally, symbolic association means that E as a whole refers
to P . It is a one-to-one mapping.
ELAN is superior to the MediaTagger because it provides a timeline view during cod-
ing, it is platform-independent and uses XML for data les. However, unlike MediaTagger
it does not oer to dene an annotation scheme. Also, ELAN is still under development.
18
Time Aligned Signal data eXchange format
19
http://tasxforce.lili.uni-bielefeld.de
20
European Distributed Corpora,
http://www.mpi.nl/world/tg/lapp/eudico/eudico.html
21
EUDICO Linguistic Annotator, http://www.mpi.nl/tools
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Figure 3.6: Elan's graphical user interface oers a video viewer (top), a waveform viewer
(below video), a subtitle viewer (below waveform) and a time-aligned annotation board
(bottom).
3.2.3 Conclusions
All reviewed annotation tools are based on the concept of multi-layered annotation. How-
ever, not all tools allow working with digital video during coding. The classical tool for
conversation analysis, HIAT-DOS, rather relies on the transcribed speech in conjunction
with analogue video. The BAS Partitur Format does not provide an annotation tool for
video annotation at all.
Most digital video annotation tools run on specic platforms which restricts their
use. MacSHAPA and the MediaTagger only function on Macintosh computers. Moreover,
MacSHAPA is neither supported nor updated anymore. Almost all of the tools oer
a timeline view that most closely approximates the metaphor of a musical score and
facilitates reading the annotation by the human coder. However, The Observer only oers
this view in a separate analysis step, meaning that during coding the timeline view is not
available. The storage format for annotation les is not standardized yet. Only the most
recent tools, Elan and TASX, make use of the quasi-standard XML, Akira even produces
binaries as output. Most importantly, many tools incorporate some degree of genericness
for dening the properties of the annotation, the so-called annotation scheme. However,
they dier in how powerful the concepts are that can be dened by the user. CLAN oers
hierarchical values for each layer but does not have any form of interrelatedness between
layers. MediaTagger oers three types of layers that allows elements of one layer to
temporally subsume a number of subsequent elements in another layer. Only a single tool,
The Observer, incorporates a project manager that allows to handle multiple annotations
for searching and browsing.
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With regard to the insights gained in Section 3.1 on transcription methods, the fol-
lowing list features can be assembled that are necessary for the transcription of gestures:
 Video player: a video player is integrated
 Timeline view: during coding the annotation is displayed in time-alignment
 Coding scheme denition: coding scheme (tag set) and data are separated; the coding
scheme can be specied electronically
 Layer dependencies: there is a temporal inclusion relationship between layers
 Cross-level coding: elements in one layer (level) can be related to elements in another
layer
 Analysis functions: e.g., search facilities
 XML output: an accessible le representation is used for data storage and exchange
 Platform independence: the software runs on many platforms
Although some of the reviewed tools are quite powerful, no single tool incorporates all listed
features. The feature of cross-layer coding is not oered by any of the tools although it is
necessary to connect gestural and speech annotations as argued in Section 3.1.5. It must
be concluded that no tool exists suitable for the annotation of gesture in the context of
gesture generation as approached in this work. Therefore, a new tool had to be developed
that will be described in Chapter 6. The same chapter will also present a more detailed
comparison and evaluation of all tools, including the newly developed one.
Chapter 4
Generation Approaches
Chapter 2 gave an overview of the classes of conversational gestures and their properties.
This chapter shows how computer scientists exploit this knowledge to build systems that
generate nonverbal behavior for embodied synthetic agents. In the rst part of this chap-
ter, nine existing generation systems are described, their advantages and disadvantages
identied. The second part reviews the major principles of generation, exemplifying them
with the presented systems.
The survey will show that existing generation systems lack in two respects. First,
almost all systems rely on the gesture research literature for their gesture generations
rules. Only for one system own empirical research was conducted. Second, none of the
systems tries to model individual behavior. Instead, the systems make use of general rules
that were proved or hypothesized to apply to most speakers. For instance, one general
rule claims that iconic gestures are triggered by shape parameters of the object being
talked about. Another rule claims that the \give-take" gesture (open palm upwards, hand
halfway outstretched) is used when asking a question or giving an answer (Noma et al.
2000). However, individual speakers dier in which gestures they use and in what context
they use them. Some people may not use iconics at all in conversations, others may not
use the \give-take" gesture when asking questions. None of the surveyed systems takes
such individual gesture habits into account.
The chapter is organized as follows. Existing generation systems are surveyed in Sec-
tion 4.1, and key principles are identied and compared in Section 4.2. Finally, the essential
features of all systems are summarized in Section 4.3.
4.1 Generation Systems
Nine existing systems for generating nonverbal actions are now surveyed. Although this
work is concerned with gesture generation, three systems dealing with facial expression,
posture shifts and gaze are included here because they deal with issues relevant to gesture
generation. To better refer to all systems, those without a system name are given an
explicit name in the following sections.
4.1.1 PPP: Plan-based Generation
Andre et al. (1996) developed an agent called PPP
1
persona which uses gesture and speech
to explain technical devices (see Figure 1.1 on p. 24). The input consists of high-level
instructions like \explain modem". These so-called goals are automatically decomposed
by a planner into lower-level communicative strategies, e.g. \describe object". These are
1
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in turn translated to elementary actions like speaking, gesturing or showing images (see
Figure 4.1). The actions are brought into a temporal sequence using time constraints that
are resolved by a scheduler.
Figure 4.1: The PPP persona agent explaining a modem using pointing gestures (left).
Speech and gesture of the agent are generated in a process called planning (right). Speech
and gesture are elementary actions represented as leaves in a plan tree and triggered by
higher-level communicative strategies. (Pictures taken from Rist et al., 2003)
The selection of gestures and their coordination with speech is encoded in plans, also
called communicative strategies. The system can therefore be considered a concept-to-
gesture generation system. PPP is specialized in pointing gestures (deictics) that are
created at runtime depending on the position and dimensions of the object to be pointed
at. Complex pointing gestures can be generated by concatenating basic pointing gestures
(e.g., letting the pointing gesture run along the lines of a diagram). Besides deictics, the
PPP persona is one of the rst agents to perform idle-time gestures: it keeps moving
even when \o-duty" (Muller, 2000: 135{136). Such gestures include blinking, breathing
or scratching a body part. Since part of these gestures can be considered adaptors, the
gestural repertoire of PPP persona comprises deictics and adaptors.
The PPP agent is animated in a keyframe-based approach, i.e. keyframes are concate-
nated at runtime according to the generated plan tree. Transitions between gestures are
handled by inserting suitable intermediate keyframes. In the plan-based approach, this is
solved by assigning IDs to all \resting" body positions. The IDs are then inserted in the
pre- and post-conditions of a gesture's plan depending on the begin and end position of
the body when performing the gesture (Muller, 2000: 106{109).
The PPP persona was extended with facial expressions in the AiA
2
project (Andre et
al. 1999). Two recent successor agents were provided with an extended gestural repertoire,
including conversational gestures. The agents are called Cyberella (Gebhard 2001), a vir-
tual receptionist, and Smartakus, the digital assistant in the SmartKom system (Wahlster
2002). However, even in these recent systems the rules governing gesture selection are still
hand-crafted.
PPP is an early agent concept-to-gesture system that relies on hand-crafted gesture
generation rules encoded in plans while details of the generated pointing gestures are
computed at runtime (type, location, duration of the gesture). Gesture-speech synchro-
nization is handled by letting (pointing) gesture and concept in speech co-occur. Adaptors
are generated randomly during \resting" times.
2
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4.1.2 VHP: Text to Gesture
Noma et al. (2000) designed a Virtual Human Presenter (VHP), a system that takes text
plus commands as input and generates a speaking and moving agent (Noma and Badler
1997). The commands can be used to let the agent perform one of the following gestures:
1. Giving and taking: hand out with palm up
2. Rejecting: sweeping hand, palm down
3. Warning: hand out, palm to addressee like stop sign
4. Move in palm direction: show a ow (on map/chart)
5. Pointing, index nger: basic pointing gesture
6. Pointing, palm back: covering larger area
7. Pointing, palm down: emphasize phrase or list item
The input text is considered the \temporal axis" for the presentation. A more abstract
and semantically annotated input was rejected by the authors in order to keep the sys-
tem application-independent. Commands are executed simultaneous with the following
word. Gesture selection is performed using heuristics: Certain words in the text stream
automatically trigger gesture commands. These selection rules were taken from (1) the
psychological literature and (2) popular books on presentation and public speaking. Apart
from gesture, the system supports the generation of posture, gaze behavior and walking.
The scheduling of the input is handled using PaT-Nets
3
, an extended and parallelized
form of nite state machines. For rendering, VHP uses the Jack system which computes
agent animations at runtime based on a 3D model (Badler et al. 1993).
VHP is a text-to-gesture system with a small gesture repertoire of seven gestures.
Generation is driven by rules taken from the literature, gestures are timed to coincide
with their related concepts in speech. The project stands out from other approaches by
attempting to generate \good gestures" by consulting the literature on presentation and
public speaking.
4.1.3 AC: Rule-based Generation
In the Animated Conversation (AC) system, Cassell et al. (1994) automatically gener-
ate a money exchange dialogue with two agents (Figure 4.2). Representational gestures
(iconics, metaphorics, deictics) are generated by look-up in a dictionary using semantic
representations of form features. Gesture selection relies on rules triggered by words:
 Iconics are triggered by words with literally spatial or concrete content (example:
\check")
 Metaphorics are triggered by words with metaphorically spatial or abstract content
get metaphorics (example: \account")
 Deictics are triggered by words with physically spatializable content (example: \this
bank")
 Beats are generated when semantic content cannot be represented spatially (exam-
ple:\fty dollars").
Gestures selection is also driven by information structure. Representational gestures are
selected for (1) rhematic elements
4
or (2) hearer new references (excluding deictics). They
3
Parallel Transition Networks (Badler et al. 1995)
4
See Section 7.3 for details on the terms theme and rheme.
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Figure 4.2: In the Animated Conversation (AC) system, two agents engage in a money
exchange dialogue using iconic, metaphoric, deictic and beat gestures. (Taken from Cassell
et al., 1994.)
are mapped from semantic representations to motion prototypes, and are timed so that
preparation starts before the intonational phrase and the stroke coincides with nuclear
stress. Beats are selected for discourse new denite references, e.g. \fty dollars", and
are timed to coincide with the stressed syllable. The selected gestures, together with gaze
actions, are realized using PaT-Nets that produce an action script to be executed by the
Jack character animation system.
AC is a concept-to-gesture system with a lexicon of prefabricated movement patterns.
The authors argue that such an approach may be justied according to the observation
by Kendon (1980) that gestures are more standardized in terms of form than previously
assumed. The implemented gestures encompass members of four dierent gesture classes:
iconics, metaphorics, deictics and beats. The rules governing gesture selection were taken
from the literature. The gestures are timed that the stroke coincides with the stressed
syllable of the co-occurring concept in speech, a rule introduced by McNeill (1992) and
henceforth called the stroke-stress rule.
4.1.4 REA: Grammar-based Generation
Cassell et al. (2000a) developed a system where gestures are generated in a grammar-based
approach. In their system, an embodied agent called REA (Real Estate Agent) presents
houses to potential buyers using speech, gestures and facial expressions (Figure 4.3).
For the gesture generation task, an empirical study was conducted. Human subjects
had to study a video and oor plan of a particular house and were then asked to describe
this house to a second subject. The conversations were transcribed (328 utterances, 134
referential gestures), and the communicative goals and semantic features were encoded. In
the analysis, the relationship between content of gesture, content of speech and commu-
nicative functions was captured in six rules. According to Yan (2000), these rules account
for 60% of the gestures in the transcription (recall), and apply with a precision of 96%.
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Figure 4.3: In the REA system, a virtual real-estate agent interacts with the user using
conversational gestures.
Speech and gestures are both generated using a single grammar. The entries of this
grammar, called lexicalized descriptors, contain syntactic, semantic and pragmatic data.
Descriptors can translate to words or (prefabricated) gestures in the surface realization.
To reect gestural polysemy, the same gesture can have multiple descriptors. On the
syntactic level, the grammar entries are tree structures where nodes can be replaced by
other entries using LTAG
5
operations. A special node allows the coordination of a gesture
with a speech utterance: it translates to a synchronization of the gesture's stroke with the
speech part's most prominent syllable.
This grammar-based approach can also be regarded a deep approach to gesture gen-
eration since gestures are generated based on semantic and pragmatic information. The
grammar works in a deterministic fashion: The same context will always generate the same
gesture. This contradicts the opinion of Calbris (1990) that gestures are probabilistic. The
REA system is exceptional in that it relies on empirical studies specically designed for
the project and utilized to inform the generation grammar. However, the selection of the
material can be criticized. The subjects were not real estate agents and the experimental
setup was not a sales situation. Thus, it was not ensured that the collected gestures were
the ones that should appear in the nal application. Moreover, the approach does not aim
at individual behavior. In contrast, it tries to achieve a generality by abstracting away
from individual subjects.
4.1.5 MAX: Feature-based Generation
Kopp and Wachsmuth (2000) created the MAX agent who can speak and perform deictic
and iconic gestures (Figure 4.4). Deictic and iconic gestures cannot be eÆciently animated
by playing prefabricated clips or movement patterns because their exact form strongly
depends on the current situation. Therefore, the authors rely on an approach where single
features are triggered and then assembled to a gesture at runtime in a 3D-model-based
animation engine.
The system takes speech annotated with communicative intent as input. Generation is
based on a lexicon of gestures, a gestuary (de Ruiter 1998), where each entry includes the
gesture's communicative intent and a feature-based representation of the gesture consist-
5
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Figure 4.4: The MAX agent and its underlying skeleton.
ing of spatial constraints. In generation, the communicative intent of speech triggers all
possible gestures in the gestuary. The gesture entry which best matches the current move-
ment conditions of the 3D agent is selected. The gesture is then adapted to the current
body context and timing constraints are applied to ensure that the stroke shortly precedes
or coincides with the stressed syllable of the associated word, called aÆliate. The stroke
is set to span the whole aÆliate before retraction starts (Kopp and Wachsmuth 2002).
Feature-based generation is based on the idea that gestures exist as spatio-temporal
representations of \shape" somewhere in human memory. Opinions are divided over how
these shapes become manifest as gestures and what role the modality of speech plays in
the processing. The solution by de Ruiter (1998) has a module called conceptualizer to
decide which aspects of a pre-verbal message are realized by gesture, which by speech.
In contrast, in the process model by Krauss et al. (2000) the gestures' features bypass
the conceptualizer and become manifest immediately so that the emerging gesture can
facilitate the retrieval of lexical items in speech processing.
MAX is a concept-to-gesture system for generating iconics and deictics. It is capable
of rendering gestures based on fully parametrizable specications. It thus rejects using
prefabricated movement patterns and allows ne-grained temporal synchronization with
speech by stretching and compressing movement phases while preserving human movement
qualities. For synchronization with speech the authors rely on the classical stroke-stress
rule.
4.1.6 BEAT: Text to Concept to Gesture
Cassell et al. (2001b) developed the Behavior Expression Animation Toolkit (BEAT)
which generates gestures and other nonverbal output from plain text. It was devised as a
tool for professional animators suggesting a \baseline" of gestures that can be manually
improved or be used for mass scenes. Processing is conducted in a pipeline of four modules
responsible for (1) language tagging, (2) behavior suggestion, (3) behavior selection and
(4) scheduling. The architecture is depicted in Figure 4.5.
The language tagging module transforms the text input into a tree structure. An
utterance is divided into clauses, a clause is decomposed into theme and rheme
6
using
heuristic rules. Single words are tagged with \newness" and \contrast". The latter concept
6
See Section 7.3 for details on the terms theme and rheme.
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Figure 4.5: BEAT architecture.
is found with the help of the synonym-antonym relationship in WordNet
7
. The resulting
syntax tree is passed on to the behavior suggestion module which produces behavior
suggestions using if-then rules. The suggested gestures are added to tree nodes with a
priority number. If no rules re, a beat gesture is added with low priority. Iconics are
generated for \surprising" or \unusual" features in a rheme part. They are also selected
for all verbal phrases in a rheme part whose action have an associated gesture in the
database. A \contrast" triggers a specic contrast gesture if there are exactly two items,
or the beat gesture.
In the behavior selection module, the overgenerated gestures are reduced by a number
of consecutive lters. They delete incompatible behaviors and \can reect the person-
alities, aective state and energy level of characters by regulating how much nonverbal
behavior they exhibit". Two lters are implemented. The conict resolution lter detects
mutually incompatible behaviors and deletes the ones with lower priority. The priority
threshold lter removes behavior with a priority underneath a certain threshold. It can
be used to regulate the amount of overall gesturing.
The scheduling module converts the tree structure to linear script. First, text com-
mands are sent to the speech synthesis system to obtain word and phoneme times. Then,
these times are used to compute absolute time values for nonverbal behavior. In a last
step, the abstract commands are compiled to an application specic format.
BEAT is a text-to-gesture approach that performs syntactic preprocessing on the input
text. The system produces beats, some iconic gestures and one metaphoric gesture. Ges-
tures are timed using the stroke-stress rule. To achieve individuality, the authors suggest
to implement specic lters but oer no hints as to how these lters could look like.
4.1.7 FACE: Facial Action Generation
Pelachaud et al. (1996) generate facial expressions from annotated speech input using
rules. They consider emotions, intonation and information structure to compute facial
expressions, head and eye movements, including timing with respect to speech. The output
is a script in the universal FACS
8
format that is rendered with the Jack software.
7
WordNet is an electronic lexical reference system where English nouns, verbs and adjectives are orga-
nized into synonym sets, each representing one underlying lexical concept (Miller et al. 1990). Dierent
relations link the synonym sets. The approach is inspired by current psycholinguistic theories of human
lexical memory.
8
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The input consists of text, its phonetic representation, emotions with intensity, pauses,
syntax tags (function word vs. content word), mood (declarative, interrogative) and in-
tonation markers (pitch accent, phrasal and boundary tones; see Pierrehumbert and
Hirschberg, 1990). The rules governing the generation process are grouped according
to so-called determinants. A determinant is a specic meaning interpretation of a facial
expression. It can manifest itself by a combination of dierent facial action units (AUs).
For example, the determinant highlight word (a conversational signal) can be realized by
raising an eyebrow, by nodding or blinking etc. The following four determinant types are
used:
1. Conversational signals serve to clarify and support what is being said, occur on
accented items or emphatic segments, usually eyebrow movements, e.g. the eyebrow
ash.
2. Punctuators serve to group sequences of words to phrases. A boundary (comma)
is underlined by slow movement, a nal pause coincides with stillness. A question is
often indicated by raised eyebrows, a period may be marked by a frown.
3. Regulators serve to control the speaker-listener interaction, mainly head and eye
movements. For a question the head is positioned toward the listener (speaker-turn)
and raises up toward the end. For a statement the head looks away from the listener
(speaker-state) and looks down at the end. Between two intonational phrases in the
same sentence the head turns toward the listener (speaker-within-turn) and turns
away (speaker-continuation-turn).
4. Manipulators serve to satisfy biological needs such as blinking to wet the eyes.
Blinks are added to pauses (punctuators) and accents (conversational signals). Fur-
ther blinks are added to make them occur periodically.
For generation, the input emotions are mapped to a facial expression as a basis for further
manipulation. Then, determinant rules translate the other input annotations to facial
actions units (AUs). The AU intensity depends on the speech rate. Empirically found
heuristics are used to compute the timing of the facial actions, their onset, apex and
oset). The nal output consists of a list of AUs for each phoneme and pause.
The system, that is called FACE here, is a rule-based text-to-gesture system working
on annotated input. The generation rules are derived from the literature and coded by
hand. Information structure is derived from intonation, it is not explicitly coded in the
rules. The generated output is rendered with a 3D talking head. The integration of
emblems is planned for the future with the help of a library.
4.1.8 Greta: Gaze and Facial Expression Generation
Pelachaud et al. (2002) generate facial expressions and gaze behavior for a female 3D
talking head called Greta. In an interactive dialogue system, it acts as a medical advi-
sor. During user interactions, the dialogue manager generates abstract dialogue moves
which are automatically enriched with semantic and pragmatic information like rhetorical
relations, turn-taking acts, certainty values or deictic components. This results in text
annotated with communicative functions in a format called APML
9
which is passed on to
the generator.
The generator produces facial actions by look-up in a lexicon that contains a meaning-
signal pair for each communicative function (Poggi et al. 2000). The authors devised ve
categories of communicative function:
9
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Figure 4.6: The Greta system resolves generation conicts by consulting a belief network
(BN). Here, the input \satisfaction" (top, left) generates raised eyebrows, a smile and a
head nod. For \certain" (top, right) a frown is generated. For the input \satisfaction and
certain" (bottom) the conicting facial actions are resolved to be a frown, a smile and a
head nod. (Pictures taken from Pelachaud, 2003.)
1. Deixis and information on physical or metaphorical properties of referents. For
instance, small aperture of the eyes for expressing the property \small" or looking
in a certain direction as a deictic act.
2. The degree of certainty with which the agent believes what she is saying. For in-
stance, a frown for \certain".
3. The expression of the agent's goal: the performative of her sentence, the topic-
comment distinction, rhetorical relations, the turn-taking act. For instance, ashing
the eyebrows on the comment part of an utterance.
4. The expression of emotions. For instance, expressing joy by smiling.
5. The kind of thinking activity in which the agent is currently engaged. For instance,
looking up to show that the agent is thinking.
The lexicon was devised based on ndings in the literature as well as undocumented
empirical research.
Conicts may arise if a single utterance contains two communicative functions that
trigger incompatible facial actions. For instance, the communicative function to convey
\satisfaction" generates raised eyebrows, a smile and a head nod. In the same utterance,
the function to convey \certainty" triggers a frown. The frown and raised eyebrows are
conicting facial actions. The authors suggest to use a belief network (BN) to resolve
such conicts (Figure 4.6). The BN is a two-layered feed-forward network that has input
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nodes for communicative functions and output nodes for facial actions. The distribution
of weights and an intermediate layer of nodes control the conict resolution.
Greta is a concept-to-gesture system where the input representation includes the
speaker's emotion, beliefs and goals. Generation is based on a lexicon of meaning-to-signal
mappings. The generation overgenerates actions and resolves conicts using a belief net-
work. The output consists of text and MPEG-4 commands rendered by a talking head
with a 3D muscle-based facial model. Pelachaud and Poggi (2002) suggest that individu-
ality is achievable by tuning the BN. By setting individual preferences for what signals to
express given an communicative function one creates what they call an expressive idiolect.
4.1.9 REA/P: Probabilistic Posture Shift Generation
Based on the empirical analysis of monologues and dialogues, Cassell et al. (2001a) gen-
erate posture shifts for the REA agent (see Section 4.1.4). The system generates postures
shift from annotated input utterances. For dialogues, the concepts that trigger posture
shifts are: utterance boundaries, topic segment, end-of-segment and the turn-taking act
(take, continue or give up turn). These factors act as conditions in probabilistic rules
that generate dierent types of posture shift. The posture shift type is determined by
energy (low or high), duration (short, default, long) and body part (upper, lower, upper
and lower, upper or lower). There are four energy/body part combinations actually used
in the generation rules. Thus, the repertoire of nonverbal actions consists of four dierent
movements. For monologues, two rules suÆce to model posture shift generation. In case of
a change topic act a high energy posture shift is generated with 84% probability, whereas
a continuation act triggers a low energy posture shift with a probability of 4%.
The system, called REA/P here, is a concept-to-gesture system using probabilistic
rules derived from empirical data. The results were implemented and rendered using the
REA agent.
4.2 Generation Principles
Having described nine generation systems, this section explores the underlying principles
that are used in the various architectures.
4.2.1 Input Structures
Generation of gestures consists of scanning the input for data that can trigger specic
gestures. This can be words, commands or complex semantic structures. The necessary
data may not be directly represented in the input, instead having to be inferred in a
linguistic preprocessing step like in the BEAT system.
The input must allow the reconstruction of gestural determinants. Some systems, like
the VHP and BEAT, achieve this by working on pure text, whereas the AC, REA/P, FACE
systems require additional input information concerning meaning, intention or emotion.
What all ve systems share is that processing of the two modalities, speech and gesture,
is performed separately. Generation can proceed in two sequential steps. In contrast,
the systems PPP, REA, MAX and Greta create multimodal output from pure meaning
representations in an integrated approach. Processing in the two modalities runs in par-
allel. The problem of resolving conicts, i.e. which modality to prefer to communicate a
meaning aspect, can either be part of the generation engine (PPP, REA) or handled in
a separate module. Thus, MAX has the conceptualizer module and Greta uses a belief
network for conict resolution, also called goal-media prioritizing by Poggi et al. (2000)
or multimodal ssion by Wahlster (2002).
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The kind of input structure not only depends on theory but also on the integration of
the generation system in a greater context. Working with text allows the generation system
to be connected to any other system that produces text output, making it very exible.
If concepts beyond plain text are required, for instance syntax, information structure,
semantic, systems like BEAT resort to internal preprocessing of the input to nd these
concepts. Internal parsing is not necessary, however, if gesture generation is embedded
in a automatic discourse generation system where abstract linguistic concepts emerge as
a by-product of discourse planning. Systems like PPP and Greta exploit this fact by
reusing the internal concepts for generation. This principle is known from the generation
of speech. So-called text-to-speech (TTS) systems take text input and are therefore easy
to use and application-independent, whereas so-called concept-to-speech (CTS) systems
achieve potentially better results but must be provided with complex input structures. In
analogy, gesture generation based on plain text input can be called text-to-gesture (TTG)
systems, whereas systems requiring semantic input structures can be called concept-to
gesture (CTG) systems. The term gesture in TTG and CTG are taken to include posture
shifts, gaze behavior and facial expressions, using the term in the broadest sense possible.
4.2.2 Generation
The task of gesture generation can be decomposed into three subtasks:
1. gesture selection
2. gesture-speech coordination
3. gesture parametrization (handedness, motion qualities)
Gesture selection answers the question what triggers a gesture (e.g. communicative intent)
and whether a gesture is triggered in a particular context. If a gesture is triggered in a
particular situation, its timing with respect to speech must be determined. This is called
gesture-speech coordination. Finally, the gesture may have several degrees of freedom
(which hand, which force, which extension) that have to be xed. This is meant by
parametrization.
Gesture selection is usually based on rules obtained from the literature on gesture
research. All systems, except for REA/P, use rules in the form of word-to-gesture or
concept-to-gesture mappings to generate gestures from the input. But whereas VHP
and FACE always generate gestures, AC produces gestures only for rhematic elements
and hearer new references. MAX lets a separate component, the conceptualizer, integrate
speech and gesture output. All these approaches are local in their consideration of context.
More global aspects like the overall frequency of gesturing or even whether a gesture is
more probable to be used in conjunction with a particular other gesture are not captured
thus. However, the BEAT and Greta systems both lter all the generated gestures in
a separate step, allowing for the implementation of global rules. This can be called an
overgenerate and lter approach. Another solution to implement global control is to work
with probabilistic rules like the REA/P system.
Phenomena like catchments that link gestures through time are not treated at all.
Neither is the problem of compositionality that two gestures can be performed at the
same time. Conict resolution is done in BEAT by excluding all colliding gestures in the
lter module, whereas Greta uses a belief network to resolve conicts.
For gesture-speech coordination, most systems rely on the rule that the gesture's stroke
must coincide with the stressed syllable of the associated word (REA, MAX, AC, VHP).
FACE uses heuristics based on observation. REA/P is the only system that explores new
timing patterns by empirical analysis (beginning-of-sentence vs. end-of-sentence timing).
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Gesture parametrization is performed in dierent places of the generation process. In
MAX, gesture parameters like handedness are encoded in the lexicon entries. The selection
algorithm chooses the entry that most closely matches the current body conguration.
Hence, parametrization depends on the body context and is performed during selection. In
FACE and Greta, parameters are selected in a postprocessing step. For gesture generation,
this would have the advantage that the speaker's natural preferences for one or two hands
can be judged from a global perspective, looking at the whole discourse.
Most systems do not consider the problem of generating individual behavior. The
authors of VHP acknowledge the importance of individual behavior but see their project
as a previous step where they \seek to set a baseline of gesticulatory behavior which
can then be parameterized and modied by other means". The FACE authors address
individuality and dene it by dierences in repertoire, frequency and timing: \Individuals
dier in the type of facial actions punctuating their speech (one individual may use mainly
eyebrow movements, another may use nose wrinkling or eye ashes). They also dier in
the number of displayed actions and their place of occurrence" (p. 5). Their approach
would theoretically allow to dene individualized speaker characteristics by specifying
particular sets of type and timing parameters for the facial actions. However, this idea
has not been implemented. In BEAT it is argued that another lter could be used to create
individuality. This is equivalent to the suggestion of the creators of Greta who propose
to encode individual behavior in belief networks. What is still missing, however, is a
systematic approach to nding the concrete parameters that would govern such lter and
selection procedures. Moreover, individual timing of nonverbal behaviors is not possible
by simply ltering behavior.
4.2.3 Gesture Representation
Most systems store their gestures in lexicons. In both MAX and Greta, a mapping from
communicative function/intent to a feature-based representation is used. The AC system
relies on a dictionary, mapping semantic representations of form to a specic gesture. The
VHP system maps gesture commands to gestures. The FACE system, although it uses
hard-wired actions, intends to implement a lexicon of emblems for the future.
All systems rely on the literature in determining the lexicon entries. Only REA/P
relies on probabilistic rules for posture shift generation that are rooted in empirical data
but are generalized across subjects. In all systems, the size of the lexicons is limited to a
few specimen. For instance, the VHP knows only ve dierent gestures.
In existing generation systems gestures are stored as motion prototypes with little
room for parametrization. However, the same gesture can be performed quite dierently:
expansive, abrupt, slow or fast, etc. The movement quality has found little attention in
former approaches because it is diÆcult both to specify movement quality and to play
the same gesture in varying qualities by means of automatic modications of an existing
motion pattern.
To tackle the problem of movement quality specication Chi et al. (2000) introduce two
concepts from Laban Movement Analysis (LMA) to animation: eort and shape. These
concepts are believed to reinforce content and contribute to the impression of individuality.
The eort dimension has four aspects with two values each (the values are extreme points
of a continuum):
 The space aspect models how straight a movement is. The value indirect refers to
exible, meandering, wandering movements (e.g. waving away bugs), whereas direct
means single focus, undeviating movement (e.g. pointing to a particular spot).
 The weight aspect models how strong a movement is. The value light refers to deli-
cate movements that easily overcome gravity and are marked by decreasing pressure
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(e.g. dabbing paint on a canvas, describing the movement of a feather). The value
strong means powerful movements with increasing pressure (e.g. punching, pushing
a heavy object)
 The time aspect models how quick a movement is. The value sustained refers to
lingering, leisurely movements that indulge in time (e.g. stretching to yawn, stroking
a pet), whereas sudden means hurried, urgent movements (e.g. grabbing a child from
the path of danger)
 The ow aspect models how controlled a movement is. The value free refers to
uncontrolled movement where one is unable to stop in the course of movement (e.g.
waving wildly, shaking o water). Bound means controlled, restrained movement
where one is able to stop (e.g. moving in slow motion, carefully carrying a cup of
hot liquid)
The shape component comprises three dimensions: horizontal (spreading vs. enclosing),
vertical (rising vs. sinking) and sagittal (advancing vs. retreating).
Chi et al. (2000) implemented the Laban concepts in the EMOTE
10
system that allows
to modify existing animations according to user-specied eort/shape parameters. Eort
parameters are translated into low-level movement parameters, while shape parameters
are used to modify key pose information. Eort parameters only eect the arms, shape
parameters mainly eect the torso. EMOTE is used in the Jack system to demonstrate
the approach.
4.3 Conclusions
Nine systems were presented, all dealing with the generation of nonverbal behavior. Their
underlying principles were identied and discussed. The survey is the basis for the design
decisions of this work. Table 4.1 summarizes key properties of the surveyed generation
systems.
The surveyed generation systems are all concerned with nding mechanisms to trigger
nonverbal behavior and coordinate it with accompanying speech. They all include visual-
ization devices to show their results. If one considers the process of generating nonverbal
actions as a three step pipeline of empiry-modeling-implementation, most systems tend
toward the end of the generation pipeline in their focus. As a result, they lack in empirical
research and careful, task-oriented modeling. Only for the REA and REA/P systems own
empirical studies were conducted. In REA, a qualitative analysis yielded six rules, and
the REA/P system was the only one that actually used quantitative gures for model-
ing. Lacking the empirical material, most systems rely on the literature to assemble their
gestural lexicons. It is not surprising that therefore all systems incorporate only a few
gestures and build on general results instead of considering building individual models of
gesturing. Only general results can be found in the literature and moreover, the research
community seems to deem the building of general systems at this stage of development
more important than investigating individual dierences. The systems that used empirical
studies, REA/P and Greta, used \normal" subjects. Only the authors of VHP decided
for their agent on a more \procient" speaker prole, that of a professional presenter with
\presentation skills". Given that for most computer applications of this research eld a
communicationally t synthetic speaker will be required, the interest in the prole of the
modeled human speakers is remarkably low. This may be due to the fact that most fun-
damental research in nonverbal communication has been done in the elds of Psychology,
Linguistics and Anthropology/Ethology | all elds interested in the basic mechanisms
10
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input repertoire model proc coord-speech rendering
PPP CTG ? Ru G SEQ Æ
REA CTG ? Gr G SSR Æ
MAX CTG ? Ru G SSR 
AC CTG ? Ru G SSR Æ
VHP TTG 5 Ru | CCS Æ
BEAT TTG ? Ru O+F CCS Æ
REA/P CTG 4 Pr G TP Æ
FACE TTG ? Ru G TP Æ
Greta CTG ? Ru O+F CCS 
input TTG text-to-gesture
CTG concept-to-gesture
repertoire n number of gestures/actions
? exact size unknown
model Ru rule-based
Gr grammar-based
Pr probabilistic
proc O+F overgenerate and lter
G generation
coord-speech SSR stroke-stress generation rule
CCS co-concept synchronization (less precise than SSR)
SEQ gesture/speech are sequentialized
(gesture before/after speech)
TP empirically found timing patterns
rendering Æ prefabricated motion patterns
 parametrized motion generation
Table 4.1: Characteristic features of the surveyed generation systems: input structure,
action repertoire, generation model, generation processing (proc), coordination with speech
(coord-speech) and rendering.
of human communication. This may also explain why all systems basically use the same
timing pattern where gesture and related speech concept simply always co-occur. Anyone
trying out dierent gesture-speech combinations for him-/herself will quickly refute this
generalization going back to the inuential groundwork by McNeill (1992: 26{29).
All systems include rendering devices to visualize their results. The MAX system
renders gestures from feature-based representations that consist of spatial constraints.
The FACE and Greta systems build facial expressions by controlling single facial actions.
All other systems rely on prefabricated motion prototypes. Gestures are for now still
looked upon as non-decomposable entities, thus justifying generation engines that trigger
whole gestures as opposed to producing atomic feature specications like in MAX.
Finally, although all systems render their output, in none of them any kind of evaluation
was conducted. This may be due to the fact that the systematic evaluation of nonverbal
communication in general and embodied agents in particular is still a quite unexplored
research eld.
Chapter 5
Video Data Collection
The introductory Chapter 1 laid out the plan for gesture generation: annotation, modeling,
generation and implementation. Even before the rst step of annotation can be performed,
raw data has to be collected. This chapter sets up criteria for the selection of such data
and shows that a German TV show, where four speakers discuss recently published books,
qualies as a suitable empirical basis for this work. Two speakers of the show are chosen
for gesture annotation.
Empirical data can be obtained in two principle ways. It can be recorded under con-
trolled circumstances, in a laboratory with selected subjects that are instructed in such
a way that gestures of the desired type are produced. Alternatively, data can consist
of pre-recorded material that was intended for a dierent purpose like a TV show. The
second option was chosen for three reasons: (1) There is plenty of material that is easy
to obtain, (2) people starring in the show, experienced public performers, would hardly
be available for lab experiments, and (3) there are situational factors of a TV show (par-
ticipants' motivations and situations of conict) that are hard or impossible to simulate
in a lab with the same degree of naturalness and spontaneity, partly due to the observer
eect, meaning the way subjects are inhibited or otherwise aected by their knowledge of
being observed, as is the case under lab conditions. Similar reasons were brought forward
by Weinrich (1992: 20) and Linke (1985: 18) who likewise selected TV material for ex-
amination of gesture and discourse. The drawbacks are that technical factors cannot be
changed (camera angle), a problem that is alleviated by the mass of material that can be
chosen from, and that the ow of communication cannot be controlled, which is alleviated
by the fact that it is a moderated talk show with a rigid structure (see below).
5.1 Selection Criteria
Since this work aims at generating individual conversational gestures for teams of presen-
tation agents in the human-computer interface, the following criteria had to be fullled
by the selected material:
(C-App) Application scenario match: The constellation of speakers and addressees should
match as closely as possible the aimed at application of the generation process. The
application in this work consists of a presentation team of embodied agents commu-
nicating with each other and with the user who sits in front of the screen.
(C-Phen) Phenomena occurrence: The phenomena to be analyzed and modeled must
occur at all. For this work, the data must contain speech, conversational gestures
and interaction between speakers.
(C-Gest) Conversational gesture properties: The occurring conversational gestures, be-
ing the focus of this work, must have the following properties:
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1. Individuality: Each selected speaker should have a way of gesturing that strongly
diers from that of the others.
2. Quantity: Gestures should occur frequently, a lower boundary of 20 gestures
per minutes was set.
3. Quality: Gesture should be interesting to watch. Raising criteria for the quality
of gestures would go beyond the limits of this work. It was assumed that the
gestures of those people that are used to acting in public display a suÆcient
quality of gesture. Such people can be called experienced public performers.
(C-Sp) Speech properties: The following types of dialog contributions should be repre-
sented in the data
1. Monologues: long passages of monologue where gestures are mainly used to
illustrate or structure the text
2. Dialog acts: contributions that directly react to other contributions or provoke
reactions
3. Turn-taking acts: assigning, holding or yielding a turn (can be considered a
subset of dialog acts)
(C-Tech) Technical requirements: There are two important technical requirements
1. Visibility: the gestures must be visible, i.e. within the frame or close enough to
the frame that the movement is inferable from secondary movement
2. Contiguousness: the material should have a single speaker in the frame for a
certain duration without being interrupted for too long by dierent takes, the
maximum interrupt time should be less than 5 seconds
The following sections will apply these criteria the the TV show that was selected as the
empirical basis for this work.
5.2 Selected Material
From the TV show The Literary Quartet a total number of 23 clips were extracted, each
one featuring mainly one single speaker, containing also a few interactions with other
speakers. The following sections will justify the choice of show, speakers and clips based
on the criteria dened above.
5.2.1 Selected Show
The selected TV show is called Das Literarische Quartett or in English: The Literary
Quartet. In the further discourse, it will be referred to by the English title or by LQ.
The Literary Quartet is a highly popular German show, screened in bimonthly intervals.
It is a talk show where three permanent hosts and one invited guest discuss ve recently
published books.
Properties of the Show
The show is situated in a studio with an audience, the near audience, and is also broadcast
live on TV to the far audience. All four speakers are seated, facing each other, in a semi-
circle that opens to the near audience. The reviewed books are discussed one at a time.
For each book, the discourse runs through three phases. In the opening phase, one of the
speakers summarizes the book's content. The discussion phase consists of free discussion
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between all four participants and in the concluding phase, the debate is closed with some
nal remarks.
Depending on the discourse phases, the speakers take on dierent roles. One outstand-
ing and permanent role is that of the talk leader who has the right to start discussion on a
new book, to assign turns and to close the current debate after a certain time limit. The
role of the summarizer is assumed temporarily for one book and is assigned by the talk
leader at the beginning of the opening phase. The summarizer has the right to speak about
the book without having to yield the turn. In the discussion phase, every participant lls
the role of a discussionist, making use of the common turn-taking mechanisms (cf. Sacks
et al., 1974, and Duncan and Fiske, 1977).
Suitability of the Show
The LQ show matches the aimed at application in the following manner (C-App): Infor-
mation is conveyed in the form of a debate, i.e. indirectly { the user (in the show: the
audience) is hardly ever directly addressed. The speakers are encouraged, on the one
hand, to win over the other debaters in terms of argumentation, and, on the other hand,
to produce humor and conict. The second aspect is driven by the expectations of both
audiences, near and far. The near audience gives immediate feedback through clapping
and laughter, the far one gives long-term feedback represented by the press. Both au-
diences are addressed by the speakers by glances toward the auditorium or the camera
respectively. Competitive argumentation and the wish to catch an audience's attention
by meeting their expectations are central the goal application's scenario.
The sought-after phenomena all occur: frequent conversational gestures and speaker
interaction (C-Phen). Also, due to the structure and roles of the show's format, all three
relevant speech types occur (C-Sp): monologues (in the opening phase, by the summarizer,
in the concluding phase, by the talk leader, also in the discussion phase by all discussion-
ists), dialog acts (in the discussion phase, by all discussionists) and turn-taking acts (in
the discussion phase, mainly by the talk leader).
Finally, the technical requirements of visibility and contiguousness are met over cer-
tain stretches of the show (C-Tech). Long takes show a single speaker with head, torso,
arms/hands and often part of the legs. However, such takes can be interrupted by short
takes showing another discussionist, the studio audience or the book cover.
5.2.2 Selected Speakers
Two of the three hosts, Hellmuth Karasek (HK) and Marcel Reich-Ranicki (MRR), were
selected for gesture annotation. Both are experienced public performers since they appear
on TV on a regular basis and have been doing so for over 20 years. MRR was selected
because he displays strong variation in his gesturing, both in shape and quality, usually
energetic and expansive. HK was selected for comparison. His gestures appear to be
less varied but not less frequent. Hence, both HK and MRR display the phenomena
in question (C-Phen). The gestural properties are also suited (C-Gest): both speakers
have a very individual style, gesture frequently and especially speaker MRR's gestures are
interesting to watch. An indicator for the latter are audience reactions and comments
in the press on his gesture style. Individuality is fostered by the fact that both speakers
assume dierent roles. Since MRR is the permanent talk leader he displays a turn-taking
behavior quite dierent from that by HK. The gesture frequency was pre-tested and found
to range between 25{30 gesture per minute for both speakers being beyond the threshold
of 20 gestures per minute.
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5.2.3 Selected Clips
Video clips of length 0:29 to 4:12 minutes each were taken from three dierent Literary
Quartet shows of the year 1999. The clips show either Marcel Reich-Ranicki (MRR)
or Hellmuth Karasek (HK) from an angle that allows observation of face, upper body
and both arms. Table 5.1 shows the distribution of material across the three shows.
Throughout this work, the single clips will be referred to by
LQ<session> -<index>
For instance, \LQ2-3" refers to clip #3 of the second session (LQ2 in Table 5.1). For
technical reasons, LQ3-1 was taken out so the index numbers for the third session start
with 2 to guarantee identication of the clips.
The clips were chosen following the criteria of C-Phen and C-Tech, i.e. the clips should
feature the analyzed phenomena and should be technically suited for further analysis,
especially the take on the featured speaker should not be interrupted by other takes longer
than 5 seconds.
Examples from these clips will be given throughout this work. To specify the location
of these examples the following format will be used:
<speaker> LQ<session> -<index> <minutes>:<seconds>
For instance, the reference \MRR, LQ2-1, 2:01" denotes a video featuring speaker MRR
in the second session, clip #1, at the time position of 2 minutes and 1 second.
LQ1:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
MRR 1:10 3:15 2:14 3:43
HK 2:27 1:23 2:11
LQ2:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
MRR 4:12 2:07 2:20
HK 0:57 2:09 1:09 0:29
LQ3:
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
MRR 1:17 1:35 1:48 4:57 0:49 1:11 2:26
HK 1:27 1:02
LQ1-3:
total each total both
MRR 33:04
HK 13:14
46:18
Table 5.1: Video clip durations from three Literary Quartet (LQ) shows
5.3 Technical Preparation
The three shows were rst recorded on VHS analog tape in the PAL norm. The clips were
then digitized by a process called capturing using a PC with Pinnacle PCTV TV card.
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The settings for capturing were as follows. A screen size of 384x288 pixels and a frame
rate of 25 frames per second were selected. The le format for the digital video was set
to Microsoft AVI. The codec
1
which is responsible for compressing the size of the nal le
was set to Intel Indeo 5.1. The resulting les had a size of about 30MB per minute.
After the digitization of all video clips the audio tracks were extracted for the speech
labeling with a sampling rate of 22 kHz in 8Bit stereo format using the software Premiere
5.0 by Adobe. The audio le format was Windows Waveform, i.e. WAV les.
5.4 Summary
For selecting suitable material a set of criteria was devised: how close the material should
match the application, which phenomena should occur, and which requirements to gesture,
speech and technical frame conditions should be applied. The German TV show The
Literary Quartet (LQ) matched the application, displayed all phenomena and fullled all
requirements. Two permanent hosts of the show, named MRR and HK, both experienced
public performers, were selected for their highly individual, frequent and interesting display
of gestures. Finally, a total of 23 short clips were selected and cut where the technical
requirements of visibility and contiguousness were met, resulting in a total of 46 minutes of
video material. This material was digitized into Microsoft's AVI format using the Indeo 5.1
codec. In addition, the audio tracks were extracted to WAV les for speech transcription.
1
Short for compression/decompression
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Chapter 6
Research Tool Development:
The ANVIL System
The last chapter showed how suitable primary material in the form of a digital video was
selected and obtained. The next step will be, as outlined in Chapter 3, the annotation of
gestures and other relevant signals in the video using a suitable coding scheme. For the
practical implementation of this step a coding tool is required the design of which will be
the topic of this chapter.
The survey of existing tools for manual video annotation in Chapter 3 resulted in the
conclusion that no suitable software existed. Therefore, a new tool had to be created.
Since this work is concerned with tasks beyond annotation and since these tasks all need
software implementations it makes sense to design a single, yet modular software. This
software should function as a research platform that integrates software solutions to the
three tasks of this work: annotation, analysis and generation. The annotation functionality
stands out as being of general interest to the research community. This aspect of the
tool should therefore be usable by other researchers as well, thus lling a vacuum in the
research software market that slows down progress in various disciplines. For this reason
the software is conceptualized as an extensible, generic video annotation tool. It is called
ANVIL, short for Annotation of Video and Spoken Language. The two other core modules
for analysis and generation are added via a plug-in interface that allows access to ANVIL's
internal structures and graphical components. Integration with external tools for speech
transcription and statistics is handled through importing and exporting les.
This chapter describes decisions and solutions for the problem of designing and imple-
menting a generic and extensible annotation tool that can, at the same time, serve as a
research platform for gesture generation. A complete description of ANVIL from the user
perspective can be obtained from the ANVIL website1 in form of a 52-page user manual.
In the following, Section 6.1 outlines the necessary and some complementary requirements
for such a tool before, in Section 6.2, a concise description of the tool follows, including all
functions that meet the requirements. The concluding sections will compare ANVIL with
existing tools and point to future directions of development.
6.1 Requirements
This section explores the minimal requirements for the two major roles of ANVIL as a video
annotation tool and research platform.
1
http://www.dfki.de/~kipp/anvil
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6.1.1 Requirements for a Video Annotation Tool
To dene the requirements for ANVIL as a video annotation tool, some terms need to
be claried rst. The terms and their relationships are depicted in Figure 6.1. A video
annotation tool allows the annotation of primary data in the form of digital video. This
annotation follows a certain form with respect to structure and vocabulary that is called a
coding scheme. The coding scheme reects the specic objectives of a research project and
must be dened before coding by the research team. The unifying structure of multiple
possible coding schemes is called a meta-scheme. It is an abstract formulation of the
facilities an annotation tool oers to dene coding schemes, and is often equated with
the tool itself. The meta-scheme must provide a le format that allows the storage of
annotations as annotation les.
meta-scheme
coding scheme
annotation
file format
provides components
for the definition of
provides empty blueprint
to be filled
provides
syntax for
Anvil
project
coder
must define
implements
adds to video
annotation file
is written into
is expressed in
TO
O
L
U
S
E
R
Figure 6.1: Terms and levels of abstraction in annotation.
Coding schemes are specic to individual projects and even within a single project
several schemes may be used or explored. Therefore, the foremost requirement for an
annotation tool is to be generic, i.e. independent of a particular coding scheme. A generic
annotation tool lets the user specify the coding scheme and generates the necessary facil-
ities to annotate a video in the coding scheme's vocabulary. Genericness is best achieved
by strictly separating the three layers of meta-scheme (the tool), coding scheme (dened
by the user) and annotation (the coded data for a single video) as depicted in Figure 6.1.
However, genericness comes at a price. The more generic a tool is, the more complicated
its concepts become. This can be compensated by investing more time and eort in an
intuitive user interface to keep the tool from becoming too diÆcult for a user to use and
to congure. The design must take into account this cost/eect equation to nd the right
compromise between restriction and genericness so that the tool works for many purposes
and many researchers.
A video annotation tool can be regarded as being a note-pad for temporal informa-
tion where parallel events are recorded. It has become a common habit to use multiple
layers for recording these events. Such layers can be used to contain certain event types
like words, gestures, posture shifts etc. Since events like gestures can have an internal
temporal structure (a gesture consists of one or more phases) some kind of temporal in-
clusion relationship between layers must be oered: gestures can be coded on one layer,
their phases on another, and by establishing the inclusion relationship between a single
gesture and its respective phases the internal structure can be correctly encoded. On a
more general level, it should also be possible to relate arbitrary annotation elements from
dierent layers with each other, a property called cross-level coding. This can be realized
by allowing to link up annotation elements across layers. Cross-level coding is especially
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useful in conjunction with a special layer type for non-temporal elements. Non-temporal
elements can represent objects that are either permanently absent or permanently present
in the video (Martin and Kipp 2002). In both cases, the objects must be represented
because they are potential targets for cross-level links while there is no relevant temporal
information about them.
During the whole annotation process, the maintenance of consistency is of paramount
importance. Consistency means that all annotations conform to the denition specied in
the coding manual. The tool can support consistency maintenance by integrating online
and oine access to the coding manual. A further auxiliary method is to manage multiple
annotations with a single interface that allows browsing and searching. Thus, dierent
instances of the same category can be checked and, if necessary, revised. Consistency can
be measured by comparing dierent annotations of the same material, either by the same
coder (intra-coder consistency) or by dierent coders (inter-coder consistency). For this
and other kinds of analysis, the tool must enable the user to compile data from multiple
annotations and export this data to a single le.
During annotation, an intuitive visualization is key for the tool to be useful to human
coders. Associated with the multiple layer paradigm, researchers in Semiotics and Linguis-
tics (Ehlich and Rehbein 1976) suggested the metaphor of a musical score where temporal
information (music) of parallel types (instruments) is displayed in human-readable form
(cf. Schiel et al., 1998). Therefore, many annotation systems record information along a
temporal axis, a timeline, that runs from left to right. The multiple layers are listed on
top of each other to show the respective events in time-alignment. This allows a quick
and intuitive comprehension of the depicted parallel processes and their temporal inter-
relations (see Figure 6.6 for an impression of ANVIL's implementation of the music score
metaphor).
Annotation is used for many purposes. In the eld of Corpus Linguistics large corpora
of annotated data are used to train computers for solving linguistic tasks like part-of-speech
tagging, syntax/semantics parsing or language generation (cf. McEnery and Wilson, 1996,
or Sampson and McCarthy, 2002). Also in Psychology large bodies of data are needed
to satisfy quality standards for statistical analysis. Collecting large corpora requires an
eÆcient coding interface to keep coding cost to a minimum. On the one hand, the most
frequently used functions must be quick to access and apply. On the other hand, the
evolving annotation must be easy to read during all phases of the coding process.
Annotation is often part of a greater research context. Data from other tools must be
integrated, already annotated data must be merged, the completed annotation must be
analyzed statistically. The tool must therefore use a standardized data format like XML
2
and oer facilities to import and export data from/to dierent formats.
To sum up, ANVIL must fulll the following requirements as a video annotation tool:
 integrated video player
 intuitive visualization
 multiple layers
 genericness
 temporal inclusion relationship between layers
 eÆcient coding interface
 XML data format
 import/export facilities
2
eXtensible Mark-up Language
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 cross-level coding
 online and oine access to coding scheme
 management tool for multiple annotations
 search facilities
 non-temporal elements
How these requirements are met in ANVIL's implementation will be described in Section 6.2.
6.1.2 Requirements for a Research Platform
In the wider context of a research framework every tool can be looked at on two levels.
First, as a separate software tool that needs to build on other software's data and that
needs to produce data that can be further processed by other software. Second, as a
platform that allows other software to directly connect to this platform, using internal
structures and methods.
Format 1 Format 2 Format n
Visualization Analysis
...
API
Annotation
Model
...Annotation QueryApplication
Layer
Format 1 Format 2 Format n
Visualization Analysis
...
Annotation Query...
Logical
Layer
Layer
Physical
Figure 6.2: Moving from two levels to three levels.
These two levels correspond to interactions on the physical level (via imported and
exported les) and on the logical level (via an Application Programmer's Interface or API)
of the three-level architecture as proposed by Bird and Liberman (2001). They transferred
the concept of a three-level architecture from database software engineering to annotation
tools engineering (see Figure 6.2). The three levels of this model are the physical, logical
and application level. The physical level refers to les on mass storage devices like hard
disk, CD-ROM, or DVD. The logical level refers to the software's internal representation
of an annotation. On this level, a set of standard operations are provided for creating,
modifying, and storing annotations. On the application level, other software components
can directly access the logical level via an API. The range of possible applications includes
modules for annotation, visualization, extraction, query and analysis.
The move from a two-level architecture to a three-level architecture is depicted in
Figure 6.2. It saves the programmer the work of re-implementing the same core component
for each new application. Instead, the core component is factored out, making the system
at the same time less error-prone.
To conclude, the requirement for ANVIL as a research platform is to implement a layered
architecture that allows external programs direct access to ANVIL's internal structures.
6.2 ANVIL System Description
ANVIL is based on a layered architecture to isolate reusable components for controlled
access by other components. As an annotation tool it was crucial to reuse a single an-
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Figure 6.3: The four architectural levels in ANVIL.
notation representation for all internal and external components in terms of access and
manipulation. In ANVIL, the three-level architecture suggested by Bird and Liberman
(2001) and outlined in the previous section is extended by a forth level as depicted in
Figure 6.3. It has an added interface level that shares the benets of reuse and safety
that the logical level exhibits, providing visualization components for annotations. To be
useful as a research platform, ANVIL has to provide mechanisms for connecting extensions
for the tasks of analysis and generation. Therefore, a plug-in interface allows access to
the annotation framework as well as to the visualization components. With this interface
external programs can load, manipulate and save annotations in order to analyze them
and even visualize arbitrary portions of the annotation using ANVIL's annotation board.
ANVIL was designed as an integrated graphical environment. External Java components
can freely access its public classes. However, to be accessible by ANVIL such components
must comply with ANVIL's plug-in interface specication. Moreover, the user must register
new plug-ins in ANVIL so that respective menu items can be automatically created in the
GUI.
ANVIL's additional interface level requires that temporal synchronization of all com-
ponents must be handled in a unied way. This problem is solved by using the currently
loaded video clip as a central clock that all other components must synchronize with. As
a consequence, loading and viewing multiple videos is not possible without considerable
changes in the architecture.
In the next sections, the ANVIL system will be described along the lines of its architec-
tural levels. Section 6.2.1 will deal with the most important level, the logical level, followed
by a treatment of the interface level in Section 6.2.2, the application level in Section 6.2.3
and, nally, the physical level in Section 6.2.4,
6.2.1 Logical Level
ANVIL's logical level is solely concerned with the annotation task. It provides a framework
for the creation, modication and storage of annotations. To dene the task of annotation
as general as possible, the terms of meta-scheme, coding scheme and annotation are bor-
rowed from linguistic annotation and will be used as outlined in Section 6.1.1. The major
challenge was to clearly separate the three concepts. How these concepts are realized in
ANVIL will be described in the following sections.
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Meta-Scheme
A meta-scheme provides a framework that allows the specication of a coding scheme. A
coding scheme can be considered a structured, empty blueprint that can be lled with tags
from a controlled vocabulary for each new video le. ANVIL's meta-scheme provides two
main constructs to dene coding schemes: containers and elements. Containers are exactly
that: containers. They contain elements. Elements are the basic information carriers that
are added in the process of annotation. Both constructs will be described in detail.
ANVIL has two types of containers, tracks and sets. A track is a time-based container.
Its elements have a unique temporal position and duration, dened by a start and end
time. Example tracks are: words, gestures, head nods, posture shifts. There are three
dierent types of tracks depending on the anchoring of their elements. In a primary
track the elements are directly anchored in time, with a start and end time. In a span
or singleton track elements are not anchored in time but anchored in elements belonging
to another track, the reference track. In singleton tracks elements point to exactly one
partner element in the reference track. For instance, if a primary track contained words, a
singleton track could be used to add the words' corresponding part-of-speech label. Each
element in a singleton track inherits the start and end time of the associated element in
the reference track. In a span track, an element covers a number of contiguous elements
in the reference track. It is dened by a start and end element in the reference track and
inherits the start time of the associated start element and the end time of the associated
end element. Span track can be used to encode dialogue acts or rhetorical relations but
also gestures that refer to a primary track with movement phases. Since a singleton track
can be considered a special case of a span track both track types are simply referred to as
secondary tracks.
In complex coding schemes, it can be useful to group tracks together for organizational
reasons. For instance, all track referring to speech and all tracks referring to nonverbal
behavior could be grouped together, much like in folders in a le directory tree. ANVIL's
meta-scheme oers the concept of a group to do this. A group can contain a number of
tracks and groups so that nested structures are possible.
Apart from tracks there is the second container type, the set. The set is a container for
non-temporal elements. Non-temporal elements can be useful in a number of situations.
For instance, consider the scenario of a teacher pointing at various objects on a blackboard
(say, a diagram, a sentence and a picture) where his pointing gestures should be linked up
with representations of these objects. For these representations temporal information is
unnecessary and would even lead to cumbersome workarounds in the annotation process.
The set container oers an elegant solution for this case (Martin and Kipp 2002). Note
that you could also solve this problem using IDs. However, then you would not be able to
store typed information for specifying the properties of these annotations.
All containers, tracks and sets, contain elements, the actual content units that are
added by the coder during annotation. The content of the elements is not mere text but a
typed attribute-value structure. Each element has a set of attributes that can each be lled
with a value. What kind of value can be used for an attribute depends on the attribute's
type. ANVIL oers the following attribute types:
 string
 boolean
 number
 valueset
 link
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A string attribute can store arbitrary alphanumeric sequences. A boolean attribute
accepts one of two values, true or false. A number attribute expects a number in a
pre-dened interval. A valueset attribute can be lled with one token from a number
of pre-dened ones. Finally, a link attribute contains a link to another element. The
linked-up element can be located in the same or in a dierent container. The user must
specify the attributes with name and type for each container. These specications apply
to all elements added to this container.
For instance, for encoding gestures one can dene a primary track called \gestures"
and specify two attributes: a valueset attribute called \category" which will accept one
of the following tokens: emblem, deictic, iconic, beat; and a number attribute called
\number of strokes" that expects a number between 1{6.
AnnotationSpecification
GroupSpecification
ContainerSpecification
AttributeSpecification
1
0..*
0..*
0..*
0..*
Figure 6.4: Class diagram of ANVIL's specication structure.
ANVIL's meta-scheme can be depicted as an object-oriented specication tree (Figure 6.4).
The root unit is an AnnotationSpecication. It contains the whole coding scheme. The def-
inition of containers is done with the ContainerSpecication object. It represents the con-
tainer's name and the attribute specications. An AttributeSpecication contains name
and type of the attribute and additional information depending on the type (e.g., a numeric
interval for number typed attributes). Container specications can be hierarchically or-
ganized in groups using the GroupSpecication object. Group specications can also have
attribute specications that will be inherited by all containers in the group. Note that the
annotation specication contains exactly one group. It is the root group, invisible to the
user, that contains all top-level container specications.
Coding Scheme
By using the concepts of the meta-scheme, reected in the classes in Figure 6.4, the
user can create a coding scheme. A coding scheme is a set of denitions declaring the
containers/groups and, for each container, the attribute names and types. In ANVIL, this
has to be done in a separate le, called specication le, using a special XML language.
Formally, a coding scheme S is a 7-tuple
S = hT
p
; T
s
; S; r; f
n
; f
t
; V i
where T
p
is the set of primary tracks, T
s
is the set of secondary tracks and S is the set of
non-temporal object sets. The union of these sets is the set of containers C, i.e.
C := T
p
[ T
s
[ S
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Furthermore, r : T
s
! T
p
[T
s
is the \referring" relation that denes the hierarchy amongst
tracks. f
n
: C ! P(fA; : : : ; Zg
+
) maps a container to a set of attribute names and
f
t
: Cf
n
(C)! T maps an attribute of a container to an attribute type in T = fstring,
boolean, link, number, valuesetg. V = (V
0
; : : : ; V
K
) is the set of user-dened value
sets.
In order for an coding scheme to be valid, all secondary tracks must be grounded, i.e.
they must eventually refer to a primary track. Only then start and end times can be
inherited by a secondary element. One of the following two equivalent conditions must
hold:
 grounding: Every secondary track must refer to a primary track eventually, either
directly or by transition. Formally,
8 t 2 T
s
9 k 2 N 9t
0
2 T
p
: r
k
(t) = t
0
where r
k
is the k-th recursive application of function r on the resulting value.
 non-circularity: A secondary track must not refer to itself, neither directly nor by
transition. Formally,
8 t 2 T
s
:9 k 2 N : r
k
(t) = t
When specifying tracks in an ANVIL specication le, a rule called ordering condition
ensures that all tracks are grounded. In the specication, all tracks are dened in an
order. When dening a secondary track, the user can let the track only refer to previously
dened tracks. This restriction can formally be expressed as follows. If the sequence of
user-dened tracks is T = ft
1
; t
2
; : : : ; t
n
g, the ordering condition is:
8k 2 f1; : : : ; ng : t
k
2 T
s
! (r(t
k
) = t
h
^ h < k)
It can be proved by induction that for all tracks t
i
the grounding condition holds.
For the base case i = 0, the grounding condition is trivially fullled because t
0
must
be primary (there is no previous track that t
0
could refer to). For i > 0, let us look at the
case t
i
2 T
s
, since for t
i
2 T
p
the Grounding condition trivially holds. By the ordering
condition it holds that r(t
i
) = t
j
where j < i. Now there are two cases. If t
j
is primary,
the grounding condition is fullled. If t
j
is secondary, then by induction precondition the
grounding condition holds for t
j
as j < i so that 9k 2 N : 9t
0
2 T
p
: r
k
(t
j
) = t
0
. Now,
r
k+1
(t
i
) = r
k
(t
j
) = t
0
2 T
p
, i.e. the grounding condition holds.
Annotations
The coding scheme acts as an empty blueprint to be lled with annotations for a specic
video. A single annotation for one video clip has a class structure as depicted in Figure 6.5.
It is modeled with an object that contains a tree of groups and containers. Containers
hold content elements, the units that contain the encoded data. Containers come either
in the form of tracks where content elements are ordered along the time axis (without
overlap), or in the form of sets where content elements are a simple list without temporal
anchoring.
Formally, given a coding scheme S, an annotation in S can be dened as a 5-tuple
A
S
= hE; c; t; r; vi
where E is the set of all annotation elements. c is the mapping from elements to their
container c : E ! C. Let E
p
denote all elements of primary tracks and E
s
all elements
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Annotation
Group
Container
1
0..*
0..*
0..*
0..*
0..*
0..*
TrackSet
PrimaryTrack
SpanTrack
SingletonTrack
SecondaryTrack
ContentElement
PrimaryTrackElement
SpanTrackElement
SingletonTrackElement
Figure 6.5: Class diagram of ANVIL's internal representation of an annotation.
of secondary tracks. Then, t is the mapping from primary track elements to their start
and end time t : E
p
! T  T where T is the ordered set of all possible time-stamps.
r is the reference function for secondary elements, pointing to start and end element
r : E
s
! (E
p
[E
s
) (E
p
[E
s
), and v is the attribute value function:
v : E  f
n
(C)!
8
>
>
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
>
>
:
if f
t
(c) = string : PfA; : : : ; Zg
+
if f
t
(c) = boolean : ftrue; falseg
if f
t
(c) = number : f1; 2; : : :g
if f
t
(c) = valueset : V
k
if f
t
(c) = link : fhe
1
; : : : ; e
n
i : e
i
2 Eg
For valueset attributes the user-dened value set V
k
2 V is specied in the coding
scheme. Secondary elements have the property of temporal inheritance of start and end
times. Formally,
8 e 2 E : t(e) := t(r
k
(e))
where k 2 N such that r
k
(e) 2 E
prim
which must exist because of the grounding condition.
If an annotation is to be valid, it must fulll the following no overlap condition that two
elements in a primary track must not overlap temporally. Formally,
8  2 T
p
8 e 2  :9e
0
2  :
t
start
(e) < t
start
(e
0
) < t
end
(e)
or t
start
(e) < t
end
(e
0
) < t
end
(e)
If this is true it follows that the same holds for secondary track elements. This condition
allows for each track  to dene a strict total order 

over all elements in  :
8 e
1
; e
2
2 c : e
1


e
2
:() t
start
(e
1
) < t
start
(e
2
)
This denition of an annotation in ANVIL is responsible for certain limitations in ANVIL's
expressive power. Two possible extensions are:
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1. overlapping elements: Dropping the no overlap condition would allow elements
within one track  to temporally overlap. Note that you would still have a total
order 

but not a strict one, i.e. elements can be equal.
2. nested structures: Adding a parent mapping for all elements E
c
of a container
c 2 C
p
c
: P(E
c
)! E
c
would allow a tree-like structure where p
c
(fe
1
; : : : ; e
n
g) = e means e is parent
node to elements e
1
; : : : ; e
n
(e; e
1
; : : : ; e
n
2 E
c
). Such a structure is prerequisite
for syntactic annotation, for instance. An even more general mapping could allow
graph structure with or without cycles.
Note that more expressive power comes at a price. First, the user interface must grant the
user quick and exhaustive access to all functions as well as intuitive visualizations of the
data. Second, in terms of computation, such structures are often harder to search, both
in terms of query formulation as well as computation time.
6.2.2 Interface Level
ANVIL's graphical user interface (GUI) is shown in Figure 6.6. To the upper left, the
main window (1) is located containing the main menu bar (1a) and a text area for
trace information (1b). The menu contains all important operations like loading/saving
annotations, printing and adjusting view parameters. The controls for video playback can
also be found in the main window (1c). The customary VCR functions are oered: play,
pause, fast forward/backward and, most importantly, frame-by-frame stepping.
The video is screened onto the video window (2), located upper center. A slow motion
slider lets the user adjust the playback speed (2a). The video controls were intentionally
excluded from the video window because putting them below or above it would have meant
less vertical space for the annotation board (3), an important asset in annotation.
The annotation board (3) is located below the video window and is the space where
the coder views, creates and manipulates his or her video annotation. The track (3b) and
group (3c) names are displayed on the left hand side. The tracks' contents, consisting of
annotation elements, are displayed in the larger right part of the window, running from left
to right in the direction of time. Elements are depicted as colored rectangles, labelled with
the value of one of its attributes (user's choice). They are positioned in time-alignment
with the timeline (3i), the top bar that gives temporal orientation using ticks to mark
seconds and frames. There are special tracks to display the waveform of the video's audio
track (3j), and to visualize pitch and intensity from as computed by the PRAAT software
(3k). For more or less detail on the annotation board, the user can zoom in or out (3a).
A playback line (3g) slides across the tracks as the video is being played, marking the
exact frame position on the board. If the playback line is dragged with the mouse the
video adapts continually which allows a quick yet precise video positioning. For coding,
a second line, the record line (3f), is used together with the playback line to mark the
beginning and end of a new element (see next section). At all times, only one track is
active, highlighted blue (3d). In the active track, if the playback line is positioned on
an element, this element is the currently selected element (3h) which is also highlighted.
Within the active track, the user can jump from element to element using buttons or key
commands (3e).
The contents of the selected element is displayed in the upper right element window
(4). The element's attributes and values are listed in a text area (4a). If the selected
element has any links to other elements these linked-up elements are highlighted, too, in a
color chosen by the user (4b). Apart from user-dened attributes, annotation elements can
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Figure 6.6: ANVIL's graphical user interface.
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additionally be described with a free-form comment that appear in the element window
(4c). Comments are also signalled with a small rectangle on the annotation board.
Coding
For annotation, the coder uses the annotation board, marking the start and end of an
element with the help of the record and playback lines. When marking the end point, a
track-specic edit window appears that is automatically generated from the user-dened
coding scheme. The edit window asks for the relevant attributes, oering documentation
for each attribute (Figure 6.7). The input method for an attribute depends on the re-
spective value type. A string is entered in a string input eld, a boolean with a check
box and a valueset with an option menu containing the user-dened values. For a link
attribute, the user clicks on a button to enter the link mark-up mode: A new window
appears with an editable list of selected elements while on the annotation board the se-
lected elements are highlighted and can be selected and deselected by the user. If the user
conrms the selection ANVIL transfers the list of pointers to the currently edited element.
Elements of secondary tracks are added similarly. The element's start and end time will
be derived from the associated elements. Existing elements can be deleted, edited, cut or
extended using the playback line and the context menu. If a secondary element's start or
end element is deleted the secondary element would be deleted, too. A warning dialogue
informs the coder of this danger and oers to cancel the action.
attribute of type Boolean
(checkbox)
attribute of type MultiLink(trl)
(button for selection)
attribute of type MultiLink
clicking on the info button opens
the associated documentation
Figure 6.7: ANVIL sample edit window. It is automatically generated at runtime from the
user-dened coding scheme.
The main control buttons for coding are located on the element window (upper right)
but can also be accessed by context menus on the annotation board that change their
options depending on the active track and currently selected element.
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Visualization
The visualization of annotation elements is performed in multiple ways. Track elements,
which all have a duration, are displayed as rectangles on the annotation board (Figure 6.6).
This conforms to the music score metaphor and allows to observe the elements' tempo-
ral interrelations. The selected element's attributes and values are listed in the element
window (upper right window). A number of attributes can be selected by the user to be
displayed on the annotation board as well. Of those attributes only the values are written
as labels on the rectangles. Additionally, one attribute can be selected for color-coding. It
must be of type valueset and the user must specify a color for every possible value in
the coding scheme. ANVIL will then color the element's rectangle on the annotation board
depending on the attribute's value. Attributes of type valueset can also assume values
that have a graphical symbol attached to it. If such an attribute is chosen for labelling, the
respective symbol appears on the annotation board. For each element, the coder can also
attach a free-form comment for arbitrary research notes. Elements containing comments
are marked with a small box on the annotation board.
The waveform of the video's audio track can be displayed on a separate track. Pitch
and intensity can also be displayed but must have been computed by the external PRAAT
3
tool and imported to ANVIL before. In the annotation shown in Figure 6.6, the waveform
is contained in a track called \wave" and pitch and intensity are displayed in the \praat"
track.
Navigation
The annotation board can be zoomed in and out. The timeline shows full seconds and, for
higher zoom factors, also the single frames with small ticks. For navigation, ANVIL oers
jump buttons to move from element to element within one track. For marking important
positions in the video bookmarks can be inserted, accessed and removed through the main
menu. They are marked by small triangles in the timeline.
The hierarchical organization of tracks and groups can be exploited by collapsing
groups. A collapsed group is reduced to a slim grey bar that needs minimal space and
so increases space for the remaining annotation. Groups can be collapsed and expanded
with a double-click on the group name (left on the annotation board).
Search
A simple search interface (Figure 6.8) allows to browse a single track for elements that
contain specic attribute values. In the interface the user species the goods list G =
fg
1
; : : : ; g
k
g and nogoods list N = fn
1
; : : : ; n
h
g. A predicate g
i
has the structure A = V
where A is an attribute and V is a value. For predicates n
j
this is a negation A 6= V .
ANVIL searches for all elements with
(g
1
_ : : : _ g
k
) ^ (n
1
_ : : : _ n
h
)
An upcoming hitlist window shows all the found elements in a table view (bottom
right window in Figure 6.12). Which attributes should be included in this table can be
specied with the checkboxes on the right of the search window (Figure 6.8). Double
clicking elements in the hitlist window makes ANVIL jump to the respective element on
the annotation board.
3
see Section 3.2.1, page 62
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Figure 6.8: ANVIL search window.
Automatic Coding Manual Generation
Dening a coding scheme necessitates the writing of a coding manual, containing instruc-
tions and denitions for the human coder. ANVIL exploits the fact that this coding manual
usually has the same structure as the technical coding scheme denition in the specica-
tion le. By inserting documentation tags in the specication le, the user can let ANVIL
generate a set of HTML pages containing the formatted user documentation in structured
form as shown in Figure 6.9.
Figure 6.9: Start page of a coding manual, automatically generated as a set of HTML
pages by ANVIL.
For online access to the documentation, each time an element is created the respective
documentation can be accessed by clicking on the \?" buttons (see Figure 6.7 on page 102).
The documentation for a single attribute can contain denitions for all possible values as
depicted in Figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.10: Example attribute documentation window
6.2.3 Application Level
Project Tool
A research project usually comprises many video les. Consequently, users need to man-
age more than one annotation. For instance, having annotated a number of videos with
a teaching scenario (teacher, students, blackboard) the research team may want to ex-
amine the pointing gestures occurring in all videos or in a certain subset of these videos.
The respective annotations can be assembled in a list of annotation les that is called a
project. The project tool (Figure 6.11) allows to assemble such projects and store them for
further usage. A necessary condition for a project is that all annotations share the same
specication le. This is required for searching a single track in multiple annotations.
Equal specications guarantee that the track exists in all annotations and has the same
attributes.
In the project tool, track elements can be searched across annotations. Searching is
performed as described above for single annotations. The resulting hitlist is also identical
to the one used for a single annotation but includes the annotation le name that contains
the element. The hitlist window can be used to navigate through annotations by double-
clicking hitlist elements. ANVIL loads the respective annotation and jumps to the selected
element. This makes comparison of annotated elements across annotations fast and easy
(see Figure 6.12).
Finally, with the project tool the contents of a track can be exported to a text table
that is readable by statistical analysis software like SPSS or Statistica.
Plug-ins
External Java programs can connect to ANVIL and directly access its internal structures
via the plug-in interface. Conversely, they can be started and closed from ANVIL's GUI. To
make a program work as a plug-in it must comply with the plug-in interface specication.
Moreover, the user must register the new component so that ANVIL can oer a menu item
in its GUI. Registration can be done directly from ANVIL's GUI.
Since ANVIL oers an added interface level, another concern emerges: temporal syn-
chronization with ANVIL's main graphical components, i.e. the video player and the anno-
tation board. This problem is solved by using listener interfaces (see Figure 6.13). If, for
instance, the plug-in P needs a signal each time the video changes to another frame, it
registers with ANVIL as an AnvilMediaTimeListener. Then, each time the video frame
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Info for marked annotation
List of annotation files in project
(highlighted annotation is selected)
Project name
Loads marked annotation to Anvil
Buttons for adding/removing files
to/from this project
Figure 6.11: ANVIL project tool GUI.
Figure 6.12: ANVIL with embedded hitlist window (bottom right).
changes, ANVIL will send out the required signal to all registered AnvilMediaTimeListener
objects, including P . As a consequence, the video is used as a central clock. Adding more
videos is not possible without considerable changes in the architecture.
The plug-in interface is used for two core components of this work: the analysis and
generation modules.
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Anvil
AnvilMediaTimeListener
Plug-in
starts
registers as listener
sends video time updates to all listeners
Figure 6.13: Diagram showing how an ANVIL plug-in synchronizes with the video by
registering as a media time listener.
6.2.4 Physical Level
The physical level of ANVIL refers to the level of les (see Figure 6.14). It serves the
following purposes:
1. storage of primary material in video les
2. denition of coding schemes in specication les
3. storage of user annotations in annotation les
4. storage of multiple annotations in project les
5. data exchange with external programs
ANVIL can read only video les that are based on certain codecs. Table 6.1 lists which
codecs in conjunction with which le format works with ANVIL under Windows. ANVIL
can work with a video le if two conditions hold. First, it must be supported by the Java
Media Framework (JMF). Second, JMF must grant random frame access. For instance,
MPEG1 is supported by JMF but does not allow random frame access. Therefore, MPEG1
is not supported by ANVIL.
Microsoft AVI QuickTime (MOV)
Radius Cinepak Radius Cinepak
Indeo 5.04 Component Video
Indeo R3.2 H-261
H-263
Foto JPEG
RAW Without
Compressor
Table 6.1: List of working codecs in the respective le format, AVI or QuickTime, as
tested under Windows platforms.
The le encoding format for all les produced by ANVIL is XML because it has become
a worldwide standard for data exchange on the physical level. It provides a formalism
for syntactic specication called document type denition (DTD), also available in an
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extended type-enabled version called XML schema denition (XSD). Both formalisms
guarantee generality of syntactic checks. Tools and API components are available for vi-
sualization, modication, validation, and transformation of XML les. Programmers can
build on existing parsers (e.g. Xerces by IBM Alphaworks) and a standardized internal
representation called document object model (DOM). ANVIL uses DTD, not XSD, for syn-
tax checking. Using XSD would require the automatic generation of a schema le for each
new coding scheme. However, the information contained in the schema is subsumed by
the data contained in the ANVIL specication le. Therefore, it is more elegant to perform
the checks like type-checking in the ANVIL reader module on the basis of the specication
le.
ANVIL
incl. project tool
PRAAT
RSTTool
XWaves
word grid file
pitch file
intensity file
rst file
word file
video file
(empirical
material)
Word Processor
SPSS
Statistica
Excel
Internet Browser
anvil project file
anvil specification
(user-defined
coding scheme)
anvil annotation file(s)
(user annotation)
HTML coding
manual
text file
text table file
Figure 6.14: A functional view on ANVIL's relations to the physical level (les) and to
external tools. Arrows represent read/write and import/export relations. Dotted arrows
are logical links. External tools are shaded in dark gray, whereas ANVIL and its directly
associated les are shaded in light gray.
The coding scheme must be written by the user in XML and serves as a specication
and conguration le for ANVIL's annotation facility. It is therefore called the specication
le. Once a coder has annotated a single video according to his/her coding scheme ANVIL
writes the data to an annotation le, in XML format. Since the annotation depends on
the video le and the specication le (see Section 6.2.1), paths to both les are included
in the annotation le (see Figure 6.14).
File exchange with external programs also takes place on the physical level. The
import/export le formats depend on the formats of the respective external software, most
are text-based. ANVIL can import data from phonetic tools like PRAAT or ESPS/XWaves
which produce text les in an individual format. On the other hand, ANVIL can export
les for statistical analysis by tools like SPSS or Statistica. To be readable for these tools,
ANVIL's data is written to text les as tab-separated tables. Figure 6.14 gives an overview
of ANVIL's le organization and how external tools relate to ANVIL.
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6.3 Assessment
6.3.1 Requirements Revisited
The requirements assembled in Section 6.1 are all met in the ANVIL system. It oers an
integrated video player for digital video and is generic by pursuing a strict separation of
meta-scheme, coding scheme and data. It works with multiple layers that can capture
the temporal inclusion relationship by the concept of secondary tracks. Tracks can be
organized in groups, allowing the elegant annotation of multi-party interactions by assign-
ing each speaker an individual group. Coding is possible across levels with the help of
links. Non-temporal elements are available, too. The visualization is intuitive with its
music score metaphor, the coding interface is eÆcient through zooming, context menus
and navigation support. ANVIL uses the world-wide standard XML for its le exchange
and additionally provides import/export facilities for the widely used phonetic software
PRAAT and statistical tools SPSS and Statistica. For consistency maintenance, online
and oine access to the coding scheme is possible and a project tool ensures that the user
can browse the corpus across annotations. A search interface is provided that suÆces for
simple queries.
For ANVIL as a research platform the requirement of a layered architecture has been
met. Connecting to ANVIL from outside is thus possible not only through les (physical
level) but also directly through a plug-in interface (logical level).
6.3.2 Comparison with Other Tools
In this section, ANVIL is compared with existing annotation tools that have been presented
in Section 3.2. Table 6.2 shows the implemented features in a number of existing anno-
tation tools (for another tool survey cf. Bigbee et al., 2001). In the table a solid circle
indicates that the feature is fully implemented and an empty circle means that the feature
is only partially present. The features are grouped into four blocks: interface features,
annotation model features, output/analysis features and application-relevant features.
An CL MT MS Ob SiS TX HI El sW
Video player  Æ       
Timeline view  Æ Æ    
Table view Æ   
Color-coding  Æ 
Waveform   
Pitch/intensity 
Coding scheme def.    Æ 
Layer dependencies    
Complex elements  
Value dependencies   
Cross-levels links 
Non-temporal el. 
XML output   
Analysis functions Æ   
Platform-indep.  mw m mw mw m  w  m
Non-Commercial        
Table 6.2: Features of the annotation tools ANVIL (An), CLAN (CL), MediaTagger (MT),
MacSHAPA (MS), Observer (Ob), SignStream (SiS), TASX (TX), HIAT-DOS (HI), Elan
(El) and syncWRITER (sW).
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As concerns the interface, the seamless integration of a digital video player has be-
come standard. Only in older tools like CLAN and HIAT-DOS the integration of digital
video is still cumbersome or altogether missing. ANVIL's important contribution is the ne
synchronization between the mouse-draggable playback line on the annotation board and
the video pane. Another standard is the visualization of temporal data in time-alignment,
using the music score metaphor, to show the data's temporal interrelationships, although
MacSHAPA and The Observer only oer passive views where data cannot be manipulated.
These tools rather rely on the table view where annotation elements appear in a sequen-
tial list. The table view is preferable when elements are far apart or where the temporal
relationship is not relevant. ANVIL uses tables for search results, so when searching for
\all elements" the user obtains a complete table view which is, however, passive. Other
interface features include color-coding which is surprisingly rare in available tools consid-
ering the gain in speed for visual comprehension (MacSHAPA uses graphical patterns like
diamonds/stripes to achieve a similar eect). The inclusion of the audio waveform is a
more recent development as tools become more general, additionally fostered by the rising
interest in the relation between intonation and gesture (cf. McClave, 1994). For the latter
the display of pitch and intensity is even more relevant and is only oered by ANVIL to
date.
Looking at the tools' underlying annotation model, most tools strive toward generic-
ness, although HIAT-DOS and SignStream still incorporate in parts a xed coding scheme.
A tool to be generic does not imply that a coding scheme can be dened separate from the
annotation data. Only ANVIL, CLAN, MediaTagger and The Observer allow a separate
coding scheme denition. MacSHAPA oers the denition of vocabularies but not of the
layers in a separate le. A separate coding scheme denition means that it can be used
for multiple annotations and thus, increase consistency and transparency. Using multiple
layers for annotations has also become a standard for annotation tools. But not every
tool oers to dene dependencies between layers in terms of temporal inclusion, although
this feature is already present in the CLAN tool, and was taken over into ANVIL. Less
common is the usage of complex elements for annotation. Most tools allow only simple
text strings as annotation input. In contrast, complex elements contain attributes and
types which makes the coding scheme denition more exible and the coding more robust
because of type-checking. Apart from ANVIL only MacSHAPA oers this feature. In this
respect, MacSHAPA is even superior to ANVIL by providing predicate-typed attributes
which is a means to change the attribute structure of an annotation element by context
(see Section 3.2.2). So, for instance, if an annotation element for gestures contains the
attributes \gesture type" and \hand shape" but the second attribute becomes irrelevant
for certain gesture types (e.g. beats) this cannot be modeled with ANVIL's coding scheme
language and may lead to errors in annotation (when a coder species a hand shape for
a gesture type \beat"). Modeling such value dependencies is possible with MacSHAPA's
predicate attributes but also with the hierarchical values oered by CLAN and HIAT-DOS.
ANVIL has one type, however, that is unique for this kind of tools, the link type, which
allow linkage between arbitrary annotation elements. Cross-level coding is thus possible.
Another unique feature of ANVIL's are non-temporal elements which are highly useful in
multimodality studies (Martin and Kipp 2002).
As recent developments show, the usage of XML output is becoming the standard. So
the most recent tools, ANVIL, TASX and Elan all use XML, and The Observer is being
modied to allow XML output. XML allow easy access to the annotation tool's data
les outside the tool, especially for preparing the les for statistical analysis. Analysis
functions inside the tool are oered by a range of tools: CLAN, MacSHAPA and The
Observer all oer analysis of data and coding reliability. The latter is very useful and
lacking in ANVIL. Other analyses are often too research specic to be worth integrating
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into an annotation tool. Therefore, most tools, like ANVIL, simply provide export facilities
to external statistical analysis programs.
For a widespread use of a software two factors are decisive: which platforms the soft-
ware runs on and whether it is commercial. Most recent tools, TASX, Elan and ANVIL, rely
on Java as the implementation language which makes them run on any platform. Some
tools, MediaTagger, SignStream and syncWRITER only run on a Macintosh, a platform
quite popular in behavioral research, which severely restricts their use in a PC-dominated
world. Concerning the second factor, only two tools are commercial: The Observer and
syncWRITER.
To conclude, ANVIL oers a wide range of features and therefore compares well on
the tools market. Of course, the features discussed here reect the specic topic of this
work. However, many of them have been reported in other surveys, too, as being essential
(cf. Loehr and Harper, 2003, Bigbee et al., 2001, and Soria et al., 2002). ANVIL also has
drawbacks not listed in the table. ANVIL only supports a limited range of video codecs, a
restriction shared by many other tools. Also, there are limits to the size of the video to be
analyzed in ANVIL. These limits depend on the computer hardware but a maximum length
of about 20 minutes is realistic on modern machines. This restriction is alleviated by the
possibility to cut a video into clips while being able to manage the clips in ANVIL's project
tool. One last major advantage is ANVIL's robustness. It has been distributed since 2000
and been used by many researchers world-wide. The constant feedback of these users has
contributed to eliminating bugs and making extensions/changes which made ANVIL both
more usable and robust.
6.3.3 Open Issues
Three extensions are potentially useful and should be mentioned here. First, ANVIL could
allow spatio-temporal annotation. Currently, ANVIL's annotation model is based on dis-
cretized time, usually slices of 1/25th second, and not space. To annotate locations on
a picture or video one needs a space-based model. To annotate paths or trajectories one
needs a spatio-temporal model. To implement such a model is less a problem of pro-
gramming but rather of nding an intuitive interface and visualization. A rst attempt
at this problem has been undertaken by Christoph Lauer (DFKI) who programmed an
ANVIL plug-in4 that allows spatial annotations with boxes on the video pane, called visual
mark-up (Soria et al. 2002).
Second, ANVIL could implement image processing methods to detect the location and
movement of body parts or to compute motion qualities like speed or intensity (Grammer et
al., 1997, and Quek and McNeill, 2000). Such methods can be integrated as the video data
is readily available in ANVIL's internal architecture. Such video data manipulations can
even be performed through ANVIL's plug-in interface. The challenge would not only be the
implementation of known methods but more in the automatic translation of the retrieved
data to symbolic information in one of the annotation tracks. One could imagine that the
track for gesture phases could automatically receive an entry for movement intensity from
ANVIL's image processor as soon as a new phase element is added.
The third issue is more visionary. ANVIL could support the writing of coding scheme-
specic modules. At the moment, plug-ins can only be written on the level of the meta-
scheme. This is understandable since the coding scheme is the variable factor in a tool, it
is highly project-dependent and often changes. However, there are some coding schemes
that have developed into quasi-standards. Coding tools could oer to use these coding
schemes to automatically compile classes and access methods for writing coding scheme-
specic modules that can be used for analysis and other tasks building directly on specic
4
Visit http://www.dfki.de/nite and go to Anvil Tools to download the plug-in.
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coding schemes. This idea is also brought forward in Bunt et al. (2003).
6.3.4 Impact
ANVIL's distribution started in the year 2000. Since then, it has been requested by more
than 350 researchers from over 30 dierent countries. It is utilized for doctoral studies,
institute research and international projects, by researchers from areas as diverse as Com-
puter Science, Psychology, Linguistics, and Dance Choreography, to name a few. This
section tries to give an impression of the impact ANVIL has made in the research commu-
nity since its rst release.
The rst ANVIL release, version 1.5, was put on a website for distribution in October
2000, the latest release, version 4.0, was uploaded in February 2003. The software is
free for research purposes and resides on the ANVIL website. The website oers a general
description, a downloadable 51-page user manual in PDF format, a quick-reference card in
MS Word format, and a frequently asked questions (FAQ) page. To make ANVIL known in
the research community, it has been presented on diverse international conferences (Kipp,
2001b, Kipp, 2001a, Martin and Kipp, 2002) and workshops (Kipp, 2001c, Vintar and
Kipp, 2001). The tool was reviewed in published surveys on annotation tools (Bigbee et al.,
2001, Dybkjr et al., 2001). By now, it has already become a prototypical representative
for annotation tools (Loehr and Harper 2003) and is frequently part of university seminars
and conference tutorials
5
dealing with video annotation.
On the ANVIL website, the ANVIL User Web collects contact data of institutes and
researchers who have been using ANVIL and are willing to share their expertise. It cannot
precisely be measured how many of the 330 downloads resulted in serious use of the tool.
However, from e-mail exchanges concerning technical support, requests for new features
and general feedback it can be asserted that at least 50 scientists seriously use ANVIL in
their research. This research has already produced a number of publications, including
Abrilian et al. (2002), Dellwo (2003), Maeda et al. (2003), Martell (2002), Martin (2002),
Martin and Kipp (2002), Magno Caldognetto and Poggi (2002), Perez-Parent (2002),
Vintar and Kipp (2001).
The research institutes where ANVIL is currently in use include LIMSI (France), Chiba
University (Japan), MIT Media Lab (US), MITRE (US), OGI (US), University of Shiga
Prefecture (Japan), University of Reading (US), University of Chicago (US), Jena Univer-
sity (Germany), Bielefeld University (Germany), University of Ulster (UK), University of
Pennsylvania (US), University of Rochester (US), CNR (Italy), University of Bonn (Ger-
many), University at Bualo (US), University of Paris 8 (France), UC San Diego (US),
UC Santa Barbara (US), ICT (US), University of Rome III (Italy), CMU (US), University
of Porto (Portugal).
The research areas where ANVIL is utilized are as diverse as Gesture Research, An-
thropology, Linguistics, HCI, Ethology, Biology, Psycholinguistics, Semiotics, Robotics,
Ergonomics, Psychotherapy, Bioacoustics, Sign Language, Conversation Analysis, Multi-
media Summarization, Gesture Recognition, Multimodal Communication, Cross-Cultural
Education, Multimedia Information Retrieval, Contrastive Bilingual Communication, Vi-
sual Ethnography, Developmental Psychology, Animal/Insect Behavior, Dialogue Systems,
Annotation Tools, Talking Heads, Dance Choreography, Ethnomusicology, Augmented
Reality, Gestures in Second Language Acquisition, Content-based Image Retrieval, and
Multimodal Corpora.
ANVIL continues to draw requests for download and technical support. It has also
5
For instance, in 2003, ANVIL will be part of a tutorial on Tools for Annotating Natural Interactivity
Corpora at the 8th European Conference on Speech Communication and Technology (Eurospeech), Geneva,
Switzerland.
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proted from comments, bug reports and suggestions coming out of its growing user com-
munity. The positive response to the tool from a broad variety of elds conrms its
declared aims to be intuitive and general enough to be of use in a wide range of areas.
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Chapter 7
Speech Transcription:
The NOVACO Scheme, Part I
The last chapter described the design and implementation of the research software ANVIL
which provides a coding tool for video annotation. This chapter introduces the rst part of
NOVACO1, a coding scheme for speech and gesture, specically devised for the purpose of
gesture generation. This rst part of NOVACO deals with the transcription of speech and
related concepts in the LQ data. The second part, which will be topic of the next chapter,
is dedicated to gesture transcription. In NOVACO, multiple layers contain dierent kinds
of information. These layers, called tracks in ANVIL, are organized in two groups, one
dealing with speech and one dealing with gesture. Annotation is performed by coding one
track at a time. The order in which the tracks are presented in this chapter is also the
order in which the annotation process should proceed.
In this chapter, the whole annotation scheme will be described both on an intuitive
and a technical level. The technical description includes NOVACO's concrete application in
ANVIL. Since ANVIL is a generic tool suited for many coding schemes, it must be specically
congured to let coders use the NOVACO scheme. This is done by writing a specication
le for ANVIL in XML syntax. Throughout this and the next chapter, the complete speci-
cation will be provided step by step. The specication is organized in two groups: speech
and gesture. Each group contains a number of tracks and in each track information is
stored in attributes. The speech group is dened like this:
<group name="speech">
...
</group>
This group is centered around the \words" track where the speech transcription of the
analyzed speaker is located. The following sections describe all tracks of the speech group
in detail.
7.1 Words and Segments
The transcription of the speech stream is usually the rst step in any transcription. In
the NOVACO scheme, words are the basic units for further levels of transcription. It can
therefore be called a word-based transcription system.
A word is a basic unit of meaning in language. In this work, a word is dened to
be an entry in a German dictionary, including all possible word forms. New German
1
Nonverbal and Verbal Action Coding Scheme
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Orthography
2
was used for transcription. Punctuation marks were not encoded. Some
nonverbal sounds and special phenomena were encoded as shown in Table 7.1.
label description
[aeh] German hesitation sound
[aehm] German hesitation sound
[nid] not identiable word
w[-] word w was not fully articulated
Table 7.1: Transcription of nonverbal sounds.
In NOVACO, words are represented on a primary track called trl for \transliteration". A
String-type attribute called token contains the word in New German Orthography. Other
attributes will be added to this track for further linguistic information on the word level.
<track-spec name="trl" type="primary">
<attribute name="token" display="true" />
</track-spec>
Technically, words are transcribed in the PRAAT tool (Section 3.2.1). For this, the sound
is rst extracted from the video le using Adobe's Premiere 5.0 software. This le is
loaded in PRAAT and a text grid is created which is a multi-layered annotation construct.
Only a single layer of type interval tier is needed and named \words". Now the exact
word boundaries and tokens can be annotated in PRAAT's graphical environment. The
resulting annotation is saved to a short text le that can be imported by ANVIL to the trl
track dened above.
Words can be grouped to segments which loosely correspond to sentences in written
language. In the literature this unit is also called utterance. Two alternative theories oer
concrete annotation guidelines: the theory of discourse structure (Nakatani et al. 1995)
and rhetorical structure theory or RST (Mann and Thompson 1988). The segmentation
guidelines that were used in this work were the ones from RST.
In NOVACO, segments are encoded as empty elements on a secondary track, referring
to the trl track.
<track-spec name="segment" type="span" ref="trl" />
The elements are empty, their essential information is contained in their pointing to one
beginning and one ending word.
7.2 Parts-of-Speech
Parts-of-speech (POS) categorize words according to their syntactic role (McEnery and
Wilson 1996). POS also imply certain semantic properties. The POS noun, for instance,
usually refers to things and living beings. Other well-known POS categories are: verb,
adjective, adverb. POS are part of a grammatical theory | the denitions can be de-
rived from Morphology, Syntax, Semantics or Pragmatics, depending on the application.
Dierent categorizations exist, depending on the underlying theory. Since it is a widely
2
New German Orthography refers to a nation-wide reform of German orthography that was introduced
on 1 August 1998.
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established concept, several automatic POS taggers
3
have been developed that work sta-
tistically or rule-based and achieve an accuracy of over 95% (Brill 1992).
The POS categories of this work were taken from the Stuttgart-Tubingen-Tagset
(STTS). Perfect annotation was assumed (100% accuracy). Therefore, annotation was
done manually on a list of words found necessary for semantic labelling disambiguation
(see Section 11.3). Note that for full automation these tags could be computed with an
average accuracy of 96% to 97% using the German TnT (Trigrams'n'Tags) tagger (Brants
2000).
In NOVACO, the part-of-speech of a word is encoded in the trl track as an additional
attribute called pos.
<track-spec name="trl" type="primary">
<attribute name="token" display="true" />
<attribute name="pos" valuetype="posType" display="true" />
</track-spec>
The pos attribute is a self-dened set of labels called \posType" of type ValueSet, con-
taining the tags listed in Table A.2 in Appendix A.1.
7.3 Theme/Rheme and Focus
Theme, rheme and focus are notions from the theory of information structure (Sgall et
al., 1973, Hajicova, 1993, Halliday, 1973, Steedman, 2000). Information structure is a
theoretical construct that helps to explain how an utterance in a discourse relates to
the other utterances, thus explaining how the utterance coheres with the larger discourse
(Kruij, 2001: 153). Utterances are divided into several parts which are dened to relate in
dierent ways to the discourse or to each other. In the approach by Steedman (2000) this
partition is conducted on two dimensions. The rst dimension is that of theme vs. rheme.
The second dimension dierentiates theme/rheme segments into focus
4
and background.
Theme and rheme
Looking at informal accounts of theme and rheme by Halliday (1967, 1973) and Steedman
(2001), the properties of a theme can be summarized as follows:
i) it links the utterance to the previous discourse
ii) it corresponds to a question or topic that is presupposed by the speaker
iii) it species what the utterance is about
The rheme can be characterized as follows:
i) it relates to the theme
ii) it species something novel or interesting about the theme
To describe theme and rheme more formally, Steedman uses the notion of alternative
sets. An alternative set contains a number of propositions. Theme and rheme of a single
utterance relate to the same rheme alternative set (RAS). The dierence is that the theme
3
For instance, both MORPHIX (Finkler and Lutzky, 1996, Finkler and Neumann, 1986) and TnT
(Brants 2000) for German, the Brill tagger (Brill 1992) for English and the Stuttgart TreeTagger for
German and English (Schmid 1994).
4
Although in more recent work Steedman (2001) has renamed the term focus to kontrast, the better
known term focus will be used here.
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presupposes the RAS, whereas the rheme restricts the RAS. Presupposition means that
the relevant alternative set is available in the context. Therefore, in a wh-question, the
question word (e.g. what or which result) is the theme of the question associated with a set
of propositions concerning things, or sorts of result. The rest of the wh-question restricts
this set to propositions relating to one particular predication. It is this set that in turn
typically becomes the set of alternatives associated with the theme in the answer. That
does not mean that all answers to questions must necessarily be rhemes. An answer can
just as well establish a new theme. In the following example, taken from Steedman, 2000,
the question projects two alternatives, RAS = fMarcel loves opera, Marcel does not love
operag, neither of which is referred to in the answer. Therefore, the answer constitutes a
new theme.
Q: Does Marcel love opera?
A: Marcel likes musicals.
Rhemes can be embedded in a theme so that the theme becomes discontinuous. See
the following example (from Steedman, 2000) where the rheme \a book" (underlined) is
embedded in the theme of Marcel giving something to Fred:
Q: I know what Marcel sold to Harry. But what did he give to Fred?
A: Marcel gave a book to Fred.
Focus
Since only parts of the theme/rheme segments are intonationally marked, Steedman (2000)
denes these marked parts to be the focus, whereas the rest of the utterance he calls
background. According to Steedman, the focus consists of words whose meaning contribute
to distinguishing the theme or rheme of the utterance from other alternatives that the
context makes available. All other words belong to the background. In a theme, the focus
is optional, i.e. there need not be a marked segment in the theme.
The focus of the rheme restricts the RAS. In the following example, intonationally
marked words are upper case. In the answer, the rst square bracket constitutes the
theme, the second the rheme | the focus is underlined each and corresponds with the
intonationally marked words (taken from Steedman, 2000):
Q: I know that Marcel likes the man who wrote the musical. But who does he admire?
A: [ Marcel admires]
theme
[ the woman who directed the musical]
rheme
The function of the theme focus is to restrict the theme alternative set (TAS) which is
like the RAS presupposed by the theme. In the example, the TAS contains \Marcel likes
X" as an alternative to \Marcel admires X".
Theme/Rheme and Focus in NOVACO
Information Structure is encoded in a secondary track called theme-rheme, referring to the
trl track. Theme and rheme are coded in the type attribute. Focus is realized through
links to the trl track. Background elements are not explicitly marked.
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The specication is:
<track-spec name="theme-rheme" type="span" ref="trl">
<attribute name="type" display="true">
<value-el>
rheme
</value-el>
<value-el>
theme
</value-el>
</attribute>
<attribute name="focus" valuetype="MultiLink(trl)" />
</track-spec>
Discontinuous themes are simply marked as two separate spans in the utterance.
7.4 Discourse Relations
Segments in spoken or written discourse relate to each other in various ways: temporally,
causally, argumentatively etc. For instance, segment A may deliver the cause for the eect
described in the next segment B, or segment A may relate to something that happened
before what is described in segment B. Such relations are used to describe the structural
organization of a text or monologue and are called coherence, rhetorical or discourse
relations (Hobbs, 1979, Mann and Thompson, 1988).
Although many such relations can be identied, in NOVACO only three relations are
used instead of the whole arsenal that can be found in the literature (Hovy 1990). This se-
vere restriction has three reasons. First, to statistically establish the relationship between
specic rhetoric relations and specic gestures requires a corpus much larger than the LQ
corpus. As exploratory research in the LQ corpus soon made clear, most of the rhetoric
relations do not systematically co-occur with specic gestures. Second, encoding rhetori-
cal structure is both time-consuming and diÆcult in terms of maintaining consistency as
existing coding instructions (e.g. by Mann and Thompson, 1988) are very general. Third,
since the coding scheme will establish gesture-speech relationships through the word level
(see Section 8.4.2), possible correlations between gesture and rhetorical relation can be
found via cue words. Cue words, like \because", \then", \if" etc., represent rhetorical
relations lexically (Knott and Dale 1994). With their help, existing relationships between
gesture and rhetorical relations can be established indirectly in the analysis.
The three very simple relations that have been included in the NOVACO scheme are:
opposition, repetition and list.
Opposition The opposition relation is a binary relation linking two antagonistic seg-
ments that contrast each other. This contrast is often intonationally marked and accom-
panied by gesture (Cassell et al. 2001b). Examples are:
\poetisch" bezog [ich]
1
auf die Sprache und [Sie]
2
beziehen's auf { also gut { geschenkt
5
. . . eine [schlechte]
1
Figur oder eine [gute]
2
Figur?
6
Repetition The repetition relation is an n-ary relation linking two or more repeated
instances of the same word or rephrasings that only slightly modify the original word or
phrase. Examples are:
5
MRR, LQ1-2, 0:31
6
MRR, LQ1-6, 0:19
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was tun die beiden Eiswurfel [sie klirren]
1
[sie klirren]
2
7
sagt niemals oentlich [mein Werk]
1
[meine Arbeit]
2
ist nach dem Muster . . . von Bertold Brecht
(geschrieben) . . .
8
List The list relation is an n-ary relation that links up the items of an enumeration.
The relation has been found to be a popular rhetorical device with some relation to
nonverbal behavior (Atkinson 1984). This relation includes simple binary conjunctions
with connectives \and" or \or". Examples are:
das ist ein [hocherfreuliches]
1
[wichtiges]
2
[lesbares]
3
[intelligentes]
4
Buch
9
. . . sowas wie [Beethoven]
1
oder [Brahms]
2
10
Discourse Relations in NOVACO
Discourse relations are modeled in a set container (non-temporal objects) called dis-
course relations. The rst attribute, called relation, holds the relation type. The
second attribute, arity, contains the number of links to speech segments. Finally, each
segment is linked with a reciprocal link to the trl track. The container can only model
relations with up to six arguments.
<set-spec name="discourse relations">
<attribute name="relation" display="true">
<value-el>opposition</value-el>
<value-el>list</value-el>
<value-el>repetition</value-el>
</attribute>
<attribute name="arity" valuetype="Number(1,6)" display="true" />
<attribute name="arg1" valuetype="ReciprocalLink(relation)" />
<attribute name="arg2" valuetype="ReciprocalLink(relation)" />
<attribute name="arg3" valuetype="ReciprocalLink(relation)" />
<attribute name="arg4" valuetype="ReciprocalLink(relation)" />
<attribute name="arg5" valuetype="ReciprocalLink(relation)" />
<attribute name="arg6" valuetype="ReciprocalLink(relation)" />
</set-spec>
In the LQ data, the number of discourse relation arguments never exceeded six.
7.5 Summary
This chapter presented the rst part of NOVACO, a word-based coding scheme specically
designed for the purpose of gesture generation. The rst part deals with speech annotation
which, in NOVACO, is based on the transcription of speech in words. For a number of cases
the words were annotated with parts-of-speech to allow disambiguation of singular words
without further context at a later stage of processing. Words are grouped to segments
that mark the limits of utterances, a construct roughly equivalent to sentences in written
language. On another track the concepts of theme and rheme were encoded which relate to
the newness of information. A theme's or rheme's focus is the decisive piece of information
to make a segment theme or rheme. It is encoded, too. Finally, three discourse relations
are coded: opposition, list and repetition. These are relations that pertain to the rhetorical
structure of the text.
7
MRR, LQ2-7, 0:05
8
MRR, LQ3-3, 0:31; verb in brackets was not uttered, sentence was abandoned
9
MRR, LQ1-2, 0:38
10
MRR, LQ1-6, 0:57
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trl
segment
theme-rheme
ist das eine gute oder schlechte Figur
theme rheme
PDS ART
discourse relations
opposition
focus =
link
link
link
primary
track
set (list)
secondary
track
secondary
track
...
...
...
Figure 7.1: The four ANVIL containers for speech annotation.
For NOVACO's denition in ANVIL, words are taken as the basic units of speech anno-
tation. Words are encoded in a primary track. All other concepts refer to words and are
therefore realized as attributes (parts-of-speech), as a secondary tracks that refers to the
words track or as a set where elements point to words via links. Figure 7.1 shows a small
sample annotation utilizing all four ANVIL containers, demonstrating how the containers
relate to each other. The segment and theme-rheme tracks both refer to the primary trl
track. The discourse relations container consists of a set of non-temporal elements
that refer to the trl track, too.
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Gesture Transcription:
The NOVACO Scheme, Part II
The last chapter presented the rst part of NOVACO, a word-based coding scheme for
conversations. This chapter will extend the NOVACO scheme to gestures. The scheme
builds on insights from gesture research as presented in Chapter 3. For gestures the
scheme will work on both descriptive and interpretative levels. The complete annotation
scheme, applied to the LQ data corpus, prepares the way for building gesture proles and
generating gesture in the following chapters.
As in the previous chapter, the order in which tracks are introduced is also the order in
which they should be coded. Each track is treated together with its technical realization
in ANVIL.
8.1 Gesture Structure
In the annotation of gesture one need not only describe features of form but also the
temporal structure of the gesture. First of all where they begin and end but also, which
part the \meaning-carrying" part is, an essential aspect when synchronizing a gesture with
speech. The tool for establishing a gesture's internal structure are movement phases that
were introduced in Section 3.1.1.
In a hierarchical view on movement structure these phases, small units of movement,
form larger units, so-called phrases. This approach was introduced by Birdwhistell (1970)
who founded the eld of Kinesics in analogy to the eld of Linguistics. Although his
approach to identify basic units of meaning in motion has not been successful, the move-
ment phases used today are inspired by his endeavor. This section will demonstrate how
to segment the gesture stream into phases and how to cluster these phases to phrases.
In NOVACO, all tracks encoding gestural information are organized in a single group
called gesture. The phases, small units of movement, are encoded in the primary track
phase. These units form larger units, the phrases, that are encoded in the secondary track
phrase:
<group name="gesture">
<track-spec name="phase" type="primary">
...
</track-spec>
<track-spec name="phrase" type="span" ref="gesture.phase">
...
</track-spec>
</group>
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For gestural annotation, both arms are treated in a single track. Consequently, when two
arms are moved at the same time this can be encoded in a single gesture only. This makes
sense because most of the time these two arms movements belong indeed to the same
bi-handed gesture. Although there are cases where two dierent gestures are performed
at the same time with two dierent hands, it virtually never occurs in the LQ corpus.
8.1.1 Movement Phases
As with words in the speech stream, gestures must rst be segmented before they can
be classied. From a stream of movement single gestures must be identied. A rst
delimitation takes a gestural excursion to be the movement between two consecutive resting
positions of the arms ( McNeill, 1992: 376, and Kita et al., 1998: 23). However, these
excursions can contain multiple gestures. Exact gesture boundaries together with the
gestures internal structure are identied by decomposing an excursion into movement
phases. The annotation of movement phases is conducted according to the criteria by
Kita et al. (1998) that have been described in Section 3.1.1.
Beyond the denitions by Kita and colleagues, a recoil phase is dened to be the small
recoil motion that can happen after a forceful stroke where the hand lashes back from
the stroke-end position. Furthermore, the beats phase is what Kita et al. call a repetitive
phase, i.e. a number of repetitive movements where each movement would qualify as a
stroke or preparation. McNeill (1992: 204-205) suggested that beats were superimposed
on iconic and metaphoric gestures in certain situations. This observation is generalized
here insofar as beats are considered part of a gesture's phase structure.
For coding movement phases, the instructions in Section 3.1.1 were used, modied with
the recoil and beats phases. Kita et al. (1998) conducted a reliability study where two
experienced coders independently annotated about 30 gesture phases, i.e. segmentation
and classication were done. They achieved 72% agreement with a tolerance of 2 frames
in segmentation (1 frame = 40 msec.) which is a good result showing that this scheme
works to a satisfying degree.
In NOVACO, the gesture phase is encoded in the phase track with the single attribute
type that holds the phase type as a set of labels:
<track-spec name="phase" type="primary">
<attribute name="type">
<value-el>prep</value-el>
<value-el>stroke</value-el>
<value-el>beats</value-el>
<value-el>hold</value-el>
<value-el>indep-hold</value-el>
<value-el>recoil</value-el>
<value-el>retract</value-el>
<value-el>partial-retract</value-el>
</attribute>
</track-spec>
8.1.2 Movement Phrases
A number of movement phases constitute a movement phrase (McNeill, 1992: 82{84). A
phrase is what would naively be considered a gesture and therefore, the terms phrase and
gesture will be used synonymously here. In annotation, phases are coded rst. In a second
step, the identied phases are grouped together to obtain phrases.
Phases are grouped to phrases according to the following grammar. It is a modied
version of the grammar by Kita et al. (1998: 27), including recoil and beats:
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phrase ::= (preparation) expressive-phase (retraction)
expressive-phase ::= (hold) stroke (recoil) (hold) j
(hold) beats (recoil) (hold) j
independent-hold
retraction ::= retraction j partial-retraction
Labels in italics are nonterminals that must be replaced using the given rules. The labels
in boldface are terminals, i.e. the actual phases that are not further replaced. All bracketed
terminals and nonterminals are optional, i.e. they can be omitted.
The grammar implies that a gesture (a phrase) always contains one expressive phase
that can consist of a single stroke, repeated strokes (beats) or a hold. Using the grammar
gestures can be reliably segmented, provided that the phases are encoded correctly.
Having dened the temporal limits of a gesture the following sections will deal with adding
content to the gestural annotation.
8.2 Gesture Classes
Having identied gestures, the gestures need a classication according to form and function
that leads to a lexicon of gestures. Such a lexicon is the basis for a library of gesture clips
in the animation phase. Before creating lexicon entries in the next section, a high-level
classication of gestures into gesture classes serves to divide the lexicon into smaller units.
This facilitates creating new lexicon entries by restricting the number of gestures the new
gesture has to be distinguished from. It also makes the denition of concepts like lexical
aÆliate clearer (Section 8.4.2).
beatadaptor
communicativenon-communicative
emblem deictic illustrative
iconic metaphoric
hand/arm movement
Figure 8.1: Gesture classes.
In this work, the following classes, that were introduced in Section 2.1.1, will be used:
adaptors, emblems, deictics, iconics, metaphorics and beats. Adaptors are usually not
considered gestures at all, while beats are said to bear no communicative content. Icon-
ics and metaphorics are both illustrative gestures. Figure 8.1 graphically shows these
relationships, that will be explained below, in a decision tree.
One important property of this categorization is that the classes are not orthogonal,
i.e. they overlap. This is because dierent criteria are used for the dierent classes (see
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Muller, 1998, for a detailed critique and an alternative model). However, classication is
still possible by specifying how to classify gestures in cases of ambiguity. This is achieved
by using the decision tree depicted in Figure 8.1. The coder traverses the decision tree
from top to bottom and checks which branch to take using the class descriptions below.
In cases of doubt the left branch is taken. Ambiguity is thus deleted by prescribing an
annotation order. So a gesture is rst checked for being an adaptor or a communicative
gesture. Kendon (1978) showed in a study that this distinction can reliably be drawn by
untrained coders even across cultures. Next, the gesture is checked for being an emblem,
a deictic or an illustrative gesture. Illustrative gestures are checked for being either iconic
or metaphoric ones. If none of the categories apply the gesture is put into the rest class,
the beats.
In NOVACO, the class of a gesture is encoded in the class attribute of the phrase
track:
<track-spec name="phrase" type="span" ref="gesture.phase">
<attribute name="class">
<value-el>beat</value-el>
<value-el>deictic</value-el>
<value-el>emblem</value-el>
<value-el>iconic</value-el>
<value-el>metaphoric</value-el>
<value-el>adaptor</value-el>
</attribute>
</track-spec>
The following sections dene the class coding criteria. For general descriptions of the
gesture classes see Section 2.1.1. The order of the following class descriptions reects the
order in which the coder should traverse the decision tree in Figure 8.1: top to bottom,
left to right.
Adaptors
Adaptors are movements that satisfy secondary needs like scratching the cheek or playing
around with a pen. They are movements that a recipient would not consider part of
the communication (Kendon 1978). In conversations, most self- and object-touches are
adaptors. A hand or arm movement must be coded as an adaptor if the following two
conditions hold:
(1) The gesture is not considered part of the communication.
(2) The gesture is either a self-touch or an object-touch (e.g. pen, arm-rest, table).
According to Kendon (1978), the rst condition can be reliably coded, independent of
culture. Pointing gestures (deictics), although they can involve touches when pointing to
oneself or others, are excluded from this class due to the rst condition.
Emblems
Emblems are gestures that have conventionalized form and meaning and can be used even
without speech. Thus, they can be utilized in situations where the speech channel is for
some reason restricted, e.g. by noise (construction site) or by convention (library).
However, in this work emblems are seen in a conversational context where they accom-
pany speech. The criterium for a gesture to be an emblem is its conventionalization of
form and meaning. A communicative gesture must be coded an emblem if the following
three conditions hold:
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(1) The form of the gesture is conventionalized.
(2) The meaning of the gesture is conventionalized.
(3) The gesture could be used without speech.
To check the rst two criteria, existing emblem dictionaries can be consulted (see Sec-
tion 2.2.4 for references). In such dictionaries meaning is often dened using either a
verbal equivalent or a verbal concomitant utterance.
Pointing gestures (deictics), although they are conventionalized in form and meaning
and can be used without speech, are explicitly excluded from this class since they form a
large enough category to be separated from other emblems.
Deictics
Deictics are pointing gestures. The arm/hand is used to point at an existing or imaginary
object. A concrete pointing gesture means to indicate a person, an object, a direction, a
location, or a collection of entities. An abstract pointing gesture refers to something not
present which is either abstract or imaginary (cf. McNeill, 1992: 173).
For coding deictics, a coder must rst consider form. In terms of static shape, a single
nger, index nger or thumb, or the at, open hand is extended toward the object. In
terms of movement, a movement toward the object is performed, possibly backward over
the shoulder.
In a second, interpretative step, it must be checked whether the gesture is actually used
to point at something concrete, e.g. hands moving toward addressee. Abstract pointing
can be identied by looking at concomitant speech. If there are referents that the pointing
refer to the gesture qualies as a deictic. Excluded from this denition are iconic gestures
that illustrate a path or shape of an object.
Iconics
Iconics are movements that serve to illustrate what is being said. Iconic gestures bear
some similarity in shape or movement to the speech content. For example, when talking
about a picture the hand could form a rectangular frame (shape) or trace an imaginary
frame (movement). In both cases the gesture shares the property of rectangularity with
the speech referent that is the picture. A gesture must be coded an iconic if both of the
following two conditions hold:
(1) There is a referent R that the co-occurring speech utterance refers to.
(2) Some aspect of R, shape or movement, is depicted by the gesture.
The semantic information that the speech utterance transports about R may be identical
to the gesture's information or it may complement it, i.e. speech and gesture semantics only
partially overlap. This usually occurs when spatial relationships or forms of movement
are described which often is more eectively done with gestures (cf. Cassell et al., 1999)
Metaphorics
A metaphoric is a gesture that illustrates a concrete object, the base, which in turn
metaphorically refers to something mentioned in speech, the referent. A gesture must be
coded a metaphoric if both of the following two conditions hold:
(1) The gesture depicts a concrete object: the base.
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(2) The base metaphorically represents a referent that is referred to in the co-occurring
speech utterance.
If base and referent are the same or very similar then it is not a metaphoric but an iconic
gesture.
Beats
Beats are rhythmic hand movements that accompany speech. The beat gesture is a rest
class. A gesture found not to belong to one of the above classes is thus a beat. As
opposed to the other classes shape is not a criterium for class membership. Only the
phrasal structure that identies the movement as being a gesture is a minimal criterium
for considering the movement a beat.
8.3 Gesture Lexicon and Lemmas
In this work, gesture generation is based on clips, i.e. pre-fabricated movement patterns.
Therefore, a principal classication based on form is desirable where each form category
has a number of meanings like entries in a dictionary. In Linguistics, dictionary entries
are called lemmas. Each lemma subsumes variations in form and has a number of dierent
meanings or readings (Levelt 1989). The challenge in gesture annotation is to nd gestural
equivalents to lemmas, i.e. to identify groups of gesture occurrences that are closely related
in surface form. These instances are then labeled with a name that represents a single
gesture lemma subsuming all instances. While these instances can have dierent mean-
ings or functions they cannot belong to dierent gesture classes (Section 8.2). Instead,
gesture classes impose a pre-categorization onto the lemmas. Like lemmas in a lexicon are
separated by part-of-speech (noun, adjective, verb etc.) gestural lemmas are separated by
class, even if the surface form is for some instances identical. This allows, for instance, to
keep apart the deictic for pointing up from the emblem called attention (raised forenger)
or the adaptor of scratching one's chest from the deictic of pointing to oneself. So gesture
lemmas are lexicon entries that subsume variants of form but are themselves part of the
superimposed class categorization.
Gesture lexicons have been assembled by various researchers, for instance by Wein-
rich (1992: 105.) for conversational analysis, by Webb (1997: 95.) for Psycholinguistic
research and by Saitz and Cervenka (1972) as an aid in intercultural understanding. Ac-
cording to the OED, the term lexicon refers to \the complete set of elementary meaningful
units in a language; the words etc. which would be in a complete dictionary (but without
denitions)" (Brown 1993). This means that a lexicon does not include the meaning of
its entries.
For annotation, rst a lexicon of gesture lemmas must be collected from the empirical
material. This collection step is done by systematically sifting through the empirical data
and cataloguing the gestures by comparing them to the already found ones. Once the
lexicon is complete, annotation can begin. During annotation no new gesture lemmas
may be added. Otherwise inconsistencies could emerge. Instead, a rest category must
serve as a container for gesture lemmas not yet located in the lexicon.
The following sections will explain how to identify a lemma during collection as well
as during annotation.
8.3.1 Identifying a Lemma
A lemma represents a gesture with a tolerance in variation just like entries in a language
dictionary allow for variation of intonation and inection. Gestural lemmas are equivalence
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If a gesture is modied by changing the location or orientation of the hand(s) or by
changing the shape of the hand, it may either become a dierent lemma altogether or it
may simply be another formal variation of the same lemma. Hand location, orientation,
shape etc. are called form dimensions. If changing a gesture along a dimension changes
the lemma the dimension is called formational
1
.
The form dimensions are the following:
 hand shape
 hand location
 hand orientation
 movement
 bi-handedness
 concomitant shoulder movement
 concomitant facial expression
Facial expression must be included as a potentially formational dimension since some em-
blems cannot be distinguished without it. This necessity has been empirically proved by
other researchers in emblem decoding experiments. Bitti (1992) found that two Italian
emblems with two diering meanings each could only be identied with the help of facial
expression. Calbris (1990) in a decoding experiment of 32 French emblems found facial ex-
pression, which she calls a complementary signier, to have a positive eect in recognition
in 25% of the cases. However, she also found that in 25% of the cases it had a negative
impact. In these negative cases, subjects recognized the purely gestural dimensions very
well but were distracted by the facial expression. To avoid this eect, it is therefore im-
portant to explicitly state the relevance of facial expression as a formational dimension in
the coding manual.
When classifying a gesture g, the collector/annotator checks each lemma L and should
act according to the following four cases:
Case 1: Equal Form and Meaning If the gesture has an instance in the lemma set
that equals it in form and meaning, i.e.
form(g) 2 form(L) ^ meaning(g) 2 meaning(L)
then gesture g is of lemma L, g 2 L.
Case 2: Equal Form, Dierent Meaning If the gesture has an instance in the lemma
set that equals it in form but has a dierent meaning, i.e.
form(g) 2 form(L) ^ :(meaning(g) 2 meaning(L))
then lemma L must be extended by g's meaning but only if all g
0
2 form(L) can express
this meaning.
1
The notion of formational parameters was introduced by Stokoe (1960) to describe the meaningful
components of sign language. Webb (1997: 18) uses this concept in the context of conversational gestures.
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Case 3: Dierent Form, Equal Meaning If the gesture has an instance in the lemma
set that is dierent in form but has equal meaning, i.e.
:(form(g) 2 form(L)) ^ meaning(g) 2 meaning(L)
then lemma Lmust be extended by g's form but only if all other meanings f
0
2 meaning(L)
can be expressed by this form.
Case 4: Dierent Form, Dierent Meaning If there is no lemma where g shares
form or meaning with an instance of the lemma, i.e.
:9L : (form(g) 2 form(L) _ meaning(g) 2 meaning(L))
then there are two dierent consequences depending on whether (A) one is collecting the
lexicon or (B) doing actual annotation:
(A) A new lemma must be created as described in the following section.
(B) g must be put into the rest category, typically named \unknown".
The following section describes how lemmas must be created depending on the class of
the new gesture.
8.3.2 Creating New Lemmas
For each gesture class other criteria were devised how to create new lemmas. The following
sections treat the dierent mechanisms for the ve classes, excluding the beat class which
is a rest class without further subdivision. A complete list of all lemmas, constituting
the shared gesture lexicon of speakers MRR and HK, can be found in Appendix B. Each
lemma entry species its formational features that serve to distinguish the gesture from
other lemmas.
Emblems Emblem lemmas are identied by nding a phrase or word that is equivalent
in meaning to the gesture. The following existing gesture inventories were also used to
classify emblems: Saitz and Cervenka (1972), Efron (1941), Webb (1997), Calbris (1990),
Payrato (1993), Johnson et al. (1975), Weinrich (1992) and Morris (1994).
Adaptors Adaptor lemmas are categorized by the object or body part being touched.
Example body parts are: hair, forehead, nose, knee, thigh. Example objects are: pen,
table, arm rest.
Deictics A deictic lemma is dened by the person or object being indicated:
 self
 addressee
 self+addressee
 audience
 space
Locations and inanimate objects are excluded since such cases do not occur in the data.
Abstract deictics are considered to be pointing into space. The deictic gesture self+addressee
comprises gestures that ip back and forth between pointing to oneself and to the ad-
dressee.
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Iconics Iconics are categorized by the illustrated content. This can be an object that is
being drawn in the air or represented by a hand shape mimicking the object's shape. Such
gestures are also called pictographs (Ekman and Friesen 1969). It can also be a part of
a movement like drinking (moving an imaginary cup to the mouth) and driving (holding
an imaginary steering wheel). Such gestures are called kinetographs (Ekman and Friesen
1969).
Some iconic gestures can also be used metaphorically, making them metaphorics. For
instance, in the gesture iconic.explode the hands start in the lap as sts and y apart
in an abrupt upward/outward movement while the hands open up. The gesture illustrates
the pressure wave being set free. It is used both to illustrate the verb \explode" (iconic
use) as well as the adjective \huge" (metaphoric use). For such borderline cases the coder
has to decide whether to put the gesture into the iconics or metaphorics class. Since iconics
and metaphorics are very similar classes, both are subsumed by the notion of illustrators
by McNeill (1992), the coder does not need to devise two lemmas for the same gesture to
distinguish between iconic and metaphoric use.
Metaphorics Metaphorics are categorized by the type of metaphor used. The conduit
metaphorics, for example, equate the speech content with a solid object that can be held,
oered or received (McNeill, 1992: 147.). The progress metaphorics equate a circular,
cyclic movement in the sagittal plane where the upper arc moves away from the body
with concepts like progress, future or change (called metaphors of change by McNeill,
1992: 159.). Moving in the opposite direction makes this metaphoric one of regress
referring to concepts like regression, past, returning to the origin (Calbris, 1990: 90-93).
8.4 Gesture Properties
Gestures can be annotated with descriptive and interpretative information. Some argue
that only descriptive knowledge may be coded (Jorns 1979), and in the Bern coding
system this has been fruitfully done to perfection (Frey 1999). In the Bern system, the
coder estimates the position of all joints of all body limbs in discrete units, doing it for
each \time slice". Such purely descriptive annotations require large corpora and much
time for annotation. Also, data analysis may not result in meaningful interpretations
since even simple information like the shape of the hand is hidden in a huge heap of
data. Therefore, as in Linguistics, interpretative annotation is usually added that tries to
capture the meaning of the gesture based on the coder's own communicative competence
(cf. Scherer et al., 1979).
Since gesture generation is the aim of this work, the following requirements emerge.
Generation will start from speech input, so the relation to speech must be established by
interpretation or temporal co-occurrence. Trying to nd relations by analyzing temporal
co-occurrence, although intuitively a good idea, is diÆcult and error-prone. Too many
gestures co-occur with speech units without having any relation to them. Therefore,
for singling out the meaningful co-occurrences of gesture and speech units, an explicit
encoding is needed (Section 8.4.2). Finally, for questions of temporal synchronization of
gesture and speech a ne-grained structural view on gestures has to be assumed and the
temporal relationship must be explicitly coded (Section 8.4.3). The following sections will
rst treat the descriptive annotation of handedness ,then proceeded with the interpretative
annotation of lexical aÆliates and of temporal relationship which requires identication
of lexical aÆliates.
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8.4.1 Handedness
The term handedness refers to whether the gestures relies on the right hand (RH), the left
hand (LH) or both (2H). For determining handedness it does not suÆce to observe mere
movement. One hand being static does not mean it has nothing to do with the gesture.
Also, one hand being in motion could stem from small residual movements that bear no
relation with the current gesture.
To begin with, one hand can usually be identied that is an integral part of the gesture
(LH or RH). Otherwise, the gesture would not have been identied. The question the coder
has to answer now is: does the other hand contribute to the gesture? The other hand can
contribute by either complementing or duplicating the gesture. Complementing means
that omitting the second hand causes the gesture ceasing to function. For instance, in a
gesture of prayer the second hand is essential. For such gestures, bi-handedness is said
to be a formational dimension (Section 8.3). Duplicating means that the second hand
does the same as the other. For example, the raised forenger, a call for attention, can
be performed with two hands to make the gesture more visible and emphasized. For both
cases, the correct annotation is 2H.
8.4.2 Lexical AÆliation
Words in the speech stream that co-express the same content as an accompanying gesture
are often called lexical aÆliates (Scheglo 1984). McNeill and Duncan (2000) call such
related but not identical meanings co-expressive, meaning that the gesture and its synchro-
nized co-expressive speech express the same underlying idea unit but do not necessarily
express identical aspects of it. This does not imply that gesture and speaking the lexi-
cal aÆliate are performed at exactly the same time. Co-expression is not co-occurrence.
Therefore, lexical aÆliate annotation cannot be automatized using a temporal synchrony.
Instead, the relationship has to be explicitly coded by hand. How are lexical aÆliates
found for a given gesture? In general, emphasized words are good candidates. And al-
though temporal co-occurrence does not a imply co-expression, it is at least a hint. Lexical
aÆliates should be looked for in the direct neighbourhood of the gesture. They are usually
located within the boundaries of the co-occurring spoken segment.
Lexical aÆliates are originally only dened to express the relationship between iconic
gestures and speech. In this work, an extended denition of lexical aÆliation will be used
that includes all gesture classes. However, for each class, lexical aÆliation is determined
dierently. Since only communicative gestures can cause lexical aÆliation adaptors can
be excluded from this examination right away (see Figure 8.1 on page 125). Beat gestures
can also be eliminated since, by denition, there is no form-meaning relationship. The
remaining classes of emblems, deictics, iconics and metaphorics are treated in separate
sections. Since all annotation is done for the specic purpose of generation, only redundant
lexical aÆliates are encoded. Only in cases of redundancy the speech-gesture co-expression
relation can be generalized. Other restrictions that arise due to the generation task will
be pointed out where applicable. In the example utterances below the underlined portions
of text demarcate the duration of the accompanying gesture.
Emblems Emblems express conventionalized meanings that can be paraphrased in speech.
Although one modality would suÆce, an emblem is often used in conjunction with its
speech paraphrase, increasing the redundancy of the communication. An emblem's lexical
aÆliate is dened to be this paraphrase. For example, when saying
\I've always had one single but quite certainly outstanding reader: the censor"
2
2
MRR, LQ2-1, 2:00
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while forming a finger-ring gesture the lexical aÆliate is constituted by the adjective
\outstanding" since it expresses the gesture's conventionalized meaning of \perfection"
(Appendix B). The coder must identify phrases that contain the conventionalized meaning
of the gesture and annotate these as the lexical aÆliate of the gesture. There are borderline
cases where lexical aÆliation is expressed by a whole sentence like in
\what a book!"
spoken in conjunction with the finger-ring gesture. Annotating the whole sentence as
a lexical aÆliate can easily lead to errors in generation by undue generalization, making
the finger-ring a likely candidate for accompanying an utterance like \what a mess!" {
which is obviously wrong (see Chapter 11).
Deictics Deictic gesture are pointing gestures that can be divided into concrete and
abstract deictics. Concrete deictics in the LQ data exclusively point to a person or the
audience as a whole, thereby referring to the person or audience. The lexical aÆliate is
constituted by the word or phrase in speech that co-refers to the respective person or to
the audience. For instance, in the utterance
\and you say, and you are right, that . . . "
3
where the speaker points to an interlocutor, verbal co-reference is achieved with \you".
Abstract deictics are harder to annotate. They often co-occur with anaphoric references
to the discourse context, like in
\this is shown by Elke Schmitter"
4
where \this" refers to the previous utterance's content. Here, \this" is co-expressive with
the gesture since the deictic abstractly points to the same piece of context that the particle
\this" refers to. Other cases involve demonstrative references to objects like in
\these characters we do not have here"
5
where the whole nominal phrase \these characters" must be annotated as the verbal co-
reference to a concomitant abstract deictic. It is the task of the generation algorithm to
generalize this information. In the two examples above the part-of-speech helps to disam-
biguate demonstrative pronouns (PDS) like \this" in the rst and attributive demonstra-
tive pronouns (PDAT) like \these" in the second case (Appendix A.1).
Deictics can also be used to illustrate spatial concepts verbalized as \here" and \there",
like in
\here there's the following: . . . "
6
where \here" means \in this book/case".
3
MRR, LQ1-2, 0:16
4
MRR, LQ3-2, 1:12
5
MRR, LQ3-10, 1:01
6
MRR, LQ3-10, 0:36
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Iconics An iconic gesture visually illustrates an aspect of the spoken content. The
gesture can complement speech by visualizing aspects that are not expressed verbally which
is often done when describing spatial relationships. It can also show redundant information
by visualizing an aspect that is already encoded in speech, like in the following utterance
where the speaker holds both hands in front of him, using them to form a rectangular
frame:
\and it is about a picture that plays a role there . . . "
7
The lexical aÆliate is \picture" because gesture and speech share the property of rect-
angularity. Redundant gestures overlap in meaning with the lexical aÆliate. The lexical
aÆliate can be used to generate gestures, it can \trigger" the respective gestures found
in the data. Therefore, for the task of generation, lexical aÆliates must only be encoded
for redundant iconics where the gesture captures a prototypical property of the verbal co-
expression. In contrast, complementary iconics bear no direct relation to the concomitant
speech. Since coding lexical aÆliation for complementary iconics can mislead generation
such iconics must not be encoded.
Metaphorics Metaphorics refer to the referent metaphorically, i.e. the gesture illustrates
the base and the base represents the actual content. The lexical aÆliation, however, is
established directly. In the following utterance the speaker performs a progress gesture
which illustrates a circular motion (base) that metaphorically represents \change":
\but to change the course of art. . . "
8
The verb \change" directly expresses the concept of change, thus establishing co-expression.
Many metaphorics illustrate a logical relationship in the rhetoric structure of the dis-
course like in the following utterance:
\. . . and discovering a totally dierent man for his wife"
9
where the speaker performs a metaphoric bridge gesture, expressing the rhetoric rela-
tionship of temporal sequence. The lexical aÆliate is the conjunction \and". The gesture
is a typical ideograph that sketches \a path or direction of thought" (Ekman and Friesen,
1972: 68). In such cases, the cue word/phrase for the rhetoric relation is encoded as the
verbal co-reference, if such a cue phrase exists (Knott and Dale 1994).
Lexical aÆliation in NOVACO
In NOVACO, lexical aÆliates have to be grouped to linguistic phrases. The following
specication provides ve attributes that can hold one phrase each:
<track-spec name="phrase" type="span" ref="gesture.phase">
...
<attribute name="lexical affiliate phrase 1" valuetype="MultiLink(trl)"/>
<attribute name="lexical affiliate phrase 2" valuetype="MultiLink(trl)"/>
<attribute name="lexical affiliate phrase 3" valuetype="MultiLink(trl)"/>
<attribute name="lexical affiliate phrase 4" valuetype="MultiLink(trl)"/>
<attribute name="lexical affiliate phrase 5" valuetype="MultiLink(trl)"/>
...
</track-spec>
In the LQ corpus, the case that more than ve phrases of lexical aÆliation belong to a
single gesture never occurred.
7
HK, LQ1-1, 0:10
8
MRR, LQ1-4, 0:33
9
HK, LQ1-1, 1:31
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8.4.3 Temporal Gesture-Speech Relation
As mentioned in the previous section, co-expression is not co-occurrence, i.e. the gesture
and the speech segment that both refer to the same semantic content are not necessarily
synchronized to occur at the same time (see Section 2.2.3). For the purpose of generation,
the temporal relationship of co-expressive gestural and speech expressions must be known
in order to position gestures.
Exploratory analysis of the LQ data revealed four recurring patterns of temporal or-
ganization, so-called descriptive timing patterns. They will be called direct, indirect, span
and init timing and must be annotated for every gesture G that has a lexical aÆliate L.
The following order is also the order of annotation.
Direct timing Direct timing means that gesture G's expressive phase, often a single
stroke, co-occurs with the lexical aÆliate L. This means that in direct timing co-expression
is also co-occurrence. Of course, the onset and oset of the stroke never exactly coincide
with the onset and oset of the lexical aÆliate. If stroke and lexical aÆliate temporally
overlap, direct timing can securely be coded. Even if there is no temporal overlap, a
tolerance of up to 0.5 seconds distance between stroke oset and lexical aÆliate onset, or
lexical aÆliate oset and stroke onset, can be granted.
The expressive phase may also consist of multiple beats or an independent hold that
cover a whole phrase in speech.
Indirect timing In indirect timing the stroke of gesture G co-occurs with a word or
phrase W that is not L but usually bears some relation to L. Often, W is an adjective
or negation particle to L. These are cases where G's relation to L is clear so that G's
co-occurrence withW may indicate some other communicative function, e.g. to emphasize
the negation of L. Consider the following example:
\. . . hat er nicht selber [angenommen]
L
. . . "
10
Here, the gesture iconic.grab is co-expressive with lexical aÆliate \angenommen" while
being synchronized with the verb's negation particle. The exact function of this timing
pattern is not further analyzed in this work. However, this pattern of timing can be
produced in gesture generation.
Span timing In span timing the gesture covers the length of a whole utterance. Only
gestures where the expressive phase consists of multiple beats or an independent hold
qualify for this pattern. The expressive phase must start around the rst word of the
utterance and last almost until the end of the utterance.
Init timing In cases where a gesture initiates an utterance the timing pattern is called
init timing. The gesture's expressive phase occurs around the rst word of the utterance
and peters o quickly, covering an average number of three words. This average number of
words may be dependent on the speaker's speech rate but this will not be further explored
here.
If the covered words overlap with the lexical aÆliate, it is direct timing. If the utter-
ance is so short that the gesture covers the whole of the utterance it is span timing. The
coder should annotate init timing if s/he has the subjective impression that the gesture
gives impetus for the initiation of the utterance.
10
MRR, LQ1-4, 1:38
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In NOVACO, the timing pattern is encoded in the timing attribute of the gesture.phrase
track:
<track-spec name="phrase" type="span" ref="gesture.phase">
...
<attribute name="timing">
<value-el>direct</value-el>
<value-el>indirect</value-el>
<value-el>span</value-el>
<value-el>init</value-el>
</attribute>
</track-spec>
The timing attribute completes NOVACO's gestural part of the coding scheme.
8.5 Summary
In the second part of the NOVACO scheme covers the annotation of gestures (see Figure 8.2
for a sample annotation in ANVIL). Gesture annotation begins with decomposing move-
ments into phases like preparation, stroke, retraction, etc. These basic units of movements
are then assembled in a second step to form phrases. A phrase is a gesture and is further
annotated with class, lemma, handedness, lexical aÆliate and timing.
phase
phrase
gesture
deictic directclass = timing =
lemma = handedness =addressee RH
lexical affiliate =
prep retractstroke
primary trackgroup
secondary track
...
...
trl und Sie sagen
speech
...
link
Figure 8.2: Schematic sample annotation in the gesture annotation group in ANVIL. It
consists of one primary track and one secondary track.
Gestures can be roughly divided into six classes: emblems, deictics, iconics, meta-
phorics, adaptors and beats. The classes are characterized by degree of conventionaliza-
tion, illustrative power and communicative intention. They can be further subdivided
into lemmas which are equivalence classes of gestures that abstract away from variations
in form. Lemmas will later be the entries in the speakers' shared lexicon of gestures.
They are dened with the help of formational dimensions and sets of meanings. For each
gesture, handedness is annotated (LH, RH or 2H) as well as lexical aÆliation. Lexical
aÆliates are correlates in speech that express the same semantic or pragmatic content as
the gestures do. The temporal relation between gesture and verbal correlate is captured
by annotating the descriptive timing pattern of which there are four: direct, indirect, span
or init timing. Figure 8.2 shows a small sample annotation of a gesture in ANVIL, using the
NOVACO scheme. Gesture phases are coded using a primary track. The phrase elements
are secondary to this track and contain all the rest of the gestural information, i.e. class,
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lemma, handedness etc. The lexical aÆliate is captured using links to the trl track of the
speech annotation.
The NOVACO scheme is now completely dened. The scheme provides the minimal
requirements for annotating gesture and speech in such a way that key gestural parameters
for gesture generation can be automatically extracted.
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Gesture Analysis
The last two chapters specied the NOVACO annotation scheme for speech and gesture.
This scheme was applied to the complete LQ corpus using the ANVIL tool. This chapter
presents an analysis of the annotated LQ corpus. It rst shows that the most important
and novel part of the scheme, the annotation of gesture lemmas, can be reliably coded. The
lemma categorization is key for gesture generation because it is abstract enough to neglect
minor formal variations but not so abstract that all relation to form is lost. However, the
assembled lexicon of gesture lemmas is quite large and growing with increasing empirical
material. In this chapter it will become clear that a subset of highly frequent gestures
for each speaker suÆces to model the speaker's behavior. This subset can be reduced
in size while still covering a large part of the training data. Thus, the feasibility of a
generation approach based on motion patterns is granted. Finally, the comparison of
the two speakers' individual repertoires as well as key parameters shows that signicant
individual dierences exist that can be exploited for the generation of individual behavior.
This chapter reports on results from analyzing the annotated LQ corpus, starting with
studies on the reliability of coding in Section 9.2. Most important, it deals with the
selection of a set of gestures best suited for generation in Section 9.3 and investigates
parameters that may account for individual dierences in Section 9.4. The chapter closes
with a summary.
9.1 Annotated Corpus
The annotation scheme specied in Chapters 7 and 8 was applied to the whole LQ corpus,
23 video les featuring one of the speakers MRR and HK each, adding up to 46:18 minutes
of data. Table 9.1 shows the amount of movement phases and gesture phrases coded per
speaker. The gestures were classied in a lexicon of 68 dierent gesture lemmas. Of this
lexicon, speaker HK used 45 dierent lemmas while speaker MRR used 64. This dierence
is due to the larger data corpus for speaker MRR. Measuring the number of lemmas used
by MRR with an amount of data comparable to the HK corpus, one arrives at about 50{54
lemmas for MRR.
The annotation of gesture lemmas conrmed ndings by Webb (1997) that a shared
lexicon of conversational gestures for dierent speakers can be assembled. However, two
questions remain that have not been addressed by her. First, whether the lexical entries
can be reliably coded. Second, whether the lexicon is nite or continues to grow with the
accumulation of further empirical data. Both issues will be addressed in the following two
sections.
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MRR HK total
movement phases 1,790 728 2,518
gesture phrases 761 295 1,056
Table 9.1: Number of encoded movement phases and gesture phrases.
9.2 Coding Reliability
To check whether the lexicon of 67 gesture lemmas could be reliably coded, two experi-
ments were conducted. In each experiment, both segmentation as well as classication by
two independent coders were examined. The result of these experiments yield the degree
of inter-coder reliability.
In each of the two studies, two coders independently annotated 2:54 minutes (study 1)
and 2:26 minutes (study 2) of data. This data contained pre-annotated movement phases
of speaker MRR. The task of the coders was twofold. First, to assemble the movement
phases to gestures which is called segmentation. Then, and to assign a lemma category to
each annotated gesture which is called classication. In the data, the movement phases
were pre-annotated because the reliability for coding these phases was not of interest.
Phases were shown to be reliably codable by Kita et al. (1998).
Measures
Both segmentation and classication were examined. Segmentation means grouping move-
ment phases to gestures according to the grammar specied in Section 8.1.2. Errors can
occur because, for instance, hold phases may belong to either the preceding or the fol-
lowing stroke. If segmentation diered, both gesture were retracted from the count and
counted as one \miss". All other remaining gesture pairs were counted as \hits". The
segmentation percentage is
hits
hits + misses
100 %
Classication reliability is computed using only the hits in segmentation because only
gestures that were segmented equally can be reasonably compared. If the number of these
comparable gestures is N , and k is the number of instances where both coders agreed on
the lemma, then the reliability percentage is
k
N
100 %
The  (kappa) value is a measure that gives a more neutral impression of agreement
because it evens out the factor of coincidental agreement depending on the data (cf.
Boehnke et al., 1990, and Carletta, 1996). If c
1
; : : : ; c
n
are all possible categories and f
i;j
is the number of gestures which were classied c
i
by coder 1 and c
j
by coder 2, then the
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The probability that the two coders pick the same category is
p
0
=
P
n
i=1
f
i;i
N
whereas the probability that the two coders agree by chance is
p
e
=
P
n
i=1
f
i
f
i
N
2
The  value is now dened as
 =
p
0
  p
e
1  p
e
and measures the degree of agreement beyond chance. The result is a normalized value in
[ 1; 1] where 1 signies perfect agreement.
Results
The coders completed the segmentation task, i.e. grouping the pre-coded phases to ges-
tures, to near perfection, as can be seen in the rst column of Table 9.2.
segmentation classification
% % 
study 1 93.0 64.0 0.60
study 2 100.0 79.4 0.78
Table 9.2: Results of the two reliability studies with respect to segmentation and classi-
cation.
In classication agreement, shown in columns two and three of Table 9.2, the rst study
yielded critical results. A kappa value of 0.6 cannot be considered reliable coding. There-
fore, insights from the rst study were used to revise the lemma lexicon and to extend
the coders' training. Subsequently, a second study was conducted using new material. It
resulted in a satisfying 79% agreement and a kappa value of 0.78 which is very close to
\good agreement" according to Carletta (1996). The changes made after the rst study
consisted of (1) collapsing several pairs of lemmas to a single one because of too strong
similarities in form and function, and (2) adding more verbal explanation about the form
(especially the motion) of a gesture.
Looking at the remaining disagreement in lemma classication after the second study,
21% were due to uncertainty when to put a gesture to the \beat" (rest) category, i.e. how
degenerated a gesture must look to not try and nd a suitable category. 29% were due to
fundamental dierences in functional interpretation (e.g. taking an emblem for a deictic
etc.). Finally, 50% were due to confusions within one category (usually emblems). This
last and largest error source can be reduced by more rigid denition and documentation
in the coding manual.
To conclude, the experiments show that the devised gesture lemmas can be reliably
coded by independent coders. They support the hypothesis that in conversations like the
ones in the TV show certain repetitive gesture patterns exist and can be identied by
trained coders (cf. Webb, 1997, and Weinrich, 1992).
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9.3 Gestures for Generation
Considering the increase of lemmas with increasing empirical material raises the question:
Do new lemmas keep emerging as more material is analyzed, ad innitum, or does the
number of lemmas converge to a nite limit at some point? If the rst is true, modeling
gestures is a futile enterprise since only a small part of all possible gestures can ever be
modelled, and probably the ones that are least important. However, if the latter is the
case, one ends up with the individual's nite gesture repertoire sooner or later.
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Figure 9.1: Two diagrams illustrating the number of lemmas in relation to increasing
data. The solid line shows the increase of lemmas with increasing material for subjects
MRR (top) and HK (bottom). The dashed line shows the number of gesture lemmas whose
instances occur with frequency of 1% or more (HF lemmas).
In Figure 9.1 the solid line shows the increase of gesture lemmas with increased an-
notated material for the speakers MRR (top diagram) and HK (bottom diagram). When
considering only those lemmas whose instances make up more than 1% of all occurrences
we obtain a surprisingly constant amount of 26{28 lemmas (dashed lines). These high fre-
quency (HF) lemmas seem natural candidates for being modeled as animations. However,
it has to be proven that these HF lemmas are representative enough to be singled out as
the only gestures for modeling. A good measure for this aspect is to count how much of
the original gesture occurrences this reduced HF lemma set covers. Figure 9.2 shows the
coverage of the MRR's and HK's HF lemmas. Although coverage is slightly declining with
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growing data, the HF lemmas still cover more than 85% of the gesture occurrences in the
original data for both speakers. To be precise, speaker MRR has a subset of 28 HF lemmas
that cover 86.5% of the original data. Speaker HK has a subset of 26 HF lemmas that
cover 90.5% of the data. This shows that a relatively small number of gestural categories
covers most part of the gestures that actually occur.
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Figure 9.2: The gures show how much of all gesture occurrences are covered by the HF
lemmas (over 1%). Top gure for subject MRR, bottom gure for HK.
Apart from the danger of insuÆcient coverage the reduction of a speaker's repertoire
could lead to a distortion of his/her overall style. The style is reected in the distribution
of a speaker's gestures over the six gesture classes as shown in Table 9.3. When reducing
the gestures to the HF subset the distribution changes as shown in Table 9.4 which shows
the absolute number of occurrences, the percentage and the dierence to the original
distribution. The changes are not dramatic which is not surprising given that the HF
subset still covers over 85% of the original data. However, two observations are of interest.
First, while most gesture classes increased their share, iconic gestures were reduced for
both speakers. This can be explained by their property of having a highly context-specic
form that borders on the idiosyncratic. Therefore, many iconic lemmas are not used often
enough to cross the 1% threshold. This is good for generation because, due to their
context-specicity, iconics are harder to generate than gestures from the other classes.
The second observation is that one individual dierence between MRR and HK becomes
even stronger in the HF subset: the percentage of emblematic gestures. Since emblematic
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gestures are also the most conspicuous one this may have a positive eect on the perception
of individuality between imitations of speakers MRR and HK using the HF subset.
MRR HK
# % # %
adaptors 15 1.95 5 1.69
emblems 347 45.12 80 27.03
deictics 79 10.37 20 6.76
iconics 32 4.16 18 6.08
metaphorics 239 31.01 130 43.92
beats 49 6.39 42 14.19
Table 9.3: Distribution of gesture lemma occurrences over the six gesture classes.
MRR HK
# % % # % %
adaptors 15 2.28 +.33 5 1.87 +.18
emblems 307 46.73 +1.61 65 24.25 -2.78
deictics 72 10.96 +.59 20 7.46 +.7
iconics 0 0 -4.16 12 4.48 -1.6
metaphorics 214 32.57 +1.56 124 46.27 +2.35
beats 49 7.46 +1.09 42 15.67 +1.48
Table 9.4: Gesture class distribution when taking the high-frequency gestures. The %
column shows the dierence in percentage to the original distribution.
9.4 Individuality
One key aspect of this work is to provide synthetic agents with individual behavior. Most
generation systems for nonverbal behavior utilize the same gestures and the same set of
rules for each of their agents which must lead to uniform behavior. Therefore, in this
section, the potential sources of individuality are investigated.
First of all, that the two speakers should dier in their behavior was part the selection
criteria for the video data in Section 5.1. This subjective judgement can be underpinned by
looking at the gesture class distribution showed in Table 9.3. The table shows nicely that
speaker MRR uses much more emblems and deictics than HK, whereas HK uses much more
metaphorics and beats than MRR. While metaphorics and beats are abstract gestures
that often do not trigger an immediate association, emblems are quickly recognized as
meaningful gestures. Deictics are in the context of the LQ data also used to assign speaker
turns so MRR in his role as the talk leader may have a bias toward using deictics explaining
his more frequent deictics. However, deictics, too, are quickly recognized as gestures. In
fact, emblems and deictics lie on the high end of the so-called lexicalization continuum
which measures how immediate a gesture can be translated to meaning (McNeill, 1992: 37{
40). Beats and metaphorics are located on the low end. Beats are hardly perceived
as gestures at all since by denition their form bears no relation to the accompanying
speech. These arguments aim at supporting MRR's reputation as having a vivid, varied
and entertaining gesture behavior, much more so than speaker HK.
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MRR HK
lemma # % lemma # %
1 E.Dismiss " 61 7.9 1 Beat " 42 14.2
2 Beat # 49 6.4 2 M.Cup-Flip " 34 11.5
3 M.Fling-down 48 6.2 3 M.Frame " 20 6.8
4 D.Space " 40 5.2 4 E.Finger-Ring " 15 5.1
5 M.Frame # 35 4.6 5 M.Cup " 15 5.1
6 E.Attention # 35 4.6 6 E.Attention " 14 4.7
7 E.So-What 35 4.6 7 M.Bridge 14 4.7
8 E.Strong " 33 4.3 8 E.Dismiss # 13 4.4
9 E.Wipe 28 3.6 9 D.Addressee " 13 4.4
10 E.Calm 28 3.6 10 M.Walls 10 3.4
11 D.Addressee # 23 3.0 11 I.Away 8 2.7
12 M.Dome " 21 2.7 12 E.Strong # 7 2.4
13 M.Cup # 21 2.7 13 D.Space # 7 2.4
14 M.Chop " 19 2.5 14 M.Dome # 6 2.0
15 E.Finger-Ring # 18 2.3 15 E.Small 6 2.0
16 M.Heart 18 2.3 16 M.Emerge 6 2.0
17 M.Cup-Flip # 17 2.2 17 M.Chop # 5 1.7
18 E.One-Hand-Other-Hand 16 2.1 18 Adaptor # 5 1.7
19 E.More-Or-Less 15 2.0 19 M.Idea 4 1.4
20 Adaptor " 15 2.0 20 I.Merge 4 1.4
21 M.Umbrella 14 1.8 21 M.Aura 4 1.4
22 M.Snatch 12 1.6 22 E.Number 4 1.4
23 E.Hands-Up 11 1.4 23 M.Progress # 3 1.0
24 E.Purse " 10 1.3 24 E.Purse # 3 1.0
25 M.Progress " 9 1.2 25 M.Thought-Grip 3 1.0
26 E.Refuse 9 1.2 26 E.Block 3 1.0
27 D.Self 9 1.2
28 E.Chide 8 1.0
Table 9.5: HF gestures for speakers MRR and HK. The 15 gestures shared by both speak-
ers are underlined. For each shared gesture, an arrow signies how the relative frequency
relates to that of the other speaker's gesture: an upward arrow means higher frequency, a
downward arrow lower frequency.
Surprisingly, this reputation is not reected in the measured gesture rate. Gesture rate
was measured by counting all gestures performed during a speaker's turn while measuring
the duration of all turns. MRR performs, on average, 31.1 gestures per minute, whereas
HK performs 27.6 gestures per minute. The dierence in gesture rate can be statistically
examined by applying the Chi-square test (Bortz, 1999: 150{153). The test allows to
compare the data with an expected distribution: in this case, uniform distribution. The
data had to be brought into a correct format rst. Both speakers had diering numbers of
turns with diering turn lengths. To obtain comparable frequencies the gesture frequencies
were normalized with respect to an equal time span. This was possible since both speakers'
gestures were normally distributed over the respective turns. HK performed 296 gestures
in 644 seconds, MRR 770 gestures in 1486 seconds. MRR's gesture frequency \normalized"
to 644 seconds becomes 334. Comparing the normalized frequencies (296 for HK, 334 for
MRR) using the Chi-square test, showed that there is no signicant dierence in gesture
frequency (
2
= 1:15, df=1, p=.28). The dierence in gesture rate between both speakers
can therefore be considered minimal.
This investigation of individuality will be restricted to the HF gestures that were
found a workable simplication for generation while not distorting the above mentioned
proportions of gesture class distributions. It also allows a closer comparison of single
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gesture lemmas without getting lost in detail. The lists of HF gestures for MRR and HK,
from now on called their repertoires, can be seen in Table 9.5, ordered by frequency. The
gestures shared by both speakers are underlined, an arrow indicates whether the gesture
is more or less frequent than the other speaker's counterpart. In all, there are 15 gestures
shared by MRR and HK. That 54% of MRR's repertoire and 58% of HK's. These shared
gestures shall be further analyzed because for all other gestures the simple fact that the
other speaker does not use them makes them individual. However, it is the contention
of this work that even using the same gestures individuality can be achieved through the
aspects of handedness, timing and function.
MRR HK
RH LH 2H RH LH 2H
E.Dismiss 31 10 59 85 { 15
Beat 13 39 48 98 { 2
D.Space 26 54 21 100 { {
M.Frame { { 100 { { 100
E.Attention 37 54 9 93 { 7
E.Strong 18 21 61 57 { 43
D.Addressee 65 26 9 100 { {
M.Dome 5 15 80 { { 100
M.Cup 10 30 60 100 { {
M.Chop { 100 { 100 { {
E.Finger-Ring 39 39 22 100 { {
M.Cup-Flip { 82 18 100 { {
Adaptor 47 33 20 100 { {
M.Progress { 33 67 33 { 67
E.Purse 11 44 44 67 33 {
Table 9.6: Handedness distribution in % over the HF gestures shared by speakers MRR
and HK.
As concerns handedness, Table 9.6 shows for each gesture of the shared repertoire the
distribution of handedness in the corpus. What is evident is that some gestures are ex-
clusively bi-handed, i.e. bi-handedness is a formational feature as dened in Section 8.3.1.
Moreover, HK seems to be less inclined to use both hands for gesturing and prefers, most
of all, the right hand. MRR is much more exible but for some gestures also displays
clear preferences (for instance, M.Chop preferably LH and D.Addressee preferably RH).
Hence, handedness depends not only on the speaker but also on the gesture (disregarding,
of course, other, contextual factors). For further analysis, one can look at handedness
transitions which will be done in Section 10.4 when building the speakers' gesture proles.
Apart from handedness, one can examine the timing patterns for each gesture. Table 9.7
is similar to the previous table, only that it shows the distribution over timing patterns
used for each gesture. There is hardly one gesture where the two speakers' distributions
are similar. Of special interest is the span timing (S) because this timing means that
the gesture is performed throughout the duration of the speech segment and is therefore
very prominent. Since HK's and MRR's preference for span timing is very dierent there
is a good chance that especially these gestures that are preferably performed with this
timing type will be perceived as characteristic for the speaker's imitating agent. Finally,
as another source for individual dierences is the function of gestures. In the annotation,
a gesture's function is reected in the lexical aÆliate (Section 8.4.2). For each gesture,
all annotated lexical aÆliates are collected. Then, they are generalized using a mapping
to semantic tags as will be described in Section 10.2. Now for each semantic tag the
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probability that a specic gesture accompanies this tag can be estimated using approx-
imated conditional probabilities (see Section 10.2). These estimated probabilities reect
the individual preferences in terms of function. For instance, speaker HK uses gesture
E.Attention to accompany a contrastive conjunction (\but", \however", \nevertheless"
etc.) with a probability of 60%, whereas speaker MRR only uses this gesture with 7%
probability on this kind of conjunction. In other cases, similarities prevail, like for the
gesture D.Addressee which both use on speech segments that address a person (\you")
with high probability (75% for HK, 54% for MRR). These examples show that although
speaker may use the same gestures, and HK and MRR use half of their HF repertoire
conjointly, they use them in dierent contexts, most likely to serve dierent functions.
MRR HK
D iD S I D iD S I
E.Dismiss 58 12 20 10 62 { 8 31
Beat 62 { 31 8 77 { 19 4
D.Space 79 10 8 3 29 57 { 14
M.Frame 69 25 6 { 55 25 15 5
E.Attention 44 { 50 6 38 { 31 31
E.Strong 71 10 13 6 33 { 50 17
D.Addressee 55 { 35 10 31 { 38 31
M.Dome 43 24 24 10 100 { { {
M.Cup 81 10 10 { 53 7 27 13
M.Chop 50 { 43 7 60 { 20 20
E.Finger-Ring 61 { 17 22 53 { 33 13
M.Cup-Flip 93 { { 7 55 3 { 42
M.Progress 62 38 { { 33 67 { {
E.Purse 67 22 11 { 67 { 33 {
Table 9.7: Distribution of timing patterns in % over the HF gestures shared by speakers
MRR and HK. The timing patterns are: direct (D), indirect (iD), span (S) and init (I) .
How the individual dierences found in the data will be captured in individual proles
will be the topic of Chapter 10. Together with the lexicon the proles form the basis of
gesture generation.
9.5 Summary
This chapter presented an analysis of the LQ corpus annotated with the NOVACO scheme.
The annotation of the two speakers HK and MRR resulted in a total of 2,518 encoded
movement phases and 1,056 annotated gestures. The analysis consists of three parts.
First, the question whether there is a shared and nite lexicon of gestures can be answered
positively. Evidence was provided by showing that the devised lemma categories could
be consistently coded by two independent coders who achieved a kappa agreement of
0.78. Second, in the generation approach pursued here, i.e. using pre-fabricated motion
patterns, the niteness of gestural categories is an important point. Will growing data
result in a growing number of lemmas that have to be graphically modelled with ever
increasing expenses? An analysis of lemma increase with increasing data showed that a
relatively small set of 26{28 lemmas accounted for most of the gesture occurrences (more
than 85%). This strongly suggests that a generation approach with motion patterns is
feasible by relying on a limited amount of highly frequent (HF) lemmas that nonetheless
cover a large amount of all empirical cases. It became clear that the reduction to HF
gestures changes the distribution of gestures over gesture classes in its proportion only to
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a negligible degree.
Of the lexicon of HF lemmas 15 entries are shared by both speakers. All other gestures
account for individual dierences between the two. Moreover, it was shown that also
handedness, timing and function displayed considerable individual variation that will be
exploited for the generation approach. In contrast, the speakers' gesture rates were found
to be quite similar.
Chapter 10
Gesture Prole Modeling:
The NOVALIS Module
The last chapter conrmed the possibility of using a subset of the shared gesture lexicon
for gesture generation with pre-fabricated motion patterns and suggested parameters for
modeling individual dierences. This chapter shows how these parameters can be extracted
from the annotated LQ data. The main objectives for the selection of parameters are
naturalness and individuality. In trying to imitate the original subject a synthetic agent
inherits the naturalness and also the individuality of the original.
A model of an individual's gesturing is created by analyzing the annotated gestures.
In an oine process, parameters are extracted from the annotated data and stored in
data bases, so-called gesture proles. For the modeling of gesture properties, statistical
models are used, similar to those used in speech recognition and dialogue act recognition
(Reithinger and Klesen 1997). Probabilities are estimated with N-grams and merged in
linear combinations. The oine computation of the gesture proles is done in a software
module called NOVALIS (Nonverbal Action Analysis). The module is specically tailored
to the NOVACO annotation scheme and connects with ANVIL using the plug-in interface.
NOVALIS utilizes ANVIL's internal annotation representation as well as its search engine to
compile the gures that are written to the gesture proles.
After a general introduction of the statistical tools used in Section 10.1, the dierent
components of a gesture prole and the modeling techniques are treated in Sections 10.2
to 10.6. The chapter concludes with a summary of the gesture prole's ingredients in
Section 10.7.
10.1 Probability Estimation and Sparse Data
A gesture's probability is scored by summing up individual probabilities with weights,
what is called a linear combination (weights sum up to one). The individual probabilities
are estimated by counting occurrences in the annotated data. Conditional probabilities
are estimated using bigrams, i.e. P (c
2
jc
1
) is estimated by taking
#(c
1
; c
2
)
#c
1
If too few occurrences exist, however, the estimation is not reliable. This is called the
sparse data problem. To sort out such cases, let us dene the absolute frequency threshold
(AFT). If #(c
1
; c
2
) < AFT, the estimation is declared invalid. In order to not produce
a serious penalty for all those gestures occurring in below AFT bigrams, a default value
is computed for those \missing bigrams". Let N
AFT
be the amount of (c
1
; c
2
) bigrams
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that full the AFT. F
AFT
is the sum of the absolute frequencies of those bigrams. Let
N be the total number of possible bigrams, that is N = (#C + 1)#C where C is the set
of categories. The (#C + 1) stems from inclusion of the empty category in the rst slot.
Let F be the sum of frequencies of all bigrams (below and above AFT). Then the default
probability is
P (c
2
jc
1
) =
N  N
AFT
F   F
AFT
for all (c
1
; c
2
) that are below AFT.
10.2 Concept to Gesture
Most gestures have a lexical correspondence in the speech modality. This relation has
been annotated in the data as the lexical aÆliate (Section 8.4.2). The lexical aÆliate
is identied by nding a shared meaning in the semantic or pragmatic sense. Although
it is possible that the meanings of gesture and lexical aÆliate do not perfectly match,
complementing each other instead, only those cases have been annotated where the same
meaning in transported by both gesture and speech. This relation will be used to generate
possible gestures when encountering a word or phrase in the speech input. Indirectly, the
function of a gesture is used as a determinant as the original lexical aÆliate manifests a
function that underlies it and that is redundantly fullled by the generated gesture.
Before exploiting the lexical aÆliation relation, however, two generalization steps have
to be undertaken. These are: (1) morphological preprocessing (Section 11.2) and (2) a
semantic mapping (Section 11.3). Both steps serve to cluster the mostly singular lexical
aÆliates to greater units in order to exploit the individual relationships for unseen data
that diers from the training set.
Morphological Preprocessing
The morphological preprocessing consists of nding the lemma and parts-of-speech of
the lexical aÆliates. Although both could be done automatically with high reliability
(see Section 7.2), tagging was done manually to achieve absolute correctness of 100%.
Lemmas were needed to generalize over word inections, parts-of-speech were needed to
disambiguate certain tokens for the semantic mapping. The used parts-of-speech are listed
in Appendix A.1.
Semantic Tags
After morphological processing a number of words and phrases are mapped to semantic
tags which are meaning clusters that generalize over individual word meaning. The tags
are based on the assumption that similar gestural forms can express the meaning of the
subsumed words. For instance, the tag indeterminate replaces words like \somewhat"
and \some" which are, for speaker MRR, mainly connected to the emblematic gesture
more-or-less. But the tags not only reect synonymous relations between words. They
also capture beliefs and goals, like the tag certainty that is similar to a meaning category
dened by Poggi et al. (2000), described in Section 4.1.8. The complete mapping is given
in Appendix A.2. Future research should strive to nd automatic ways of arriving at such
mappings, e.g. by collecting words that are realized by similar gestures with clustering
algorithms (see Everitt et al., 2001, on clustering methods).
Since the semantic tags are language-independent the generation approach becomes
partially language-independent. If the word-to-gesture mapping was restricted to a tag-
to-gesture mapping, the algorithm would become totally language-independent.
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Model
The mapping is realized using relative frequencies. Let w be a word or phrase. Based on
w, the probability that a gesture lemma l of the lexicon L is appropriate to accompany w
can be estimated.
Let W be the set of words and word stems and let morph: W ! W be the morpho-
logical processing function and sem: W ! W [ S be the semantic clustering function
where S is the set of semantic tags (listed in Appendix A.2). Let G
t
be the set of gesture
occurrences in the training data, let lemma: G
t
! L be the function that maps a gesture
onto its lexicon entry, i.e. its lemma, and let lexaÆl: G
t
! (W [ S)

be the function
associating each gesture occurrence with the respective lexical aÆliate. Finally, let W
t
be
the all words in the training corpus. Then, the probability estimation function is
P (l j w) =
#fg
t
2 G
t
: lemma(g
t
) = l ^ lexaÆl(g
t
) = sem(morph(w))g
#fw
t
2W
t
: sem(morph(w
t
)) = sem(morph(w))g
In generation, this probability will be used to generate the gestures from scratch depending
on words in the speech input.
10.3 Timing
The four gesture timing patterns introduced in Section 8.4.3 are used with dierent pref-
erence depending on the gesture. For instance, speaker MRR uses gesture D.Space almost
always with direct timing (79%), whereas he uses gesture E.Attention more often with
span timing (50%) than with direct timing (44%). Less obvious is the fact that timing
preference for a gesture is speaker-dependent, i.e. speaker MRR uses dierent timing pat-
terns than speaker HK for the same gesture. This was shown in Section 9.4 (Table 9.7).
An individual's gesture prole must contain timing in order to nd out where to place a
gesture once it is selected for generation.
Gesture timing probability
Timing distributions are modeled for each speaker separately. Let us look at the set P
containing the four timing patterns and the set G
t
of all gesture occurrences. The function
timing: G
t
! P yields the timing pattern of a gesture occurrence, whereas function
lemma: G
t
! L maps the gesture occurrence to the lexicon, retrieving the respective
lemma. Then, for a newly generated gesture whose lemma is l the probability that its
timing type is p 2 P can be approximated as follows:
P (p j l) =
#fg
t
2 G
t
: lemma(g
t
) = l ^ timing(g
t
) = pg
#fg
t
2 G
t
: lemma(g
t
) = lg
This probability will be used to decide where to place gestures in the process of generation.
10.4 Handedness
Throughout this work, handedness refers to arms/hands involved in the execution of a
gesture: only the left hand (LH), only the right hand (RH), or both hands (2H). The
function of handedness is relatively unexplored. One hypothesis is that handedness can
create coherence between two gestural events that lie temporally somewhat apart or are
separated by a third gesture. McNeill et al. (2001) subsume this under the notion of a
catchment (Section 2.2.6).
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Figure 10.1: Handedness transition diagram for speaker MRR. Edges are annotated with
the traversal probability in percent. The size of the circles reect the absolute frequency of
the respective handedness.
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Figure 10.2: Handedness transition diagram for speaker HK. Edges are annotated with
the traversal probability in percent. The size of the circles reect the absolute frequency of
the respective handedness.
Apart from coherence, other inuences on handedness are (1) the location of the
addressed interlocutor, whether s/he is left or right of the current speaker and (2) the
speaker's original handedness. One would expect left-handers to gesture predominantly
with the left hand, right-handers with the right hand. Independent of the speaker's original
handedness are bi-handed gestures. They are either inherently bi-handed, i.e. they cannot
be performed with a single hand, or they are performed with two hands to accentuate the
gesture.
Modeling the above functions is diÆcult and neither theoretically nor empirically
founded. Therefore, the statistical approach in ignoring the underlying functionality of
handedness rather approximates the \surface look-and-feel" of a speaker's use of hands.
The three aspects of this approximation are:
1. total handedness distribution
2. handedness transitions of each speaker
3. relative handedness distribution (for each gesture lemma)
The rst aspect models globally how much a speaker relies on his/her left, right or both
hands. For the speaker's general handedness h 2fLH, RH, 2Hg, the following simple
unigram approximation is used:
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P (h) =
#fg 2 G
t
: hand(g) = hg
#G
t
The second important aspect, handedness transition, captures the way a speaker shifts
from left to right, right to both hands etc. Handedness transition graphs for the two speak-
ers MRR (Figure 10.1) and HK (Figure 10.2) graphically show the dierent behavioral
patterns of the speakers: When a gesture is performed, one of the three handedness states,
the circles labelled with LH/RH/2H, is assumed. After gesture execution the state is left
through one of the arrows with the numerical probability indicated (in percent). Thicker
arrows signify higher probability. A transition diagram can be modeled with bigrams. If
for an arbitrary sequence of gestures hg
i 1
; g
i
i the handedness is given by hand(g
i 1
)=h
i 1
and hand(g
i
)=h
i
, the transition probability from h
i 1
to h
i
can be approximated by
P (h
i
j h
i 1
) =
#(h
i 1
; h
i
)
#h
i 1
The third aspect, relative handedness distribution, models the probability that for a ges-
ture occurrence g whose corresponding lemma is l the speaker uses handedness h. The
following approximation is used:
P (hj l) =
#fg
t
2 G
t
: hand(g
t
) = h ^ lemma(g
t
) = lg
#fg
t
2 G
t
: lemma(g
t
) = lg
10.5 Transitions and Frequencies
Looking only at the stream of generated gestures, one can model the \surface structure"
of a speaker's gestures without knowledge of the underlying determinants that triggered
the gestures. Two aspects of this surface structure are gesture transitions and gesture
frequency. The rst is a local aspect, the second a global one.
Gesture Transitions
Gesture transitions refer to the probability that gesture occurrence g
i
is of lemma category
l
i
, given that the previous gesture g
i 1
has been lemma l
i 1
. When relying only on the
direct predecessor g
i 1
for the estimation of g
i
's category probability, one talks of a bigram
estimation. Theoretically, it is possible to draw on multiple predecessors, using N-grams
with N > 2, but this inevitably leads into the problem of sparse data as explained in
Section 10.1. For gesture transitions, the following probability estimation is used:
P (l
i
j l
i 1
) =
#(l
i 1
; l
i
)
#l
i 1
Table 10.1 shows the highest probability estimations for speaker MRR's gesture transitions.
Modeling the transitions like this identies the gestures that are suitable for repetition.
Additionally, certain idiosyncratic sequences of gestures are captured. For MRR, the
gesture sequence dismiss-wipe (both emblems) is especially conspicuous when watching
him. Table 10.1 conrms this intuition nicely by giving the sequence the highest score.
Gesture Frequency
Gesture frequency gives an impression of the overall quantity of a speaker's gesturing. The
amount of gestures a person uses is especially conspicuous if it is very small or very large.
It is measured using the gesture rate, i.e. the average number of gestures per minute.
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l
i 1
l
i
P (l
i
j l
i 1
)
E.Dismiss E.Wipe 0.21
M.Fling-Down M.Fling-Down 0.20
E.Dismiss E.Dismiss 0.20
E.Attention E.Attention 0.14
E.Dismiss E.Dismiss 0.14
M.Frame I.Strength 0.13
D.Space D.Space 0.13
M.Frame M.Frame 0.10
Table 10.1: Most frequent bigrams of MRR's gestures (lemmas) with estimated condi-
tional probability.
However, in gesture generation the input consists of words that can only be translated
to temporal units if the speech synthesis engine provides special functionality. To make
the approach independent of such special circumstances, one can measure gesture rate
against speech segments which are annotated as described in Section 7.1. The generation
algorithm would also work with the gesture per minute measure.
When measuring gestures against segments, the following denition holds. If G is the
set of all gesture occurrences and S the set of all speech segments (utterances), then the
gesture rate r is dened as
r =
#G
#S
Gesture lemma frequency measures the frequency of gestures of a certain category. It mod-
els the variation of gestures in a speaker's gesture stream. The gesture lemma frequency
f
l
for category l is dened as
f
l
=
#fg 2 G : lemma(g) = lg
#G
Obviously, all category frequencies add up to one, i.e.
P
f
l
= 1.
10.6 Long-Distance Relations
So far either neighboring gestures or global parameters have been considered. To capture
phenomena like catchments, however, where two non-neighboring gestures cohere by a
semantic concept, one needs to model long-distance determinants. \Long-distance" refers
to relations beyond the direct gesture neighborhood.
One such long-distance determinant are discourse relations, annotated as described
in Section 7.4. Discourse relations capture semantic coherence between items of a list,
repeated or contrastive items. According to Atkinson (1984) gestures can be used to mark
such relations, e.g. by performing a gesture on every item of a list. A rst idea is thus to
model the probability that a speaker chooses to perform a gesture on an item given that
s/he has performed a gesture on a previous item. Now, the theory of catchments says that
dierent gestures emerging from the same \idea unit" may share gestural features due to
their common origin. Taking a discourse relation as being part of a single idea unit would
imply the catchment condition which, in a simplied reformulation (lacking the possibility
to control single features of a gesture), would cause the gestures on the dierent relation
items to be of equal lemma category. Aspects of both theories are incorporated by modeling
existence and equality probabilities.
In discourse relations only the ordering information can be considered relevant, not
the exact temporal position. Thus, a discourse relation R refers to an ordered sequence of
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words or phrases hs
1
; : : : ; s
n
i where an arbitrary amount of irrelevant words can separate
s
i
and s
i+1
. Annotated discourse relations become relevant as soon as s
1
; : : : ; s
n
contain
lexical aÆliates of two or more gestures g
1
; : : : ; g
k
(k  2) which is formally represented
by
8 i 2 f1; : : : ; kg 9 j 2 f1; : : : ; ng : lexaÆl(g
i
) \ s
j
6= ;
Let us denote a gesture g
i
whose lexical aÆliates overlap with s
j
by gest(s
j
). Then, two
conditional probabilities can be dened, one for gesture existence, one for equality. Given
a discourse relation R(s
1
; : : : ; s
n
), let us dene p = (p
1
; : : : ; p
n
) as a pattern vector where
p
i
represents whether the speech item s
i
has a gesture attached to it (p
i
= 1) or not
(p
i
= 0). The probability that a gesture is produced on s
i
can be estimated in dependence
to whether a gesture was produced for s
i 1
:
P
ex
(p
i
= 1 j p
i 1
= 1) =
#f(p
1
; : : : ; p
i 1
; p
i
; : : : ; p
n
) : p
i
= 1 ^ p
i 1
= 1g
#f(p
1
; : : : ; p
i 1
; p
i
; : : : ; p
n
) : p
i 1
= 1g
For those cases where existence of a gesture at s
i
has been established because of the
existence of a gesture on s
i 1
, one can additionally check whether the gesture on s
i
is
equal to the one on s
i 1
. Let us dene the vector g = (g
1
; : : : ; g
n
) in analogy to p as the
gestures on the respective speech segments s
i
. If there is no gesture on s
i
then g
i
= ;.
Then, the specialization of the above case can be modeled with
P
eq
(g
i
= g
i 1
j g
i 1
6= ;) =
#f(g
1
; : : : ; g
i 1
; g
i
; : : : ; g
n
) : g
i
= g
i 1
g
#f(g
1
; : : : ; g
i 1
; g
i
; : : : ; g
n
) : g
i 1
6= ;g
Computing these scores for the speakers MRR and HK in fact yields some interesting
results. For MRR, the discourse relation \list" yields the following probabilities (in a
simplied notation):
P
ex
(g
2
j g
1
) = 0.84
P
ex
(g
3
j g
2
) = 0.67
P
ex
(g
4
j g
3
) = 1.0
P
eq
(g
2
= g
1
) = 0.68
P
eq
(g
3
= g
2
) = 0.38
P
eq
(g
4
= g
3
) = 0.67
The gures show that on lists there is a high probability of gesture occurrence. Also,
there is a 68% chance that the second gesture is the same as the rst and even a 100%
probability that the forth gesture equals the third which, of course, only applies if the list
actually has more than three items.
10.7 Summary
Based on the assumption that empirical material exists with NOVACO annotations as
described in Chapter 8, this section showed how to extract key parameters for gesture
generation. The extraction is performed by a software module called NOVALIS that con-
nects to ANVIL via the plug-in interface. Using statistical modeling methods, a number of
estimations for local and global parameters and for long-distance relations are dened. To-
gether with a subject's gesture repertoire these parameters make up an individual's gesture
prole. Individuality is achieved by having dierent gesture sets and dierent ways these
gestures are used: dierent function, dierent timing and dierent handedness. Table 10.2
summarizes the relations, their respective mathematical model and purpose.
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database formal description
concept-to-gesture P
sem
:= P (l j w) mapping from phrases of
words and/or semantic
tags to a gesture lemma l.
gesture timing P
timing
:= P (p j l) distribution of p 2 fdirect,
indirect, init, spang for
each gesture lemma l
handedness unigrams P (h) handedness distribution
(AFT 0)
gesture handedness P (h j l) distribution of handedness
for each gesture lemma l
handedness bigrams P (h
i
j h
i 1
) handedness transitions
(AFT 4)
gesture transitions P
bi
(l
i
) := P (l
i
j l
i 1
) gesture bigrams (AFT 4)
gesture rate
#G
#segments
number of gestures per
segment
discourse relation (exist) P
rel=ex
(g
i
j g
i 1
) probability that there is
a follow-up gesture in a
speech relation
discourse relation (equal) P
rel=eq
(g
i
j g
i 1
) probability that follow-
gesture equals previous
gesture
Table 10.2: Summary of all parameters in the gesture prole.
The parameters fall in two categories. The rst kind is functional in nature and
requires hypotheses on the relation between gesture and speech. Two parameters, the
word-to-gesture mapping and the discourse relation modeling belong to this kind. The
underlying theories are those of lexical aÆliates (cf. Scheglo, 1984) and catchments (cf.
McNeill et al., 2001) respectively. All other parameters belong to the second category
where the statistical modeling approach is chosen. Here, one tries to approximate a surface
behavior without further understanding of the underlying processes. For this statistical
modeling, to alleviate the sparse data problem, the absolute frequency threshold (AFT) is
introduced as a means to ensure that enough evidence is present to justify the utilization
of a bigram.
Chapter 11
Gesture Generation:
The NOVA System
The last chapter dened gesture proles that contain statistical models of individual ges-
ture properties like timing, transitions, handedness etc. This chapter presents an algorithm
that uses these proles to generate gestures from annotated speech input. The nal output
is an abstract action script that can be used for character animation.
Generation is performed in two steps. In the rst step, gestures are overgenerated,
i.e. all possible gestures are generated and added to an intermediate graph representation.
Scoring functions are used to annotate the graph with probability estimations. Lexical
aÆliation controls the selection of gestures, whereas the timing proles determine the ges-
ture's placement within a segment. In the second step, the best gestures are singled out
based on the theme/rheme/focus annotations and, more importantly, using the probabil-
ities and that reect local as well as global properties of the imitated speaker's prole.
The generation algorithm is implemented in a system called NOVA, short for Nonver-
bal Action Generator, which connects to ANVIL via the plug-in interface. For representing
intermediate results during processing a graph structure is used, called Multimodal Gen-
eration Graph (MuG). NOVA accesses ANVIL's internal structures to ll the initial MuG
with the annotated input for test runs.
This chapter will rst introduce the MuG working representation before describing
input structures, algorithm and output of the gesture generation system NOVA in separate
sections. Screen shots will illustrate the generation procedure. A brief summary closes
the chapter.
11.1 Representation
The Multimodal Generation Graph (MuG) is a representation structure for both words
and nonverbal output. The MuG is an ordered directed acyclic graph (DAG) where the
nodes represent time points and spoken words are transitions between nodes, called edges.
The edges have a content and a type. While the exact content depends on the edge type,
all edges contain at least the following data:
1. a label (alphanumeric string)
2. a set of probability values, each 2 [0; 1]
In a MuG with nodes N and edges E, the basic temporal granularity of the graph is dened
by words. The nodes N consist of the time points of the words' boundaries, whereas words
are represented by edges connecting neighbouring nodes. Time imposes a total order 
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on all nodes and allows to dene a containment relation between edges and nodes as well
as between edges and edges. An edge e = ha; bi is said to contain node n i
a  n  b:
Edge e is said to contain edge ~e = h~a;
~
bi i
a  ~a ^
~
b  b:
Linguistic entities \above" the level of words, such as segments, speech acts, POS or
theme/rheme, are represented by edges. Also, nonverbal actions like gestures are repre-
sented by edges. A gesture temporally co-occurs with those words that are contained in
the gesture's edge.
Because of its graph structure the MuG is similar to word hypotheses graphs or word
lattices known from speech recognition (Schukat-Talamazzini et al. 1994) and to anno-
tation graphs known from linguistic annotation (Bird and Liberman 2001). The graph
structure is more exible than a tree because it allows for overlap and parallel edges while
preserving the fundamentally temporal nature of the targeted output. Time becomes dis-
crete as word boundaries dene the basic granularity. The simplication resulting from
this temporal discretization facilitates the detection of gesture collision.
For test runs on annotated data the MuG representation can be extracted online from
the ANVIL system and fed into the NOVA plug-in. A sample MuG, extracted from speaker
HK (lq1-1), is shown in Figure 11.1.
11.2 Generation Input
The input for the generation algorithm consists of linguistically prepared words in form of
a MuG. In the MuG, word boundaries are represented as nodes, the words themselves as
edges of type WordEdge. The linguistic preparation comprises segment boundary mark-
up, morphological processing, theme/rheme and discourse relations.
Morphological processing The semantic mapping requires generalization by mapping
words to their lemma and disambiguation by adding the part-of-speech
1
(POS). POS tag-
ging is only necessary in a number of cases where ambiguities for the semantic mapping
would arise (Section 7.2). The list of words L where this applies can be found in Ap-
pendix A.1.
The lemma mapping is conducted by using a list of manually assembled word-to-lemma
mappings. Having determined the lemma the POS is added if the word is in L. If so, the
POS is attached to the word, separated by a slash. For example, the conjunction \aber"
in initial position gets the POS label \KONS":
aber ! aber/KONS
There are no new edges needed for the morphological processing, the edges of type Word-
Edge are simply modied in the described manner. The semantic mapping, by using the
same syntax for representing words, can exploit the POS information for disambiguation.
Segment boundary mark-up Speech segments are analogous to sentences in written
language, and are taken over from the NOVACO annotation (Section 7.1). An edge marking
a segment is of type SegmentEdge. It starts at the start node of the rst word and ends
at the end node of the last word. The edge contains no further information.
1
See Appendix A.1 for the list of part-of-speech tags and their meaning.
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Figure 11.1: NOVA system with annotated input MuG after semantic tagging.
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Theme, rheme and focus Themes and rhemes are contiguous, non-overlapping se-
quences of words. They are taken over from the NOVACO annotation (Section 7.3) and
represented as edges of type ThemeRhemeEdge. They cover the respective sequence of
words and contain the label \theme" or \rheme". The theme or rheme focus is imported
as a separate edge of type FocusEdge and labelled \focus.theme" and \focus.rheme" re-
spectively.
Discourse relations Discourse relations connect a number of dierent word sequences
hs
1
; : : : ; s
n
i, where each sequence s
i
is contiguous and sequences do not overlap (Sec-
tion 7.4). For each word sequence s
i
an edge of type DiscourseRelationEdge e
i
is created
which contains:
 relation type 2 fopposition, repetition, listg
 link to previous relation edge e
i 1
(if i > 1)
 exist probability
 equal probability
The two probability values estimate the probability that a gesture occurs on e
i
(exist
probability) and that this gesture equals the one on e
i 1
(equal probability) as described
in Section 10.6.
11.3 Generation Algorithm
The algorithm proceeds in four steps where each step modies the MuG to arrive at the
nal structure. The nal MuG can then be translated to a linear action script, called
CAML (Section 11.4), that can then be sent to an output renderer.
1. Semantic tagging: input is enriched with semantic tags
2. Gesture generation: gestures are triggered by lexical aÆliation, timing is factored
out, theme/rheme prioritizing is done
3. Gesture selection: is performed using local and global likelihood
4. Parameter selection: handedness is determined
In its actual application the algorithm employs only a subset of the gesture lexicon. As
suggested in Section 9.3, this subset consists of the high frequency gestures. In the follow-
ing, however, all gestures will be considered to simplify the situation. The four steps are
now explained.
Semantic tagging
In the semantic tagging, the lemmatized and POS-tagged word edges are mapped to edges
of type SemanticEdge according to the mapping dened in Appendix A.2, for instance
Liebe ! AFFECT
So that the MuG now contains a mixture of words and semantic tags. For example, the
sequence \Sie sagen vollig zurecht. . . " is mapped in the following manner:
Sie sagen vollig zurecht . . .
# # # #
ADDRESSEE sagen TOTALITY AGREEMENT . . .
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To simplify the below algorithm, all words not mapped to semantic tags are taken to
be semantic tags themselves and are added to the graph as SemanticEdge-type edges.
Figure 11.1 shows a MuG with all input annotations (POS-tagged and lemmatized words,
theme/rheme, focus, discourse relations and segments) including the original gestures. The
semantic edges CONJ SEQ and TOTALITY have been added on top of these annotations.
Gesture generation
The generation algorithm adds gesture edges to the MuG. The algorithm traverses all con-
tiguous sequences of semantic edges  = hs
0
; : : : ; s
N
i that do not cross segment boundaries
and have maximum length N  5. Let segment() be the corresponding segment edge
that contains  and let gen() be the set of gestures that are triggered by lexical aÆlia-
tion to the sequence of semantic tags in  (Section 10.2). And let theme rheme() be the
theme or rheme segment that contains  and focus(theme rheme() be the focus of that
theme/rheme segment. Then, for all g 2 gen():
if (prob(g) > 0.1) then begin
create gesture edge e
0
with
timing(e
0
)=direct
start(e
0
)=start()
end(e
0
)=end()
end
if (timing prob(g, span) > 0.1) then begin
create gesture edge e
1
with
timing(e
1
)=span
start(e
1
)=start(segment())
end(e
1
)=end(segment())
end
if (timing prob(g, init) > 0.1) then begin
create gesture edge e
2
with
timing(e
2
)=init
start(e
2
)=start(segment())
end(e
2
)=min(start(segment()) + 3, end(segment()))
end
if (timing prob(g, indirect) > 0.1 and
exists(focus(theme rheme())) and
not(overlap(, focus(theme rheme())))
then begin
create gesture edge e
3
with
timing(e
3
)=indirect
start(e
3
)=start(focus(theme rheme()))
end(e
3
)=end(focus(theme rheme()))
end
This algorithm generates gestures with timing patterns direct, span, init and indirect.
The minimum condition for generation is an estimated probability of 10% in dependence
of the lexical aÆliation strength. For timing patterns span and init the conditional
timing probability is also tested against the 10% probability threshold. During this step
a large number of gestures is created, much more than will \survive" for the nal output.
Therefore, this step can also be called overgeneration.
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Figure 11.2: NOVA system with generated gestures attached to MuG, after local selection
step.
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Gesture selection
Gesture selection consists of two sub-steps, the local and the global selection step. In local
selection, the overgenerated gestures are ltered on the segment level (Figure 11.2). Only
the most probable gestures at the most promising locations are selected. Then, in global
selection, out of the pool of non-selected gestures the globally most probable ones are
added.
During local selection, in an incremental processing approach the selection algorithm
traverses all gestures. Only those gestures in a \good" position are considered at all which
are those located either in rhemes
2
or in the focus of a theme. For each of these positions
exactly one gesture of all candidates is selected. After selection, the next position is
processed. The rst gesture is selected based only on unigram probability. All following
gestures are rated also according to their bigram probability, taking the previously selected
gestures into account. The total likelihood is a linear combination of ve probability
estimations:
P (c) := w
sem
P
sem
+ w
timing
P
timing
+ w
bi
P
bi
+ w
rel=ex
P
rel=ex
+ w
rel=eq
P
rel=eq
where the weights are as shown in Table 11.1, and sum up to one.
After local selection all non-selected gestures constitute a set B, the gesture bag. For
all members of B, dependent probability scores have to be re-computed according to the
selected gestures.
Then, in global selection, the gesture g with the highest probability score is drawn
from the bag B. If g does not collide with the already selected gestures, i.e. the edges
of the other gestures do not overlap with g's edge, g is added to the selected gestures.
Afterwards all probabilities have to be re-computed again. This procedure is repeated, i.e.
more gestures are taken from B, until the average gesture rate of the imitated speaker is
reached within a certain tolerance.
weight value
w
sem
0.3
w
timing
0.2
w
bi
0.2
w
rel=ex
0.2
w
rel=eq
0.1
Table 11.1: Weights used in the central generation equation.
Parameter selection
After generation and selection, some gesture parameters are still left open. In the current
version of the NOVA system, only the handedness parameter remains to be lled. However,
in the future, parameters like extension or speed could be determined in this phase as well.
As concerns handedness, in a rst run all gestures that are inherently bi-handed (2H)
are detected. A gesture is considered inherently bi-handed if it was performed bi-handedly
in more than 90% of the occurrences in the training data.
If hg
1
; : : : ; g
n
i is the sequence of generated and selected gestures, handedness is deter-
mined by maximum likelihood of the three possible events h 2fLH, RH, 2Hg. Let h
i
be
2
Cassell (1998) hypothesized that \one is most likely to nd gestures co-occuring with the rhematic
part of speech"
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the handedness of gesture g
i
and c be the category of the current gesture g, then likelihood
P (hj g
i
) for the current gesture g is estimated with
P (hj g
i
) = w
0
P (hj c) + w
1
P (h) + w
2
P (hj h
i 1
)
where all weights w
i
are as shown in Table 11.2 and sum up to one, i.e.
P
w
i
= 1.
weight value
w
0
0.5
w
1
0.2
w
2
0.3
Table 11.2: Weights used to score handedness likelihood.
Once the handedness parameter for all selected gestures is determined, the gesture gener-
ation and selection phases are terminated, and the MuG is ready for rendering.
Collision Detection
In the various generation and selection processes described above it can happen that a
gesture is generated/selected that overlaps with another gesture. Such gestures are said to
collide. It is important to get rid of collisions because otherwise the produced gestures may
not be visible or recognizable. Therefore, when selecting gestures, a gesture g
0
selected
after gesture g and colliding with it is discarded. The next probable gesture is chosen
instead. This is a very simple, incremental processing approach to collision resolution.
Other approaches could compare dierent solutions in the overall quality, taking a more
global but also computationally more expensive approach.
11.4 Generation Output in CAML
In order to be executable by a character animation software the generated gestures must
rst be transformed from the MuG into an abstract action script. In general, an action
script is a linearized specication of speech and actions that can be used to control various
rendering devices like speech synthesis and character animation engines. An abstract
action script is independent of the concrete rendering software so that it can be considered
an interlingua for rendering devices. This implies that it must be translated to the specic
control language of the output device. However, the structure of the action script should
be close enough to most specic control languages that this translation is trivial.
The Character Action Mark-up Language, short CAML, will be introduced here as
such an action script. CAML is an XML language that allows to represent speech and
gestures. The overall structure of a CAML script has two blocks for speech and actions
each:
<caml>
<speech>
...
</speech>
<actions>
...
</actions>
</caml>
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Figure 11.3: NOVA system with MuG after semantic tagging, gesture generation and
gesture selection (both local and global).
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The two blocks are lled with speech and actions respectively. Speech is entered as normal
text. To model gestures and their temporal relation to speech, two further tags are used.
Position tags are entered into the text of the speech block to mark temporal positions for
the gestures. They are assigned a unique ID that can be referred to later. In the action
block, gestures are specied using gesture tags. The gesture tags contain
 lemma: name of the gesture lexicon entry
 handedness: RH, LH or 2H
 timing: direct, init or span
 start: the ID of the position tag at which the gesture should start
 end: the ID of the position tag at which the gesture should end
For example, the generated output shown in Figure 11.3 results in the following CAML
script:
<caml>
<speech>
<pos id="1"/> Und wie <pos id="2"/> in <pos id="3"/>
jedem <pos id="4"/> Familiengespraech ...
</speech>
<actions>
<gesture lemma="frame" hand="2H" timing="direct" start="1" end="2"/>
<gesture lemma="dome" hand="2H" timing="direct" start="3" end="4"/>
</actions>
</caml>
Instead of putting the gesture tags directly into the speech block, letting them bracket
the covered words, non-bracketing position markers are used. This has the advantage that
other speech markers, for instance for intonation, can be used as brackets without running
the risk of overlapping with gesture brackets.
The CAML format is kept open in two respects. First, arbitrary speech markers can be
added. The input language for the NOVA system when specied in XML using tags for all
the necessary linguistic annotations can be fully integrated and retained in the nal output
script. Second, other action markers, for instance for posture shifts or facial expressions,
can be introduced with future extensions or by external tools.
CAML action scripts can be translated to various existing character animation tech-
nologies. Two examples are Microsoft's Agent Technology and Charamel's CharActor
3
software (see Figure 11.4). Here, a concrete translation example will be given for the
CharActor real-time animation engine.
Given the speech utterance and gestures that were specied above the CharActor
command would look like this:
SendEvent("Speak", "Und wie $(SingleMotion,emblem/frame) in
$(SingleMotion,metaphoric/dome) jedem
Familiengespraech.")
Wait("SpeakingEnd")
This translation assumes that the motion patterns for the two gestures realize a single
stroke. For the timing patterns init and span, however, one needs motion patterns with
continual beats. These motion patterns can then be brought to a controlled halt by
3
http://www.charamel.de
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inserting a command for the default posture at the end point. The CharActor engine will
then blend the rst motion into the second (which is the resting position) and thus, bring
the gesture to a halt:
SendEvent("Speak", "$(SingleMotion,emblem/frame) Und wie in
$(SingleMotion,special/default) jedem
Familiengespraech.")
Wait("SpeakingEnd")
The above example is the translation for a single frame gesture used with init timing being
brought to a controlled halt after the word \in". Span timing is realized analogously.
Figure 11.4: Agent Tina animated with two dierent character animation technologies.
Microsoft's Agent Technology animates characters by concatenating pre-fabricated clips
(left). Charamel's CharActor player performes rendering at runtime based on a 3D model
and pre-fabricated motion patterns (right).
To conclude, CAML oers a simple XML representation of speech and actions where
actions are assumed to exist as pre-fabricated motion patterns that are accessed by name.
More complexity can be added on demand and a translation to existing scripting lan-
guages or concrete rendering software input specications can be easily developed as was
demonstrated for the CharActor software.
11.5 Assessment
The lack of visualization in NOVA does not allow an empirical evaluation of the generation
system. This chapter therefore concludes with comparing NOVA with other generation
systems and listing open issues that follow directly from NOVA's approach.
11.5.1 Comparison with Existing Work
Compared to the systems surveyed in Section 4.1 the NOVA system is much more empiri-
cally oriented. Hence, the data material of the speaker could be much more specic and
a large maximum repertoire of 68 gesture could be assembled. On the other hand, the
missing visualization in NOVA makes it diÆcult to evaluate the system's output.
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For generation, NOVA requires annotated input similar to that of AC and REA/P, and
can therefore be called a concept-to-gesture system. The model for generating gestures is
based on probability estimations like in REA/P but also uses rules for gesture placement
similar to BEAT's rules to place gestures on rhematic elements. However, NOVA also uses
the notion of theme/rheme focus to place gestures. NOVA diers from BEAT in its internal
representation which is an ordered acyclic graph as opposed to BEAT's grammar-like tree
structure. The advantage of the graph is the possibility of parallel overlapping structures
that can be resolved in the lter phase, whereas the tree structure does not allow the
representation of such structures in the rst place.
input repertoire model proc coord-speech rendering
PPP CTG ? Ru G SEQ Æ
REA CTG ? Gr G SSR Æ
MAX CTG ? Ru G SSR 
AC CTG ? Ru G SSR Æ
VHP TTG 5 Ru | CCS Æ
BEAT TTG ? Ru O+F CCS Æ
NOVA CTG 68 Pr+Ru O+F TP |
REA/P CTG 4 Pr G TP Æ
FACE TTG ? Ru G TP Æ
Greta CTG ? Ru O+F CCS 
Table 11.3: Comparison of NOVA with existing generation systems. The table is the same
as in Section 4.3, p. 84, but extended with NOVA (shaded line).
The computation of timing models is unique to NOVA. So far, no other system has
implemented timing patterns dierent from what is called direct timing in this work. In
terms of general architecture, NOVA employs an overgenerate-and-lter approach like the
systems Greta and BEAT. In contrast to them, the lter step is used to model global
parameters like gesture rate. Gesture rate is meant to reect a speaker's individuality.
Individuality is further fostered by individual rules for gesture selection, timing patterns
and handedness, and by the fact that separate subsets of the gesture lexicon are used for
each speaker. None of the other systems follows this modular approach of exchangeable
gesture proles for individual generation. Table 11.3 summarizes NOVA's properties in
direct comparison with the systems surveyed in Section 4.3.
Concerning the CAML action script language, the mechanism of using position tags in
the text as reference points for the separate action specication is also used, for instance, in
the action specication for the Max agent (Kopp and Wachsmuth 2002) called MURML
4
(Krandstedt et al. 2002). This language was developed for a feature-based approach to
generation and allows specication of features like hand shape, orientation and movement
path. It incorporates much more complexity than needed for NOVA. CAML serves as a
simple interlingua to rendering devices and must not be confused with languages that were
developed for authoring and thus incorporate all aspects of virtual character modelling
plus a range of pre-specied motion patterns. CML
5
is one such example. Other languages
like AML
6
are very close to a rendering software and allow ne-grained temporal control
of this engine while being useless for other existing rendering software (see Arafa et al.,
2002, for an exposition on both CML and AML).
The NOVA approach, in its utilization of individual gesture proles and with its abstract
CAML output, appears to be best tted to model teams of individual presentation agents
4
Multimodal Utterance Representation Mark-up Language
5
Character Mark-up Language
6
Avatar Mark-up Language
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that display varied and entertaining nonverbal actions and can be animated with dierent
character players.
11.5.2 Open Issues
The objective for generation was to apply individual gesture prole to speech input to
produce gestures. Given the broad scope of this work, many issues on the generation side
had to be left open. This section gives a survey of the most important ones.
Text input Speech input has to be richly annotated. The pre-annotated speech input
that is required for NOVA can be justied with the argument that in most speech generation
systems the required information is either available or could easily be provided. However,
for a real text-to-gesture approach, a pure text input would have to be pre-processed to
compute syntactic data, information structure and discourse relations as is done in the
BEAT system (Cassell et al. 2001b).
Context The current approach does not consider context in the sense of world knowl-
edge. For computing handedness it is not considered where the addressee is located. To
factor out this context, one would need dierent settings where the addressee is located
to the left/right/in front of the speaker. Alternatively, one can produce context-specic
proles (e.g., a prole for a speaker with addressee to the left). The proles computed
here are actually context-specic. Another alternative is to use rules (see below).
Hidden determinants In the NOVA system, the relation between gesture and speech
drives the whole generation process. However, not always do the functions of gestures
have a correlate in speech. Especially functions similar to speech acts (Austin, 1975,
and Searle, 1969), including turn-taking acts (Duncan and Fiske 1977), but also semantic
information (Cassell et al. 1999) might be encoded in the gesture only. Such determinants
would have to be integrated in the NOVACO scheme to be extractable by the NOVALIS
module. Moreover, annotated text would not suÆce as an input representation for the
NOVA generator. Instead, a modality-independent input language like M3L would be
necessary (Wahlster 2003).
Rule-based processing While statistical modeling provides a quick way to model fre-
quently occurring phenomena, rule-based approaches allow to implement more specic but
well investigated mechanisms, also integrating world knowledge. Although NOVA already
makes use of rules when determining gesture placement or suppressing gesture collision,
rules could be integrated in a more modular fashion to override obviously false decisions of
the statistical processor or to include specic and context-dependent gesture production
rules (for instance, pointing at something) that lack empirical support in the training data.
Rendering While most other gesture generation systems include rendering, this is lack-
ing here. One important reason is that including rendering often also implies a strong
focus on rendering, thus neglecting either the empirical foundation or the generation it-
self. However, the advantages of including rendering are clear. The produced output
can be observed and tested. It can be evaluated by independent subjects to investigate
whether the produced gestures are natural, individual and entertaining. Also, generation
depends on rendering insofar as the generation engine should at least be as powerful as the
rendering engine to exploit all features. For instance, in conjunction with good rendering
engines the segmentation problem must be solved in detail: how does the gesture's internal
structure look like, where does the stroke begin and end, etc.
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It must be noted that few systems incorporating rendering make use of the chance of
evaluation studies. This may be due to the fact that evaluation of embodied agents is
in itself a new and relatively unexplored area of research. For rst tentative evaluation
approaches see van Mulken et al. (1998), McBreen (2001), McBreen et al. (2001), Nass
et al. (2000) and Cassell and Thorisson (1999).
11.6 Summary
This chapter described how the gesture proles extracted by NOVALIS from the annotated
LQ corpus were used to generate gestures in a system called NOVA. Given an annotated
speech input, a graph structure called MuG is produced that is processed in two principal
steps that can be called generation and selection.
In generation, the MuG is rst enriched with semantic tags using a hand-crafted map-
ping. Then, the actual generation algorithm adds gestures with probabilities triggered by
lexical aÆliation. These gestures are generated for all four timing types: direct, indirect,
init and span. Once all possible gestures are generated, in the selection step only the best
ones are chosen for the nal output. Selection is rst done locally, choosing one gesture
per segment according to the maximum likelihood paradigm. Then, a global selection step
selects from the set of remaining gestures the ones that are best in global comparison. Af-
ter selection, some parameters are left to be chosen using a linear combination of unigrams
and bigrams.
The generated gestures are written to an action script in the CAML language which is
an abstract interlingua for rendering devices. For nal rendering in a character animation
engine like CharActor or MS Agent Technology, the action script needs to be translated
to the software-specic language as was demonstrated for CharActor.
NOVA is a concept-to-gesture system based on probabilistic as well as rule-based pro-
cessing. Its graph-based working representation allows the processing of parallel structures.
NOVA is unique in working with timing patterns and otherwise relies on the well-know
overgenerate-and-lter approach. Speaker individuality is especially supported by work-
ing with individual gesture proles. In comparison with existing generation systems, NOVA
appears to be best suited for the player-independent generation of individual gestures for
a team of presentation agents.
Chapter 12
Conclusion
This chapter starts out with a summary of the complete work. The second section discusses
the contributions to current research and the impact that parts of this work already had.
The third section reviews open issues and points to future directions.
12.1 Summary
The aim of this work was to generate conversational gestures for a team of embodied agents.
The produced gestures should provide a broad base behavior that is both believable and
individual. This generation task was approached by imitating specic human speakers
who are experienced in performing in public. The generation by imitation approach was
pursued in three phases with particular subtasks. These phases were called observation,
modeling and generation.
In the observation phase, video clips of two TV speakers to be imitated had to be
selected. For the selection process, suitability criteria were developed. These criteria were
applied to estimate how close the TV show matches the targeted application, whether
the phenomena to be imitated occur in suÆcient quantity and quality, whether the right
conversational situations are displayed and whether technical requirements like speaker
visibility are fullled. A digital video corpus, the LQ corpus, was collected by digitizing 23
clips from three recorded sessions of the TV show The Literary Quartet. This resulted in a
total of 46:18 minutes of material. For the transcription of gesture and speech, annotation
schemes and tools were surveyed. The categorial transcription scheme by Webb (1997)
was found to be best suited for the generation task, complemented by the structural
transcription by Kita et al. (1998) and the concept of lexical aÆliation rst introduced
by Scheglo (1984). The survey of schemes resulted in a number of requirements for
a video annotation software tool. Ten existing tools were tested and checked against
these requirements: HIAT-DOS, CLAN, Akira, MacSHAPA, MediaTagger, The Observer,
SignStream, syncWRITER, TASX-annotator, and Elan. Each of the tools was found to
lack essential features. Therefore, the video annotation tool ANVIL was developed. It is a
platform-independent, extensible, general annotation tool that allows user-dened coding
schemes and has an intuitive graphical user interface. Using ANVIL and the surveyed coding
schemes, the NOVACO scheme was created for the systematic transcription of gesture
and speech. The scheme comprises linguistic as well as gestural information like words,
information structure, gesture phases, and lexical aÆliates. Four timing patterns were
devised to capture the temporal relationship between gesture and lexical aÆliate. For the
transcription in gestural categories, the LQ gesture lexicon had to be created from the
LQ data, cross-checking it with published gesture inventories. The lexicon comprises 68
gesture lemmas. Using the ANVIL tool and the NOVACO scheme, the complete LQ corpus
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was transcribed, resulting in a total of 1,056 transcribed gestures and 2,518 movement
phases.
name description
ANVIL A generic, extensible video annotation tool with
project management and plug-in interface.
NOVACO A speech and gesture coding scheme, specically
tailored to the purpose of gesture generation.
LQ corpus A video corpus of a book review TV talk show
featuring two speakers, fully annotated with
transcribed speech and gesture (23 clips, 46 min-
utes, 1056 gestures).
LQ gesture lexicon A lexicon of 68 conversational gestures identied
in the LQ corpus.
NOVALIS A gesture prole extractor, producing statistical
models of individual gesture behavior from NO-
VACO annotations, using a hand-crafted word-
to-concept semantic mapping.
NOVA A generation engine for gestures, producingmul-
timodal output graphs from annotated speech
input using gesture proles extracted by NO-
VALIS.
CAML A player-independent action specication lan-
guage.
Table 12.1: The tools and data produced in this work.
In the modeling phase, the annotated LQ corpus was analyzed and gesture proles
for each individual speaker were extracted. To assess the consistency of the NOVACO
gesture transcription scheme, coding reliability was tested with two independent coders
who achieved an agreement of 79.4% (recall) which translates to a kappa value of 0.78.
The gesture lexicon was reduced in size, using a frequency criterium, down to 26{28 lem-
mas that still covered over 85% of the original data. Of these lemmas, 15 are shared by
both speakers. It was hypothesized that the remaining gestures account for the individual
dierence between the speakers. Other factors for individuality were reasoned to be hand-
edness, timing and function. These factors were used to dene speaker-individual gesture
proles. The NOVALIS module was developed to automatically extract each speaker's pro-
le from the annotated LQ data using statistical models. Each gesture prole contains
a probabilistic concept-to-gesture mapping, gesture rate and probability estimations for
gesture handedness, timing and discourse relations.
For the generation phase, the NOVA gesture generation system was developed. Its
generation algorithm works in four stages in an overgenerate-and-lter approach using a
graph-based representation. The input is annotated text where the annotation consists of
parts-of-speech, segment and theme/rheme/focus mark-up as well as discourse relations.
In the rst stage, the algorithm enriches the input with semantic tags. In the second
stage, gestures are generated using the empirically deduced gesture prole and placement
heuristics taken from the literature. In the third stage, gestures are selected according to
local and global criteria in a maximum likelihood approach, again based on the gesture
prole. In the forth and nal stage, gestural parameters like handedness are determined.
The resulting gesture graph is translated to the player-independent, XML-based action
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NOVA
NOVALIS
gesture profiles
(of speakers
HK and MRR)
NOVACO
specification
(coding scheme,
incl. LQ gesture lexicon)
LQ corpus
(gesture/speech
annotations)
LQ video files
(feat. speakers
HK and MRR)
ANVIL
annotated text input CAML action script
accesses
accesses
is read by
is read by
produces is read by
produces
is read
by
Figure 12.1: Overall architecture of the tools and data produced in this work. Data is
depicted by containers, processing modules by rectangles. Solid arrows indicate data ow,
dotted arrows indicate access to software functions.
language CAML. The output scripts can be used to generate instructions for players like
MS Agent Technology or CharActor.
The overall design and interplay of the software used in this work is depicted in Fig-
ure 12.1. Data is symbolized by containers, processing modules by rectangles. One can
see that the processing pipeline starts with ANVIL which is used, together with the NO-
VACO scheme specication, to annotate the LQ video les, thus creating the annotated
LQ corpus. From this corpus, the NOVALIS modules extracts gestural key parameters and
stores them in gesture proles. These proles are the basis for gesture generation in NOVA.
The NOVA system expects annotated text input and produces individual gestures in CAML
action scripts that can be forwarded to animation engines like MS Agent Technology or
CharActor. The illustration is a slight simplication as all access to LQ data is actually
performed through ANVIL. This is indicated by the dotted arrows pointing from NOVA
and NOVALIS to ANVIL. ANVIL thus acts as an integrative software platform for all other
modules.
The original aim of this work was to collect data, nd methods and develop tools
for the generation of gestures by imitation. This aim was achieved. The tools and data
produced are listed in Table 12.1. The tools work together in a single integrated environ-
ment with ANVIL at its core and NOVALIS and NOVA functioning as independent modules
communicating with ANVIL via a plug-in interface. All data is stored in XML format.
12.2 Contributions and Impact
On the most general level, the contribution of this work to the research community is
that it provides a nearly complete work pipeline, including software tools, for getting from
empirical data to generated gestures in an imitation approach. The work is distinct from
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related work in three major aspects. First, this work focusses on individual speakers as
opposed to looking at the average behavior of a whole population of subjects. Second, it
relies on own empirical analyses instead of resorting to results from the literature. These
analyses are used to derive quantitative statistical models. Third, the selection of human
subjects was guided by the task. The subjects were required to be experienced public
performers, e.g. TV speakers, as opposed to \normal" people usually examined in similar
projects. It was thus ascertained that they display a gestural behavior that is eective,
non-monotonous and interesting to watch.
On a more specic level, this work contributes tools, data and insights to the research
eld of embodied agents. The ANVIL video annotation tool is already being used at various
international institutes. The system unites several essential features in a single robust,
easy-to-use, non-commercial tool. It keeps a strict separation between coding scheme and
tool which makes ANVIL independent of the specic aims of this work. Other important
features are the intuitive timeline view, complex coding elements and an eÆcient cod-
ing interface with online access to the user's coding manual. The tool also introduces
innovations like cross-level links, non-temporal objects and automatic coding manual gen-
eration. ANVIL followed a distribution policy where only stable releases of small download
sizes (< 1MB) were made publicly available. Distribution started in the year 2000. Since
then, more than 350 researchers from over 30 countries downloaded the software, giving
numerous feedback, thus making it possible to closely adapt ANVIL's development to the
requirements of the various research communities. However, the development philosophy
has always been to keep the software as simple as possible but to make it as complex as
necessary.
Much more specic to the purpose of this work is the coding scheme NOVACO for the
transcription of gesture and speech. It oers mechanisms for coding those aspects that are
relevant for gesture generation. A general novelty is the explicit coding of lexical aÆliates
and their temporal relation to the corresponding gesture by means of timing patterns.
While most researchers restrict themselves to the analysis of speech-gesture co-occurrence
(McNeill, 1992: 26{29), the NOVACO timing patterns grant a more dierentiated picture
of gesture-speech synchronization. Although it was created for a very specic purpose, the
scheme demonstrates how speech and gesture coding, especially for gesture phase struc-
ture and gesture-speech relations, can look like when working with multiple layers and an
annotation software like ANVIL. It can thus act as a point of departure for other research
projects that conduct gesture annotation with software tools. An integral part of the
coding scheme is the LQ gesture lexicon. It is a well-documented inventory of two gesture
repertoires of individuals. This is unusual as common gesture inventories are collections
drawing on whole socio-cultural groups. Also, the fact that all major gesture classes
are represented is rare as most published gesture inventories exclusively collect emblems.
Both properties are important to applications aiming at a broad, yet individual gestural
behavior. Therefore, the LQ gesture lexicon can be the basis for other gesture generation
projects that lack the resources to conduct own empirical research. In fact, three projects
have already built on this resource. In these projects, a subset of the LQ gesture lexicon
was implemented for an animated agent. First, in the CrossTalk system (Gebhard et al.,
2003, and Klesen et al., 2003), an interactive, self-explaining embodied agents installa-
tion developed at German Research Center for Articial Intelligence (DFKI). Second, in
the European NECA
1
project which aims at creating embodied agents that can express
emotions verbally and nonverbally (Krenn et al. 2002). Finally and most recently, in the
VirtualHuman
2
project, a virtual reality tutoring system on topics in Astronomy, devel-
1
Net Environment for Embodied Emotional Conversational Agents,
see http://www.ai.univie.ac.at/NECA
2
http://www.virtual-human.org
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oped in a joint eort by several German research institutes working together in a lead
project by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF). The LQ
gestures were integrated as part of the embodied agents' nonverbal behavior and mod-
eled by a professional graphics designer using video stills from the LQ corpus and textual
descriptions like the ones in Appendix B. A subset of the LQ gesture lexicon was incor-
porated in each of the two embodied agents called Tina and Ritchie. Figure 12.2 shows
the metaphoric Walls gesture as found in the LQ corpus and transferred to the CrossTalk
and VirtualHuman projects, using dierent character animation technologies.
Figure 12.2: The metaphoric gesture \Walls" (see Appendix B, page 238) as found in
the LQ corpus (top, left) and used for two dierent implementations of the synthetic agent
Tina: in the CrossTalk infotainment installation (top, right) and in the VirtualHuman 3D
virtual reality tutoring system (bottom).
The annotated LQ corpus of transcribed speech and gesture can become a resource for
other projects, as training material or for further exploratory research. The 1,056 anno-
tated gestures are a considerable amount compared to other projects, e.g. 134 annotated
gestures in the REA project (Yan 2000). However, the potential as training material is
limited by the complexity of the learning task. While the amount of data suÆces for
statistical modeling as done in the gesture proles, the data would be too sparse to train,
e.g., image-based gesture recognizers. In the eld of Gesture Research the LQ corpus
can be used to test hypotheses about the relationship between gesture and speech. The
precisely annotated temporal boundaries of words and gesture phases have not yet been
fully exploited in this approach. They could be useful in an investigation of gestures' re-
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lation to intonation. Also, when rendering gestures for implemented embodied agents this
ne-grained temporal resolution can be utilized to determine the speech-gesture timing
exactly.
The NOVALIS component works on the annotated LQ corpus to extract individual
gesture proles, a novel concept in gesture generation. Although quantitative modeling
has also been done by Cassell et al. (2001a), their eort aimed at posture, not gesture,
and did not model individual but general behavior. Gesture proles can be compared to
individual language models in speech recognition that are created in a personal training
period. Both capture individual preferences probabilistically. The captured aspects were
chosen to include concept-to-gesture mapping, gesture transitions, handedness preferences
and timing preferences. However, which aspects of gesture production actually make
nonverbal behavior individual must be further explored and conrmed in future research.
The NOVA gesture generation system, using a gesture prole and the word-to-concept
mapping, performs shallow generation of gestures. Gestures are triggered by words in
the input stream through lexical aÆliation. The generated gestures reect the speakers
preferred timing patterns, overall gesture frequency and handedness. In contrast to other,
functional oriented systems, the shallow approach models the meaning and function of
gestures indirectly with statistical gures in gesture proles. This has the two drawbacks
that the modeled function of the gesture is not precise because context dependencies are
usually not captured in this approach and that the function is not explicitly dened. The
lack of precision can be tolerated given that the communicative value of the gestures in
question are considered very low by some researchers (Krauss et al. 1991). Moreover,
Calbris (1990) nds that the \probabilistic nature" of gestures, meaning that it is not
possible to exactly decode them, is one of the advantages of the nonverbal channel, enabling
speakers to keep meanings ambiguous. Therefore, the focus of shallow generation is to
generate a broad behavior as opposed to narrow but precise behavior. In the current
state of research, generating broad and precise behavior is hardly possible since every
gesture's various functions would have to be analyzed in-depth and encoded in rules.
Thus, shallow generation can provide a base behavior that imitates the behavior of a
selected speaker where functional approaches to gesture generation like REA (Cassell et
al. 2000a) and MAX (Kopp and Wachsmuth 2000) can be added on top. In this case,
functional gestures can be considered to be orthogonal to the base behavior although, of
course, the integration of base behavior and functional gestures requires mechanisms for
conict resolution to guarantee a seamless surface behavior.
NOVA provides output in the CAML action language that can be transformed to specic
player control languages. CAML is a simple, yet extensible XML language for rendering,
not designed to carry functions like M3L or agent behaviors like CML. Neither is it very
specic in the control of the output agent; it does not control limbs or joints. However, it is
abstract enough to specify the ow of nonverbal body actions and their relation to speech
for a number of dierent animation engines. For instance, both MS Agent Technology as
well as CharActor can be used in conjunction with CAML.
12.3 Future Work
In a eld as complex as gesture generation, many issues arise that must be left open.
It starts with the selection of suitable material where people with eective, entertaining
and professional looking gesture behavior must be found. The denition of criteria to
measure the eectiveness and entertainment qualities of gestures is a subject of future
work. Moreover, to gain a clearer picture on the concept of individuality, systematic
analyses must be conducted on how gestures are perceived by the average watcher. One
could then pinpoint the factors that reinforce or degrade individuality.
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Concerning ANVIL, future work aims at producing a graphical interface for editing the
XML specications, thus facilitating the development of coding schemes. More general
and more sophisticated query and analysis functions are other important areas for future
improvement. In the long run, one could also consider alternative input media (data
gloves) and image processing to obtain exact motion data of the performed gestures. The
integration of bootstrapping methods for gesture annotation, using image-based gesture
recognition modules connected to ANVIL as plug-ins, is a future vision. A more current
issue for the research community is the standardization of coding schemes and metadata.
ANVIL is prepared for such standards as it allows the explicit denition of coding schemes
in les that can be used to encode standards and easily be distributed to the ANVIL
user community. Metadata, as soon as denite standards emerge, can also be integrated
in the tool's XML data format without aecting downward compatibility. It can then
be comfortably viewed and edited in the Project Tool. A rst selection of metadata
has already been integrated. Concerning empirical research in general, future research
must nd workable coding schemes and representations that are applicable for gesture
recognition as well as generation systems.
The LQ gesture repertoire has proved to be well-suited for the task of this work. The
idea to collect a shared repertoire of gestures while at the same time storing the individual
subsets is a valuable approach for the generation of individual gestures. However, more
studies must be conducted to arrive at a large database that will slowly converge to a
universal repertoire of conversational gestures. The database would include the individual
gesture proles of all studied individuals allowing yet greater variety for teams of embodied
agents.
Concerning the modeling of gesture proles, one could look for a more unied way to
integrate the various probability estimations. A future vision for the imitation approach is
not only to generate natural and entertaining gestures but to imitate a well-known person
to such a degree that she or he is actually recognizable. While the rst precondition
for recognizability is the realistic rendering of face, body, hair-style, clothes, etc., the
truthful rendering of motion (for instance in facial expression) and motion quality (gestures
that are imitated using motion capturing techniques) do further enhance the eect. The
ultimate step in realistic imitation, however, is the correct coordination of the gestures
with the accompanying speech in terms of selection and timing. The results of this work
are a rst step in modeling this coordination for an individual. Whether the presented
techniques suÆce to enhance the recognizability of synthetic copies of well-known people
like politicians, pop-stars and other celebrities remains to be proven by future systems.
As for generation in NOVA, a more dierentiated parametrization of gestures would in-
clude motion qualities, i.e. how expansive, fast or smooth a gesture is performed depending
on the individual and context. This would require a revision of the NOVACO scheme and
the LQ corpus, based on Laban eorts as described in Section 4.2.3. Concerning the gener-
ator's input, the currently required annotations can be in part replaced by automatically
deduced information as done in the BEAT system (Cassell et al. 2001b). However, a
much more important issue is the integration of other approaches like functional genera-
tion. Ideally, dierent approaches, like functional and imitative, could compete in an open
generation framework. The open framework of NOVA, based on Java interfaces and XML
representations, will facilitate eorts to integrate other approaches.
Most of all, a rendering device is needed to make this work visible. It can then be
applied to all kinds of virtual characters, on the web, in movies or as digital guides. For
the future, the work may also become relevant to Robotics when humanoid robots are
developed to imitate human beings, including their nonverbal behavior.
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Several very dierent disciplines must work together to achieve the single aim of gener-
ating gestures. The vision of this work was to choose a human individual and imitate
her/his gestures so as to obtain natural nonverbal behavior. This work was a rst attempt
at running through all stages from observation to generation in a systematic and partially
automated approach. Although it lacks the detail of existing gesture transcriptions, the
depth of existing empirical investigations and the complexity of existing generation sys-
tems, the work presented here can serve as a guideline for future endeavors to get from
human gesture to synthetic action.
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Appendix A
Linguistic Preprocessing
A.1 Part-of-speech Tagging
For a number of words it is necessary annotate the part-of-speech (POS). The POS de-
scribes a word's grammatical function and can be found by looking at the word's direct
surroundings. Therefore, the POS encodes a certain amount of a word's context which in
some cases allows to disambiguate words that have dierent meanings when considered in
isolation. The Stuttgart-Tubingen Tagset (STTS) is a widely used set of POS categories.
A subset of STTS, plus one new tag, was taken to encode POS. Table A.1 shows the words
coded, their possible POS categories and an example for each category to demonstrate the
ambiguity of the words. Table A.2 summarizes and explains the POS categories. The
descriptions were taken from Schiller et al. (1995). The tag marked with an asterisk is
new.
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word(s) tag example
aber ADV das ist aber/ADV nett
KONS Aber/KONS als ich nach Hause kam
als KOKOM er arbeitet als/KOKOM Bauer
KOUS als/KOUS er heimkam
KON sowohl Kinder als/KON auch Frauen
doch ADV das geht doch/ADV nicht
PTKANT Doch/PTKANT
da KOUS da/KOUS du kommst, bleibe ich
ADV ich bin da/ADV
der, die, das ART die/ART Frau
PRELS der Mann, der/PRELS das/PDS gesagt hat
PDS das/PDS wei ich nicht
der/PDS, der das/PDS sagt, lugt
dies PDAT dieses/PDAT Buch
PDS dies/PDS ist ein Buch
ein ART ich habe eine/ART Frage
CARD ein/CARD oder zwei/CARD Dinge
ADJA der eine/ADJA und der andere/ADJA Arm
PDS das ist einer/PDS, der ihr gefallt
PIS die einen/PIS und die anderen/PIS sind weg
ich habe eins/PIS gesehen
ja ADV das ist ja/ADV komisch
ITJ ja/ITJ, was ich sagen wollte. . .
PTKANT Ja/PTKANT
nein ITJ nein/ITJ, was ich sagen wollte. . .
PTKANT Nein/PTKANT
nur KONS Nur/KONS was kann ich dafur?
ADV es ist nur/ADV sehr wenig
und KON du und/KON ich
KONS Und/KONS was soll man machen
Er hat gesagt und/KONS es ist geschehen
was PRELS das/PDS, was/PRELS er gesagt hat
PWS er fragt, was/PWS es gibt
was/PWS ist los?
er wei, was/PWS er will
PIS er hat schon was/PIS gemacht (etwas, sowas)
welche PRELS die Frage, welche/PRELS gestellt wurde
PWAT welchen/PWAT Hut hast du ausgesucht
PWS welchen/PWS von beiden hast du gesehn?
wie KOKOM er ist nicht so schnell wie/KOKOM du
PWAV Wie/PWAV geht es dir?
KOUS wie/KOUS vorhin gesagt. . .
zu PTKA er ist zu/PTKA gro
PTKZU er bittet ihn zu/PTKZU kommen/VVINF
PTKVZ das trit zu/PTKVZ
APPR ich gehe zu/APPR meiner Mutter
Table A.1: Words that were additionally coded with POS.
A.2 Semantic Tags
Tables A.3 to A.11 show the semantic tags used in oine processing (see Section 10.2)
and online generation (see Section 11.3). It is essentially a clustering of words that serves
the generalization of concepts. Note that this mapping makes the generation algorithm
in principle language-independent. The rst column shows the semantic tag or cluster
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POS tag description
ADJA attributing adjectives
ADV adverb
APPR preposition
ART article
CARD cardinal number
ITJ interjection
KOKOM comparison particle
KON coordinating conjunction
KONS leading conjunction (or between two full SV clauses)
KOUS subordinating conjunction
PDS demonstrative pronoun
PDAT attributing demonstrative pronoun
PIS substituting indenite pronoun
PRELS substituting relative pronoun
PTKA particle next to adverb/adjective
PTKANT response particle
PTKVZ separated verb prex
PTKZU particle for innitive verbs
PWAT attributing interrogative pronoun
PWAV adverbial interrogative pronoun
PWS substituting interrogative pronoun
Table A.2: Description of all used part-of-speech (POS) tags.
name. The second column lists the member of this tag/cluster. Sometimes, whole phrases
were mapped to a single tag. In this case, words were concatenated with underscores
to protect the phrase from being dissembled during the mapping. When the POS was
needed to disambiguate words the POS is included in the form \word/POS". There are
still ambiguities in the sense that a word belonging to a semantic tag has readings not
subsumed by the tag. These cases were not disambiguated here (with POS or otherwise)
because in the LQ data the respective words occurred only in the reading reected by the
tag. In this sense, the semantic tags need some reworking to make them applicable to
other data.
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tag members
ADDRESSEE Ihnen
Sie
AFFECT liebend
mochten
Gefuhl
Liebe
Wehmut
sehnen
spuren
AFTER BEHIND nach
AGGRESSION Aggressivitat
Held
provozierend
Barrikade
Temperament
aggressiv
kampfend
widersetzen
zwingen
AGREEMENT Recht geben
einverstanden
ja/PKANT
jawohl
konnen man erlauben
nicht zu unrecht
richtig
zu Recht
zu recht
zurecht
zutreen
APOLOGY Entschuldigung
entschuldigen
mit Verlaub
zugeben
ART kunstlerisch
literarisch
musikalisch
ATTENTION aufmerksam
aufpassen
hinweisen
interessant
vor allem
vorsichtig
wichtig
Table A.3: All semantic categories and members.
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tag members
BOOK Buch
Roman
Werk
BOOKTITLE Napoleanspiele
Tristanakkord
CERTAINTY eins/PIS v(sein) sicher
wirklich
COGNITIVE Phantasie
begreifen
denken
horen
kapieren
lernen
schreiben
stumpf
verblut
verruckt
verstort
uberlegen
CONJ CAUSAL also/KONS
damit/KONS
denn/KONS
deshalb
deswegen
weil
CONJ CONTRAST aber/KONS
allerdings/KONS
dennoch/KONS
jedoch
nur/KONS
CONJ SEQ dann/KONS
und/KONS
CONTAINER Band
Kapitel
DEFINITE das/ART
der/ART
die/ART
Table A.4: All semantic categories and members (ctd).
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tag members
DEIC HERE daran
darauf
daruber
heute
hier
jetzt
da/ADV
jenseits
spater
DEMONSTRATIVE das/PDS
dies/PDAT
dies/PDS
solch
DESTRUCT Luft
auosen
beenden
gleichgultig
streichen
untergehen
verbrennen
zerfetzen
DISTANCE Zwischenraum
Zwischenzeit
lang
so weit
soweit
zwischen
DRINK besaufen
EXTRAORDINARY Ausbruch
Explosion
Hohepunkt
ausgepragt
dramatisch
eigen
gro
stark
ungeheuer
unglaublich
Table A.5: All semantic categories and members (ctd).
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GEO LOCATION Amerika
DDR
England
Heidelberg
Holland
Land
Munchen
New York
INDEFINITE ein/ART
INDETERMINATE Unterschied
etwa
etwas
ich glaube
leise
mag sein
manch
mehr oder weniger
oszillieren
schwanken
so ungefahr
unterschiedlich
verschieden
INIT zunachst einmal
INSULT du Schwein
LOCATION im Mittelpunkt
in der Mitte
ins Quartett
MANY lauter
recht viel
viel
MOREOVER auerdem
noch etwas
MOVEMENT fahren
fallen
gehen
geraten
heranrucken
kommen
rausiegen
rauslenken
rausschleudern
verlaufen
weglaufen
zusammentun
Table A.6: All semantic categories and members (ctd).
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tag members
NEGATION kein
nein/PKANT
nicht
ohne
NEG AFFECT Eintonigkeit
Hass
Leiden
Traurige
Ungluck
abstoend
anwidern
ekeln
leiden
unangenehm
widerlich
widert mich an

Uberdruss
ubel
NEG ATTRIBUTE Schuld
eitel
gering
leichtsinnig
schuld
zu schnell
NEG EVAL Kritik
Unwillen
abscheulich
furchtbar
hasslich
leider
maniriert
nicht gut
schlecht
schrecklich
schwach
unertraglich
NEG TOTALITY gar nicht
gar nichts
garnicht
kein Mensch
nichts
nie
niemand
uberhaupt nicht
uberhaupt nichts
Table A.7: All semantic categories and members (ctd).
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tag members
NUMBER dreihundert
ein/CARD
erst
funf
hundert
vier
vierzehn
zwei
zweihundert
zweit
OBJECT Bild
Figur
OTHER ander
OTHER HAND andererseits
PAGE Titelseite
Umschlagseite
PERMANENCY immer
immer wieder
unentwegt
PERSON Autor
Erzahler
Frau
Frau Loer
Hauptgur
Herr Busche
Herr Karasek
Ich-Erzahler
Japaner
Karasek
Mann
Romancier
Tochter
Vater
PERSUASION PART eigentlich
Table A.8: All semantic categories and members (ctd).
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PERS NAME Bertold Brecht
Byron
Carver
Conrad
Flaubert
Ford Meadow Ford
Gounaud
Heine
Hemingway
Holderlin
Leon de Winter
Margeriet de Moor
Maupassant
Mulich
Noteboom
Rilke
Rivas
Thomas Bernhard
Wagner
PERS PRONOUN OTHER er
sie
PERS PRONOUN SELF ich
wir
POSSESSIVE OTHER deren
dessen
ihr
sein
POSSESSIVE SELF mein
unser
POS AFFECT Spa
erleichtert
herrliche Atmosphare
POS ATTRIBUTE Freundlichkeit
eiig
Table A.9: All semantic categories and members (ctd).
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POS EVAL Beste
Vorliebe
Vorzug
beachtlich
best
fabelhaft
gefallen
gern
glanzend
groartig
gut
gut sein
hervorragend
hocherfreulich
hochinteressant
intelligent
lesbar
nicht schlecht
ordentlich
poetisch
schon
unvergesslich
wunderbar
PRAYER um Gotteswillen
PRECISION bestimmt
kurz
rein
wohl
PROCESS anregen
aufbrechen
hervorbringen
konzipieren
machen
produzieren
schaen
spielen
verandern
ubersetzen
QUEST PART warum
was/PWS
RECEIVE annehmen
SIMPLE nur/ADV
oenbar
Table A.10: All semantic categories and members (ctd).
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tag members
SPATIAL FLAT Ebene
Niveau
ach
plan
SUBTLE unaufdringlich
zart
THERE IS es geben
geben es
TOTALITY all
ganz
gar
jed
voll
vollig
uberall
TRANSCENDENCE Damonie
Meisterwerk
TRASH Mumpitz
Quatsch
dummes Zeug
UNIT Jahr
Seite
VERY besonders
deutlich
sehr
weitaus
auerst
Table A.11: All semantic categories and members (ctd).
Appendix B
LQ Gesture Lexicon
This section presents the shared gesture lexicon, i.e. all gesture lemmas, of the speakers
MRR and HK, as assembled from the LQ data. The lexicon is structured according to the
gesture classes: adaptors, emblems, deictics, iconics, metaphorics and beats. The order of
classes follows the order of class annotation (Section 8.2). Within each class the lemmas
are ordered alphabetically by name. Each gesture has the following information:
 Video stills: One or two frames from the LQ data that show MRR or HK perform
the gesture. Not all gestures are documented with pictures.
 Description: A verbal description of the gesture.
 Speech Sample: A speech sample that co-occurred with this gesture in the LQ
data. The underlined part is the part where the gesture's expressive phase (stroke,
beats or independent hold) was performed. Only the current gesture is marked by
underlining, other gestures are ignored for the sake of clarity. Nonverbal sounds are
transcribed with square brackets. Commas and colons were added for readability.
Question and exclamation marks indicate the respective intonational contours. Note
that the picture must not necessarily be taken from the same stretch as the speech
sample. Both were selected separately to obtain the most representative picture and
speech sample each.
 Features: Description of the gesture's formational features. This point does not
apply to adaptors (since there are no sub-categories) and to beat (since it is a rest
class). The formational dimensions are
{ Hand shape (HS)
{ Hand location (Loc)
{ Hand orientation (Orient): PTB = palm towards body, PAB = palm away from
body, PU = palm up, PD = palm down, PI = palm sideways inward
{ Hand/arm movement (Move): TB = towards body, AB = away from body, TS
= to the side
{ Bi-handedness (2H)
{ Shoulder movement (Sh)
{ Facial Expression (FE)
If the hand moves during the gesture, sometimes start and end position/shape are
specied using an arrow symbol in-between. If only the end position/shape is a
formational feature the end position/shape is signied with an arrow up front.
 References: References to this gesture in the research literature with names and
possibly information on its meaning (decoding).
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 Similar: List of gestures in the inventory that are similar to this one and could be
possibly confused with it. However, similar gestures must be distinguishable in at
least one formational feature.
 LitQua: Absolute and relative frequencies for speakers MRR and HK.
Note that this lexicon does not describe the meaning of its entries. In the approach of
this work, gesture meaning is implicitly coded in the probabilistic rules contained in the
gesture proles. However, the speech sample given for each gesture usually gives a good
impression of how the gesture might function in a conversation.
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B.1 Adaptors
Description Touching one's own body parts, for instance scratching the nose,
rubbing the neck, touching one's ear lobe, hair, forehead. Also,
touching objects like pen, cup, rubbing the chair's arm or the table
surface.
References Morris (1994: 42) lists the ear scratch as an \involuntary action"
indicating confusion, and the head scratch (p. 143) as a \natural
reaction to conict" indicating puzzlement.
LitQua MRR: 20 (2.6%), HK: 5 (1.7%)
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B.2 Emblems
B.2.1 Emblem.Anticipation
Description Open hand rotates back and forth at wrist. Palm directed away
from body on the level of the head or slightly lower. Face may
look sceptical.
Speech Sample \man muss sehr aufpassen" (MRR, LQ2-1, 2:25)
Features HS: open, Orient: PI, Loc: head, Move: wrist rotation.
References |
Similar Emblem.Chide, Emblem.More-or-less, Emblem.Wave
LitQua MRR: 3 (0.4%)
B.2.2 Emblem.Attention
Description Forenger is shaken at someone or simply displayed, pointing up.
Speech Sample \mir gefallt ganz besonders die letzte Geschichte" (MRR, LQ3-10,
0:09)
Features HS: Forenger.
References Calbris (1990) nds two version: shaking for warning (see Em-
blem.Chide) and static for advise (Emblem.Attention). Saitz and
Cervenka (1972) call it attention (Colombian gesture). Efron
(1941) calls it hey! (Italian gesture). Webb (1997: 98) calls it im-
portant point. Morris (1994: 87) calls it forenger raise, decoded
as \pay attention!".
Similar Emblem.Chide, Deictic.Addressee, Deictic.Space
LitQua MRR: 35 (4.5%), HK: 14 (4.7%)
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B.2.3 Emblem.Big
Description Both hands are held at head level one shoulder width (or more)
apart, palms facing each other.
Speech Sample \und das ist wirklich ein so groer Roman in dem Zwischen-
raum" (HK, LQ3-8, 0:52)
Features HS: open, Orient: PI, Loc: head-level/side, 2H
References Efron (1941) calls it so big! (Italian gesture)
Similar Meta.Frame, Meta.Walls
LitQua HK: 1 (0.3%)
B.2.4 Emblem.Block
Description Hand is positioned in front of the speaker, palm toward addressee,
possibly in a straight movement to the side.
Speech Sample \bitte schimpfen Sie mich nicht gleich aus" (HK, LQ1-5, 0:13)
Features HS: open, Orient: PAB.
References Saitz and Cervenka (1972) call it stop (US gesture). Weinrich
(1992: 117) calls it halt hand. Webb (1997: 99) subsumes it under
none.
Similar Emblem.Refuse, Emblem.Wave
LitQua MRR: 2 (0.3%), HK: 3 (1.0%)
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B.2.5 Emblem.Chide
Description Open hand (or forenger) is shaken at somebody in an almost
threatening manner.
Speech Sample \schreibt nicht uber New York!, es ist sehr gefahrlich uber New
York zu schreiben" (MRR, LQ1-6, 2:05)
Features HS: open or forenger, Orient: PTB or PI.
References Calbris (1990) ascribed the meaning warning to this gesture. Saitz
and Cervenka (1972) call it warning. Payrato (1993) calls it threat.
Similar Emblem.Anticipate, Emblem.Attention.
LitQua MRR: 8 (1.0%)
B.2.6 Emblem.Calm
Description Open hands, palms pointing down, are outstretched to addressee
as if to calm him/her down. Also performed by pressing down
hands repetitively.
Speech Sample \richtig, ja ja" (MRR, LQ3-10, 0:32)
Features HS: open, Orient: PD, Move: down.
References Efron (1941) listed it under go slowly, take it easy, be calm, wait,
listen! (Italian gesture). Payrato (1993) calls it calm. Johnson
et al. (1975) list a gesture called be calm that may be equivalent
to this. Morris (1994: 188) calls it palm lower, decoded as \less,
please", or palms down, decoded as \calm down".
LitQua MRR: 28 (3.6%), HK: 2 (0.7%)
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B.2.7 Emblem.Despair
Description Both hands are raised, palm facing each other, and the face makes
a lamentable expression.
Speech Sample \er ist unglaublich eitel" (MRR, LQ1-6, 1:43)
Features HS: open, Orient: PI, Loc: head-level, FE: despair.
References |
LitQua MRR: 1 (0.1%), HK: 1 (0.3%)
B.2.8 Emblem.Dismiss
Description Hand is wipes through the air in a downward arc as if chasing
away a y. Motion from the wrist or elbow if more expansive.
Speech Sample \aber das ist eigentlich unser Problem nicht" (MRR, LQ2-1, 4:05)
Features HS: open, Orient: PD, Move: downward arc.
References Saitz and Cervenka (1972) call it disbelief (US gesture) and em-
phasis (Colombian gesture). Efron (1941) calls it rejection. Sub-
sumes eeminate neg found by Webb (1997: 97) and is identical
to her sweep away (p. 103).
Similar Meta.Fling-Down
LitQua MRR: 61 (7.9%), HK: 13 (4.4%)
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B.2.9 Emblem.Doubt-Shrug
Description Hands are opened in an outward arc, ending in a palm-up position,
usually accompanied by a slight shrug and a face saying \I don't
know".
Speech Sample \daran ist der Autor schuld oder nicht schuld, ich wei es
nicht" (MRR, LQ3-6, 0:04)
Features 2H, HS: open, Orient: PU, Move: TS/arc.
References Saitz and Cervenka (1972) call it no information (Colombian ges-
ture). Payrato (1993) calls it doubt, ignorance, impotence. John-
son et al. (1975) have two gestures called I don't know and I doubt
it which could both apply. Webb (1997: 98) calls it no idea. Mor-
ris (1994: 137) calls it hands shrug, decoded as \disclaimer", or
shoulders shrug, decoded as \I do not know".
Similar Emblem.So-What
LitQua MRR: 4 (0.5%), HK: 2 (0.7%)
B.2.10 Emblem.Finger-Ring
Description Forenger and thumb touch to form a ring.
Speech Sample \. . . hat das Auto gut verkauft" (HK, LQ3-8, 0:44)
Features HS: nger ring, Orient: PI or PAB.
References Saitz and Cervenka (1972) call it perfection. Efron (1941) calls
it just, friendship, love, marriage, precision (Italian gesture).
Kendon (1981: 154) calls it good, perfect, OK. Payrato (1993) calls
it all right, perfect, OK. Weinrich (1992: 119) calls it nger ring.
Webb (1997: 100) calls it ring. Morris (1994: 118) calls it hand
ring, decoded as \OK, good" or \perfection".
Similar Emblem.Purse
LitQua MRR: 18 (2.3%), HK: 15 (5.1%)
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B.2.11 Emblem.Hand-Clap
Description Clapping both hands together or slapping the arm rest or table
with one hand.
Speech Sample \ich wette, Frau Loer wird diesen Roman zerfetzen" (MRR, LQ2-
5, 0:20)
Features HS: open, Move: straight together, Loc: hands touch.
References Saitz and Cervenka (1972) call it emphasis or agreement (the latter
only Colombian).
LitQua MRR: 2 (0.3%)
B.2.12 Emblem.Hand-Rub
Description Rubbing both hands together.
Speech Sample \sie hat immer feuchte Hande" (MRR, LQ2-7, 2:06)
Features 2H, Move: rubbing, Loc: hands touch.
References Saitz and Cervenka (1972) call it anticipation or thought (the latter
only US). Johnson et al. (1975) call it anticipation, too.
LitQua MRR: 4 (0.5%)
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B.2.13 Emblem.Hands-Up
Description Hands are thrown up into the air, palms to the front.
Speech Sample \ein manirierter Stil, der nicht ertraglich ist" (MRR, LQ2-7, 0:52)
Features 2H, HS: open, Orient: PAB, Loc: above head.
References Johnson et al. (1975) call it happy hands, decoding it as \I give
up". Magno Caldognetto and Poggi (1999) call it hands up, de-
coding it as \I resign, I do not oppose you". Morris (1994: 5) calls
it arms raise (I surrender).
Similar Emblem.Wave
LitQua MRR: 11 (1.4%)
B.2.14 Emblem.Indignation
Description Hands are abruptly thrown up and to the side.
Speech Sample \ach Kinder!" (MRR, LQ3-5, 4:48)
Features 2H, HS: open, Orient: PI, Loc: head, Move: up.
References |
Similar Emblem.Hands-Up
LitQua MRR: 3 (0.4%)
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B.2.15 Emblem.Invitation
Description Arms are opened as if to embrace somebody. Often accompanied
by a smile.
Speech Sample \kein Land auf Erden hat eine so herrliche Atmosphare" (MRR,
LQ3-5, 4:44)
Features 2H, HS: open, Orient: PAB, Move: TS/arc, Loc: center ! side.
References Payrato (1993) calls it invitation, to pass, \come in!".
Similar Emblem.So-What
LitQua MRR: 2 (0.3%)
B.2.16 Emblem.Knee-Slap
Description Hand hits own knee with emphasis.
Speech Sample \so, jetzt gehen wir zum nachsten Buch uber" (MRR, LQ3-4, 0:09)
Features HS: open, Move: down, Loc: center ! knee.
References |
Similar |
LitQua MRR: 6 (0.8%)
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B.2.17 Emblem.More-Or-Less
Description The open hand, palm down, swivels around the wrist.
Speech Sample \es ist da eine leise oder mehr oder weniger starke Enttau-
schung" (MRR, LQ2-1, 0:14)
Features HS: open, Orient: PD, Move: wrist rotation.
References Saitz and Cervenka (1972) call it more or less. Johnson et al.
(1975) call it so-so, about average, decoding it with \don't know",
\uncertainty". Payrato (1993) calls it Approximately.
Similar |
LitQua MRR: 15 (1.9%), HK: 1 (0.3%)
B.2.18 Emblem.Number
Description Fingers stick out from the otherwise closed hand to indicate a
number.
Speech Sample \es heit aber nicht, dass zweimal bei einem eingebrochen wird"
(HK, LQ2-4, 0:58)
Features HS: closed apart from ngers, Orient: PAB, Loc: chest/head.
References Johnson et al. (1975) call it counting.
Similar Emblem.Attention
LitQua MRR: 6 (0.8%), HK: 4 (1.4%)
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B.2.19 Emblem.One-Hand-Other-Hand
Description Hand shifts location from one side to the other.
Speech Sample \was ist der Unterschied zwischen einer journalistischen und einer
epischen Begabung?" (MRR, LQ3-5, 0:55)
Features 2H, Loc: center ! side, Move: straight.
References Subsumed by location of Webb (1997: 99).
Similar Deictic.Space
LitQua MRR: 16 (2.1%)
B.2.20 Emblem.Pray
Description The palms of the two hands touch, nger tips pointing up, like in
prayer.
Speech Sample \diese Klischees sind ziemlich peinlich" (HK, LQ2-2, 0:33)
Features 2H, HS: open/at, Orient: PI, Loc: palms touch
References Kendon (1995) calls it praying hands. Saitz and Cervenka (1972)
call it saintliness. Johnson et al. (1975) have a gesture called
pleading that may be this one. Efron (1941) calls it prayer, plea
or pleading. Morris (1994: 140) calls it hands wring, decoded as
\please help me", or palms contact, decoded as \prayer".
Similar |
LitQua MRR: 1 (0.1%), HK: 2 (0.7%)
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B.2.21 Emblem.Purse
Description All ngertips of the hand touch and point up.
Speech Sample \die Zensur zwingt einen, vorsichtig zu schreiben" (MRR, LQ2-1,
2:15)
Features HS: nger-bunch, Orient: PU, Move: up/down.
References Called mano a borsa by Poggi (1983), tulip hand by Bitti and
Poggi (1991), purse hand by Kendon (1995). Efron (1941) calls
it what do you want?. Kendon (1981: 154) calls it good, query,
criticism. Weinrich (1992: 115) calls it pointed hand. Morris
(1994: 110) calls it hand purse, decoded as \query" or \good".
Similar Emblem.Finger-Ring
LitQua MRR: 10 (1.3%), HK: 3 (1.0%)
B.2.22 Emblem.Refuse
Description Flat hand with palm toward addressee or hand with extended
forenger is moved outward in a wiping motion.
Speech Sample \das soll der Journalist nicht tun" (MRR, LQ3-5, 1:27)
Features HS: open or forenger, Orient: PAB, Loc: center ! side, Move:
straight.
References Saitz and Cervenka (1972) call it no (Colombian gesture): index
nger is moved from side to side. Efron (1941) calls it no, no!
(Italian gesture): index nger moved slowly from side to side.
Payrato (1993) calls it negation. Webb (1997: 99) subsumes it un-
der none. Subsumes forenger wag by Morris (1994: 89), decoded
as \no!".
Similar Emblem.Wipe, Emblem.Block
LitQua MRR: 9 (1.2%), HK: 2 (0.7%)
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B.2.23 Emblem.Small
Description Forenger and thumb almost touch, leaving only a small space
in-between, while the rest of the hand is closed.
Speech Sample \beim Romancier kommt es auf jeden Zwischenraum,
zwischen den Zeilen, darauf kommt es an" (MRR, LQ3-5, 1:10)
Features HS: thumb and forenger almost touch, Orient: PI, Loc:
chest/head.
References Johnson et al. (1975) have a gesture called something small.
Payrato (1993) calls it little.
Similar Emblem.Finger-Ring
LitQua MRR: 2 (0.3%), HK: 6 (2.0%)
B.2.24 Emblem.So-What
Description Hands are opened and moved outward in an arc as if to show the
empty palms.
Speech Sample \warum versagt er im Westen?" (MRR, LQ2-1, 0:48)
Features HS: open, Orient: PU and PAB, Loc: center ! side, Move:
TS/arc.
References Payrato (1993) calls it indierence, ignorance or innocence. Morris
(1994: 197) calls it palms up, decoded as \I swear!".
Similar Emblem.Doubt-Shrug
LitQua MRR: 35 (4.5%), HK: 2 (0.7%)
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B.2.25 Emblem.Strong
Description Hand is formed to a st.
Speech Sample \. . . dass Sie eine Vorliebe haben fur kampfende Frauen" (MRR,
LQ1-7, 0:52)
Features HS: st.
References Saitz and Cervenka (1972) call it anger. Efron (1941) calls it
absolutely no/yes (Italian gesture). Morris (1994: 70) calls it st
clench, decoded as \power", or st shake, decoded as \threat" or
\we won!".
Similar |
LitQua MRR: 33 (4.3%), HK: 7 (2.4%)
B.2.26 Emblem.Wave
Description The at hand is outstretched, upward, palm toward the addressee
with small sideways movements, like waving somebody hello.
Speech Sample \wie ein Autor einen Roman beginnt ist sehr wichtig" (MRR, LQ2-
7, 0:32)
Features HS: open, Orient: PAB, Move: waving, Loc: above head.
References Webb (1997: 96) calls it attention. Morris (1994: 1) calls it arm
raise (request for attention).
Similar Emblem.Block
LitQua MRR: 4 (0.5%), HK: 1 (0.3%)
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B.2.27 Emblem.Wipe
Description Flat hands, palms down, start near (above) each other and move
apart in a straight, wiping motion.
Speech Sample \er hat keine Zeit fur sowas" (MRR, LQ1-4, 1:42)
Features HS: open, Orient: PD, Loc: center ! side, Move: TS/straight.
References Saitz and Cervenka (1972) call it termination. Johnson et al.
(1975) have a gesture called nished that could be this one. Efron
(1941) calls it nished, through (Italian gesture). Payrato (1993)
calls it enough, end. Webb (1997: 99) subsumes it under none.
Similar |
LitQua MRR: 28 (3.6%), HK: 1 (0.3%)
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B.3 Deictics
B.3.1 Deictic.Addressee
Description Hand is pointing toward the addressee, possibly with forenger
outstretched.
Speech Sample \ich will Ihnen gerne recht geben" (HK, LQ1-5, 0:36)
Features HS: open or forenger, Orient: pointed at addressee
References Efron (1941) calls it you, this, that (Italian gesture). Magno Cal-
dognetto and Poggi (1999) call it accusative index nger on a
second-layer interpretation. Weinrich (1992: 113) calls it stretch
hand or forenger. Subsumes to you by Webb (1997: 103). Morris
(1994: 85) calls it forenger point, decoded as indicating direction
or \threat".
Similar Meta.Cup
LitQua MRR: 23 (3.0%), HK: 13 (4.4%)
B.3.2 Deictic.Person
Description Hand points toward a person that is neither the speaker him-
/herself nor the addressee, possibly with forenger outstretched.
Speech Sample \. . . und eigentlich, wie Karasek gesagt hat, drei-, dreihundert
Seiten lang total unlesbar" (MRR, LQ3-5, 0:40)
Features HS: open or forenger, Orient: pointed at a person (neither
speaker nor addressee)
References |
Similar |
LitQua MRR: 3 (0.4%)
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B.3.3 Deictic.Self
Description Speaker points with one hand or both hands to him-/herself, using
the at hand, forenger or thumb, usually on the height of the
chest.
Speech Sample \mir personlich gefallt ganz besonders die letzte
Geschichte" (MRR, LQ3-10, 0:08)
Features HS: open or forenger, Orient: PTB and pointing at oneself
References Saitz and Cervenka (1972) call it self. Johnson et al. (1975) call
it me. Efron (1941) also calls it me (Italian gesture). Payrato
(1993) calls it sincerity, oath. Webb (1997: 102) calls it self/to
self. Morris (1994: 23, 24) calls it chest hold, chest point, or chest
tap (me?).
Similar |
LitQua MRR: 9 (1.2%)
B.3.4 Deictic.Self+Addressee
Description Hand alternates between pointing at the addressee and the
speaker.
Speech Sample \unsere Gesprache, die waren ja dramatisch, als wir allein uns
daruber unterhielten" (MRR, LQ1-7, 0:38)
Features HS: open or forenger, Orient: pointing at oneself ! pointing at
addressee, Move: back and forth.
References Webb (1997: 102) calls it self-other.
Similar |
LitQua MRR: 2 (0.3%)
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B.3.5 Deictic.Space
Description Hand or forenger points into the space in front of the speaker,
usually down.
Speech Sample \diese Figuren haben wir hier bei ihm nicht mehr" (MRR, LQ3-10,
1:01)
Features HS: open or forenger, Orient: PD or PI (pointing into center
space).
References Efron (1941) calls it here, now, down or you, this, that (Italian
gestures). McNeill (1992: 173, 154) calls it abstract pointing.
Similar |
LitQua MRR: 40 (5.2%), HK: 7 (2.4%)
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B.4 Iconics
B.4.1 Iconic.Away
Description Hand makes a movement away from the speaker.
Speech Sample \und mitten aus diesem zweiten Liebesfruhling
einfach weglauft" (HK, LQ1-1, 2:09)
Features Orient: PI, Loc: stomach level, Move: AB/straight.
References Efron (1941) calls it go away, get out, he got out, he got away
(Italian gesture). Payrato (1993) calls it to pass, move along!.
Similar |
LitQua MRR: 3 (0.4%), HK: 8 (2.7%)
B.4.2 Iconic.Drink
Description Hand performs action as if speaker would drink from a glass.
Speech Sample \. . . ich kann die Manner um die Finger wickeln, und der Mann
besauft sich" (HK, LQ3-8, 0:38)
Features HS: holding a glass, Loc: center ! mouth, Move: short tilt at
mouth
References A kinetograph according to Ekman and Friesen (1969). Called
drink by Saitz and Cervenka (1972) (Colombian gesture), Efron
(1941) (Italian gesture) and Poyatos (1975). Morris (1994: 106)
calls it hand 'drink', decoded as \drink".
Similar |
LitQua HK: 1 (0.3%)
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B.4.3 Iconic.Explode
Description Hands start at stomach level and move abruptly upward and out-
ward as if propelled by an explosion.
Speech Sample \zwischen den Zeilen sind Explosionen" (MRR, LQ3-10, 1:20)
Features 2H, Orient: PI, Loc: center ! side, Move: TS/arc.
References Efron (1941: 101) calls it a tremendous explosion (Jewish gesture).
Similar Meta.Emerge
LitQua MRR: 5 (0.6%)
B.4.4 Iconic.Fall
Description Hands with palms down fall from chest level down to stomach
level.
Speech Sample \und fallt den Frauen dann umso heftiger in die Hande" (HK, LQ1-
1, 1:52)
Features 2H, HS: open, Orient: PD, Loc: chest! stomach, Move: straight.
References |
Similar Meta.Umbrella
LitQua HK: 2 (0.7%)
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B.4.5 Iconic.Front-Back-Distance
Description One hand is positioned in front of the other, both parallel to the
speaker's body, with a small distance in-between.
Speech Sample \soweit man das in dieser Ubersetzung merkt" (HK, LQ2-4, 0:11)
Features 2H, HS: open, Orient: PTB, Loc: stomach.
References |
Similar |
LitQua MRR: 1 (0.1%), HK: 1 (0.3%)
B.4.6 Iconic.Grab
Description The open hand contracts all ngers in a grabbing motion.
Speech Sample \den Booker-Preis, den er bekommen hat, hat er nicht selber
angenommen" (MRR, LQ1-4, 1:37)
Features HS: open ! st.
References A kinetograph according to Ekman and Friesen (1969). Webb
(1997: 101) calls it grasp-1 hand or graph-2 hand.
Similar |
LitQua MRR: 5 (0.6%)
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B.4.7 Iconic.Merge
Description The two claw-like hands, palms facing each other, are moved to-
ward each other and back multiple times.
Speech Sample \. . . dieser Situation, die er da schildert, das hat sich mir nicht
zusammengetan" (HK, LQ1-3, 1:03)
Features 2H, HS: claw, Orient: PI, Loc: side ! center, Move: back and
forth.
References Could be each other or together found by Webb (1997: 97).
Similar |
LitQua MRR: 5 (0.6%), HK: 4 (1.4%)
B.4.8 Iconic.Page
Description The open, at hand is shown as if to represent a page while the
other hand points toward it.
Speech Sample \. . . indem er auf die Titelseite drucken lasst: Roman" (MRR, LQ3-
6, 0:41)
Features 2H, HS1: open, HS2: open or forenger, Orient1: PI or PAB,
Orient2: pointing at other hand.
References |
Similar |
LitQua MRR: 4 (0.5%)
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B.4.9 Iconic.Sway
Description Both open hands, palms down, alternate in an up-down movement.
Speech Sample \das Buch [ah] oszilliert" (MRR, LQ2-7, 0:40)
Features 2H, HS: open, Orient: PD, Move: hands alternate in up-down
motion.
References |
Similar |
LitQua MRR: 3 (0.4%), HK: 1 (0.3%)
B.4.10 Iconic.To-Fro
Description Both hands move from one side to the other.
Speech Sample \das Buch [ah] oszilliert, es es schwankt zwischen verschiedenen
sprachlichen Ebenen" (MRR, LQ2-7, 0:40)
Features 2H, HS: open, Orient: PI, Loc: center ! side ! other side
References Webb (1997: 96) calls it alternate.
Similar Emblem.One-Hand-Other-Hand
LitQua MRR: 2 (0.3%)
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B.4.11 Iconic.Write
Description Hand imitates the act of writing.
Speech Sample \es heit immer: J. M." (MRR, LQ1-4, 1:22)
Features HS: holding a pen, Move: writing.
References A kinetograph according to Ekman and Friesen (1969). Payrato
(1993) calls it bill, to write. Morris (1994: 132) calls it hand 'write',
decoded as \please bring me the bill".
Similar |
LitQua MRR: 2 (0.3%)
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B.5 Metaphorics
B.5.1 Meta.Aura
Description Both hands are held at head level as if touching a sphere around
the head.
Speech Sample \weil man denkt zuerst, das ist die ubliche Geschichte" (HK, LQ1-3,
0:07)
Features 2H, HS: open, Orient: PTB, Loc: head.
References Called a metaphor of mental states by McNeill (1992: 158)
Similar Emblem.Despair
LitQua MRR: 1 (0.1%), HK: 4 (1.4%)
B.5.2 Meta.Bridge
Description The forenger traces an arc, moving to the side, either outward or
inward.
Speech Sample \. . . wo ein Mann, nach dem Tod seiner Frau,. . . " (HK, LQ1-1, 1:21)
Features HS: forenger, Loc: center ! side, Move: arc.
References An ideograph that is \tracing the direction of thought" (Poyatos,
1975: 219). Morris (1994: 84) calls it forenger hop, decoded as
\tomorrow".
Similar Meta.Progress
LitQua MRR: 2 (0.3%), HK: 14 (4.7%)
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B.5.3 Meta.Chop
Description Open, tense hand cuts downward in an abrupt motion.
Speech Sample \. . . wo ein Mann, nach dem Tod seiner Frau,. . . " (HK, LQ1-1, 1:21)
Features HS: open/tense
References Weinrich (1992: 115) calls it chopping hand. Webb (1997: 97)
calls it chop. Morris (1994: 103) calls a similar gesture hand chop,
decoded as \I cut through the argument".
Similar Beat
LitQua MRR: 19, HK: 5
B.5.4 Meta.Clockwork
Description The forenger of the hand performs a circular movement near the
temple of the speaker
Speech Sample \. . . woruber er sehr verstort ist" (HK, LQ2-6, 0:14)
Features HS: forenger, Orient: pointing at temple, Loc: head, Move: cir-
cular.
References Saitz and Cervenka (1972) call it insanity (nger circles) or intel-
ligence (nger taps temple). Efron (1941) calls it crazy (Italian
gesture, circling). Payrato (1993) calls it mad, madness. Sub-
sumed by mental found by Webb (1997: 100). Morris (1994: 202)
calls it temple circle, decoded as \crazy!".
Similar |
LitQua HK: 2 (0.7%)
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B.5.5 Meta.Cup
Description Open, cup-shaped hand, palm up, is held in front of the speaker
at stomach height.
Speech Sample \was ist das fur ein Mann?" (MRR, LQ1-6, 0:34)
Features HS: open, Orient: PU, Loc: stomach.
References McNeill (1992: 147.) subsumes it under conduit metaphorics.
Saitz and Cervenka (1972) call it what happened? (Colombian
gesture). Efron (1941) calls it don't you see? (Italian gesture).
Webb (1997: 98) calls it idea on palm. Morris (1994: 196) calls it
palms up, decoded as \I implore you".
Similar |
LitQua MRR: 21 (2.7%), HK: 15 (5.1%)
B.5.6 Meta.Cup-Flip
Description Open, cup-shaped hand is brought into palm-up position in a small
arc.
Speech Sample \jedoch: wir wissen, er wurde aus dem Japanischen ins Englische
ubersetzt" (MRR, LQ2-5, 0:55)
Features HS: open, Orient: PU, Loc: stomach, Move: small arc (movement
from the wrist).
References Weinrich (1992: 109) calls it rolling hands. See also references of
Meta.Cup. Webb (1997: 97) subsumes it under contrast, it also
matches with her new idea.
Similar Beat
LitQua MRR: 17 (2.2%), HK: 34 (11.5%)
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B.5.7 Meta.Dome
Description Open hand, palm down, traces the surface of a dome or sphere in
front of the speaker at stomach height.
Speech Sample \. . . oder ein Studio, durch das man gefuhrt wird" (HK, LQ1-5, 1:00)
Features HS: open, Orient: PD, Loc: stomach, Move: tracing dome.
References |
Similar Meta.Umbrella
LitQua MRR: 21 (2.7%), HK: 6 (2.0%)
B.5.8 Meta.Emerge
Description Hands rise from stomach level upward and slightly outward.
Speech Sample \das heit, dass der Text etwas weckt beim Leser, was gar nicht
expressis verbis gesagt wurde" (MRR, LQ3-5, 1:45)
Features 2H, Orient: PI ! PU, Loc: stomach ! head, Move: slight arc
outward.
References Weinrich (1992: 116) calls it upward hand. Both revelation and
alot found by Webb (1997: 101, 96) could apply.
Similar Iconic.Explode
LitQua MRR: 5 (0.6%), HK: 6 (2.0%)
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B.5.9 Meta.Fling-Down
Description Hands act as if holding something, then throwing it to the ground.
Speech Sample \also eiig ist er, eiig und eitel und abstoend wie Richard
Wagner" (MRR, LQ1-6, 0:59)
Features 2H, HS:! open, Orient: PI! PD, Loc: stomach, Move: straight
down.
References McNeill (1992: 147.) calls it conduit metaphoric.
Similar Meta.Frame, Emblem.Dismiss
LitQua MRR: 48 (6.2%)
B.5.10 Meta.Frame
Description Both hands are held some inches apart, palms facing each other,
as if holding something.
Speech Sample \diese Talkshow ist die beste Satire auf eine Talkshow" (HK, LQ1-5,
0:41)
Features 2H, HS: open, Orient: PI, Loc: stomach or chest.
References McNeill (1992: 147.) calls it conduit metaphoric. Weinrich
(1992: 111) calls it frame hands.
Similar |
LitQua MRR: 35 (4.5%), HK: 20 (6.8%)
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B.5.11 Meta.Heart
Description Claw-shaped hand, palm facing the speaker's body, is held at chest
level, either coming forward in an arc or staying there.
Speech Sample \wie seine Leiden dargestellt werden, das steht alles zwischen den
Zeilen" (MRR, LQ3-10, 1:56)
Features HS: claw, Orient: PTB ! PU, Loc: chest, Move: TS/arc.
References |
Similar Meta.Progress, Deictic.Self
LitQua MRR: 18 (2.3%), HK: 2 (0.7%)
B.5.12 Meta.Idea
Description Hand starts near the head, usually at the temple, and moves away
from there.
Speech Sample \diese Prosa hat etwas ungeheuer Befreiendes, weil sie
in der Phantasie des Lebens etwas freisetzt" (HK, LQ3-8, 0:57)
Features HS: open or forenger, Orient: PTB! PI, Loc: head, Move: AB.
References Payrato (1993) calls it to remember, idea. Subsumed by mental
found by Webb (1997: 100). Morris (1994: 205) calls it temple
touch, decoded as \I have an idea!".
Similar Meta.Clockwork
LitQua MRR: 5 (0.6%), HK: 4 (1.4%)
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B.5.13 Meta.Open
Description Closed hand opens abruptly.
Speech Sample \eine deutliche Intelligenz des Autors" (MRR, LQ3-4, 0:56)
Features HS: closed ! open.
References Kendon (1995) refers to it as the transformation from nger bunch
to open hand.
Similar |
LitQua MRR: 3 (0.4%)
B.5.14 Meta.Progress
Description Hand moves in circles where in the upper arc the hand moves
away from the body (progressive direction according to Calbris,
1990: 92).
Speech Sample \was der Romancier mit den Worten, die er schreibt, anregt in der
Phantasie des Lesers" (MRR, LQ3-5, 1:17)
Features Move: progressive circle.
References Saitz and Cervenka (1972) call it complication (Colombian ges-
ture). McNeill (1992: 159) calls it a metaphor of change, more
specically of transition. Payrato (1993) calls it continuity, repe-
tition. Calbris (1990: 69, 92) takes it as a gesture of development,
unfolding, repetition, evolution. Webb (1997: 101) calls it process
(maybe her repeated applies, too).
Similar Meta.Clockwork
LitQua MRR: 9 (1.2%), HK: 3 (1.0%)
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B.5.15 Meta.Regress
Description Hand moves in circles where in the upper arc the hand moves
toward the body (regressive direction according to Calbris,
1990: 92).
Speech Sample \wir wissen, er wurde aus dem Japanischen ins Englische ubersetzt
[. . . ] und nun aus'm Englischen ins Deutsche" (MRR, LQ2-5, 0:56)
Features Move: regressive circle.
References Calbris (1990: 92) takes it as a gesture of starting over, anteriority,
origin.
Similar |
LitQua MRR: 2 (0.3%), HK: 1 (0.3%)
B.5.16 Meta.Snatch
Description Hand, in a movement toward the body, suddenly closes as if catch-
ing something mid-air.
Speech Sample \sehr zum Unwillen von Frau Loer" (MRR, LQ3-5, 0:22)
Features HS: open ! st, Orient: ! PTB, Move: TB.
References Weinrich (1992: 117) calls it catch hand.
Similar |
LitQua MRR: 12 (1.6%)
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B.5.17 Meta.Thought-Grip
Description Open hand is held near the forehead, palm toward head.
Speech Sample \. . . dass Thomas Bernhard solche Verhaltnisse in eine
Damonie treiben kann, wo kein Ausweg mehr bleibt" (HK,
LQ1-5, 0:27)
Features HS: open, Orient: PTB, Loc: forehead.
References Called a metaphoric of mental states by McNeill (1992: 158)
Similar Meta.Aura
LitQua MRR: 6 (0.8%), HK: 3 (1.0%)
B.5.18 Meta.Umbrella
Description Hand is held in front of speaker, palm down, as if touching a
spherical object from above.
Speech Sample \und der neue Roman [. . . ] zeigt im Mittelpunkt einen Ju-
den" (MRR, LQ3-4, 1:27)
Features HS: open, Orient: PD, Move: down.
References Kendon (1980: 213) calls it umbrella gesture.
Similar Meta.Dome
LitQua MRR: 14 (1.8%), HK: 1 (0.3%)
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B.5.19 Meta.Walls
Description Both hands, palms facing each other, are held side by side, as if
framing something. Hands are at open, almost sti.
Speech Sample \mich hat eine Sache an dem Roman gestort: die Oper, die er [ah]
da schreiben will" (HK, LQ1-3, 0:49)
Features HS: at open, Orient: PI, Loc: stomach or chest.
References Weinrich (1992: 108) calls it wall hands.
Similar Meta.Frame
LitQua MRR: 1 (0.1%), HK: 10 (3.4%)
B.6 Beats
Description A quick, short stroke downwards with an open hand. Usually
performed in a series of strokes. Hand shape and location can
vary, though usually the hand is open, the location is somewhere
in center space.
References Weinrich (1992: 114) calls it tact hand or chopping hand.
LitQua MRR: 49 (6.3%), HK: 42 (14.2%)
